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I.

Of the Composition and Resolution of Numbers : Or , The Dofirine
oj Lrime and Composite Numbers j with that of the Commenfurability and Incommensurability of Numbers.

(j. i . Containing the General Principles and Theory.
definitions.
I.

N' E Number is said to measure, or be a Measure of another , when it is
contained in it a certain Number of Times precisely ; so that being taken
out of it as oft as possible, there shall nothing remain over. Thus , 4 mea¬
sures 12 ; because it is contained in it precisely 3 Times . Observe also , that one
Number is said to measure another by that Number which is the Quote : So 4 mea¬
sures 12 by 3 ; and reciprocally, 3 measures 12 by 4 : And hence any Number with
the Quote , by which it measures another, may be called the reciprocal Measures of
that Number.
COROLLARIES.
j. Every aliquot Part of a Number measures it ; and every Number which measures
another , is an aliquot Part of it.
2. Unity measures every Number by that Number it self ; and every Number mea¬
sures it self by Unity ; and these are the greatest and least Measures of any Numbers ;
which are also reciprocal Measures.
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II . A Number is called the Common Measure of two or more Numbers , when it
measures each of them : So 5 is a Common Measure of 6, 9,12 . And if it’s the great¬
est Number that measures them, it is called their Greatest Common Measure3 as Uni¬
ty is their least.
III . A Number is called a ‘Prime Number , which has no Measure, but it self and
Unity 5 as 2, 3, 5, 73 and which consequently is the Product of no other Numbers.
IV . A Number is called a Compofite Number ., which has some Measure besides it
self and Unity 3 and which consequently is the Product of seme two other Numbers:
For every Measure has its Reciprocal , and their Product is the Number measured by
them , from the Nature of Division. Thus , 3 measures 12. by 4, and 3 Times

4 is 12.

V . Two or more Numbers are said to be Commensurable, when they have some
common Measure besides 1. Thus , 6 : 9 are Commensurable , because 3 measures
them both3 and 5, 10, 15, because 5 measures them all.
VI . Two or more Numbers are said to be Incommensurable, when they have no
common Measure besides 1, as 3, 43 or 4, 5, 6. Such Numbers are also said to be
‘Prime to one another , or among themselves 3 though none of them be really Prime
in it self.
Corol

. Two or more Prime Numbers are Incommensurable , because they have no

Common Measure but 1. And hence again 3 if several Numbers , A, B, C, tstc. are
Commensurable , no two of them can be Prime Numbers 5 and if one of them is a
Prime , it must be the common Measure of the Whole , else they have no Measure,,
since that Prime has no other Measure besides r.
Schoi, . Tho ’ Unity is a common Measure of all Numbers , yet the Notion of Compo¬

sition and Commcnsur ability is limited so as to exclude 1 from being a Measure : For
since 1 measures all Numbers , if this were admitted , there would be no such Distincti¬
ons as Prime and Composite, Commensurable and Incommensurable . Is we take
Compofition in the largest Sense, then Unity is the only Number which we can call
Simple 3 all others being Collections or Compositions of Units : But this Consideration
is too general and simple to be of any Use in discovering the Properties of Numbers 5
and therefore the Composition here treated of, is that particular Kind whit ■depends
upon Multiplication , taken in its more proper and strict Sense, as applied to the Re¬
petition of Numbers , or multiplying them by a Number greater than Unity 3 because
Unity apply ’d as a Multiplier , makes no Alteration of the Number to which it is
apply ’d.
Observe also, That Integral Numbers only make the Subject of this Chapter : .
For if Fractions were admitted , then there is no Number , either Integral or Fractio¬
nal , but some Fraction will measure it. For Example 3 Let A be any whole Num¬
ber 3 take any Fraction whose Numerator is r, as
it will measure A 5 the Quote
n
being nk.
Quote

Again , set

being

- be any Fraction , ’tis measurable by this .Fraction

Bn

the

Again observe, . that the Distinction of Fractions into Sim¬

ple and Compound , explained in Book II . is nothing like this Distinction of Prime
and Composite 3 even though Multiplication is concerned in that Composition 3 ser
that is merely a Distinction of two different Forms of expressing the fame Quantity:
Thus , ~ of —, and iL , are but the same Thing differently conceived and expres¬
sed : So that if we take the Notion of Composition in General , as the Effect of Mul¬
tiplication .,
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tiplication , then — is a compound fractional Number , tho ’ exprefled ina simple Form :
And in this Sense we can call that only a Simple Fraction which is not the Product of
two real Fractions, proper or improper (excluding such improper ones whose Value is an
Integer , and not a mix d Number ) and such only are all Fractions , whole Denomina¬
tors are Composite Numbers . Example : — is a Simple Fraction , both in Form and
in its Nature ; because no two Fractions produce it , or it is not the Fraction of a Fraction ;
but this — is Simple in its Form , and in its Nature Compound ; for it is J _ of -L.
U
5
3
and —— — of - i or s of — : And this Simplicity and Composition is what belongs
to Fractions , but has nothing to do in the Subject of this Chapter.
VII . A Number is called Even, which is Measurable by, or is a Multiple of z j as
a, 4? 6) &C.
VIII . A Number is called Odd, which is not Measurable by, or is not a Multiple
of 2 j as 3, 5, 7, fc.
COROLLARIES.
1. An odd Number divided by 2, leaves 1 of Remainder.
2. Take the natural Progression r . 2 . 3 . 4, and
beginning at 2, take every
other Number , i . e. take one and leave the next continually , and so you have the
whole Series of even Numbers , 2 .4 . 6 . 8 . 10, fye. for the Series, r, 2, 3, ££?<;.
having x for the common Difference , the Difference of any Term , and the next
but one, is 2 5 consequently beginning at 2, and taking every other Term , we have a
Series differing by 2 3 which beginning with 2, is therefore the Series of Multiples of
2, i . e. of all even Numbers . Hence again, if we begin at 3, and take every other
Term , as z, 5, 7, 9, f£ c. we have the Series of odd Numbers 3 which proceeds also
by the common Difference of 2.
3. If we take the natural Progression, 1 . 2 . 3, and
double each Term of it, the
Series of Products is the Series of even Numbers 3 because it is the Series of Multi¬
ples of 2. And taking the lame natural Progression, if we take the Sums of every
two adjacent Terms , thus , x-j- 2 : 2-j- 3 : 3- ^-4, Vf - these make the Series of odd
Numbers 3 : 5 : 7, &c. for the first, 14 -2= 3 is the first odd Number , and the Se¬
ries proceeds by the constant Difference of 2 ; because every two adjacent Sums
have one Part common, and the other Parts are either two adjacent odd Numbers , or
two adjacent even Numbers 5 which differing by 2, therefore the Series of Sums differ
by 2 5 and because the first is 3, they must make the Series of odd Numbers.
4. 1 added to any even Number or substracted from it , makes the Sum or Remain¬
der the next greater or lesser odd Number 5 and 1 added to or substracted from any
odd Number , makes the Sum or Difference the next greater or lefler even Number . Again, 2 added to or substracted from any even or odd Number , gives the next greater
or lesser Number which is also even or odd.
5. All even Numbers have 2, 4, 6, 8, or o, in the Place of Units if they exceed
8 5 for they proceed from the continual Addition of 2 to it self, and to every succeed¬
ing Sum ; but the first of them are these 2 . 4 . 6 . 8. 10 , and consequently the lame
Figures must circulate continually in the Place of Units . Again , all odd Numbers
above 9, have in the Place of Units , one of these Numbers , 3, 5, 7, 9, or 1 ; for all
odd Numbers proceed from the constant Addition of 2, first to 1, and then to the Sum,
making the first 5 odd Numbers these, 3,5 , 7, 9, xi , ; whence it ’s plain, that the
fame Figures will continually circulate in the Place of Units,
5. All
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5. All even Numbers , except 2, are Composite. But
of odd Numbers some are
Prime, as 5, 5, 7, and some Composite, as 9, 15, 21. And since the two Series of
even and odd Numbers comprehend all Numbers , it follows, that,
5. All ‘Prime Numbers are odd, except the Prime 2.
ScrtOL. An odd Number may measure an even, as 3 measures 12

But an

even

can¬

not measure an odd. Also
the Product of two even Numbers , or an odd and even,
is always even 3 as the Product of two odd is odd the
;
Reasons of which you will
learn afterwards.
And upon these Things are founded the following Definitions ;
whereby all Composite Numbers are divided into evenly even, oddly even, and oddly
odd- Thus:
IX . An even Number is called evenly even, which an even Number measures by an
even Number , or is produced by two even Numbers , as 12= 2X6', and 24= 4X5.
X . An even Number is called oddly even, which an odd Number measures by an
even or
;
is produced by an odd and even, as 18= 3X5.
XI . An odd Composite Number is called oddly odd 3 because an odd Number mea¬
sures it by an odd, as 15= 3X5j or it is produced by 2 odd Numbers.
Observe, Because no even Number measures an odd 3 therefore odd Composites are
but of one singular Species, viz . oddly odd 3 therefore to call an odd N umber Compo¬
site, implies oddly odd5 but of even Numbers there is a Variety : Also besides the pre¬
ceding two general Distinctions, it ’s remarkable , that some of them are evenly even
only, i . e. they are not also oddly even as
;
8= 2X4, which no odd Number can
measure . Some of them are oddly even only , i. e. which are not the Product os two
even Numbers , as 14= 2X7. Lastly, some are both evenly and oddly even, as
12= 2X6= 3X4.

Again , observe, That though 1 may answer to the general Definition of an odd
Number 3 yet it ’s excluded in all that follows especially in what relates to the three
last Definitions ; because these Names imply Composite Numbers , in which 1 is no
Component Factor in a proper Sense. It ’s true indeed , that if we apply r as an odd
Number , in some of the following ITheorems they will still be true 3 but then it is to
no Purpose , because they will coincide with some other Thing.
XII . A Number is called PerfeEl, which is equal to the Sum of all its aliquot'
Parts 5 as 5= 3-{-2-J- r, which are all the aliquot Parts of 5.
. XIII . A Number is called Abundant , the Sum of whose aliquot Parts exceeds it 3
as ir , whose aliquot Parts are i -f -2-f-3- j- 4-4-5= i5.
XlV . A Number is called Deficient 3 the Sum of whose aliquot Parts is less than
it 3 as 8, whose aliquot Parts are x—
)—2.—4= 7.
AXIOMS.
If a Number , A, measures each of the several Numbers , B, C, D,
it will
measure their Sum . And if it measure them all but one, it cannot measure the
Sum.
id. The Number A, which measures the Sum of two Numbers , B-f- C, if
it mea¬
sures one of these Numbers , it will measure the other also 3 or, if it measures the
Sum of several Numbers , and also each of the Parts to one, it must measure that one
also.
Conor . The Sum of two Numbers is Commensurable with each of them 3 or it is
Incommensurable with each of them 3 and cannot be Commensurable with the one,
and Incommensurable with the other : And the Comtnensurability or Incommensura¬
bility of the Sum with each of them , is according as they are to one another Commen¬
surable or Incommensurable 3 and reversely , as-the Sum is Commensurable or not to
each os them , so are they Commensurable or not to one another.
3J., The
tst.

gi8
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3J . The Number A, that measures another , B, measures all the Numbers that B
measures, i . e. all the Multiples of B j and what is measured by A, is so by all the
aliquot Parts of A.
COROL
L ARIES.
Number can measure any odd Number 3 for then 2, which measures
all even Numbers , would measure an odd Number , contrary to the Definition of an
odd Number.
z. If a Number , A, is a Multiple or aliquot Part of another , B,
which is a Multiple
or aliquot Part of another C, which is so of another , D, and so on ; then is each lesser
of these Numbers , a Multiple or aliquot Part of all the greater , i. s . A of B, C, D,
CSV
. B of C, D,
3. Prom this and Ax. 2 . follows, that if one Number , A, measures each of two other
Numbers , B, C, it will also measure the Remainder aster B is taken out of C, as oft
as possible.
4 th. Of whatever Factors any Number is compos’d by Multiplication , it is resolva¬
ble into the fame by Division ; i . e. it is measurable by each of these Factors, or the
Product of any two or more of them ; and the Quote is always the Product of all the
rest of them : Thus , if N — dX^x^xd, then N -"r -a — bcd, and N ~^- ab— cd.
x. No

even

Schol . A Number

may be distributed

into Parts , so that though another Number

can measure none of these Parts ; yet it may measure the Whole : But if it measures
the Whole , it’s always possible to separate it into Parts , each of which that Number
will measure . Again , if a Number measures none of -the Parts, or not all of them,
and yet measures the Whole , it must measure the Sum of all the Remainders that
happen upon the Division of the several Parts 5-for these being taken away, it mea¬
sures what remains ; and measuring the whole, therefore it measures the Sum of these
Remainders , which is the other Part of the Whole.
PROBLEM
I.
Of all the odd Numbers , not exceeding a given one, to distinguish which of them
are ‘Prime , and which Composite; and consequently to find whether any odd Number
is ‘Prime or Composite.
Rule. Begin with the Number 3, and take the Progression of odd Numbers
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, §§c. till you have the given Number : Then beginning at 3, the first
iPrime odd Number , set some Mark , as a Point or Dash over the third Term after it,
and over the third Term after this, and so on till you have not 3 Terms within the
given Limit . Then begin at 5, and number 5 Terms after it , setting the same
Mark over the 5th, and over the 5th aster this, and so on continually as long as you
have 5 Terms ; do the fame from all the following Terms 7, 9,
till you come to
one after which you cannot find as many Terms as it expresses. And observe that
where , in the Course of the Work, you find a Mark already , you need not put a new
one. The Numbers thus marked , are all Composites, the others not marked being
all ‘Primes.
Exam. To find all the Primes from 3 to 79, they are these ; 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17,
}9, 23 , 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 6j, 71 , 73, 79j as you see them
marked
in this Scheme ;
; . 5 . 7 . 9 . 11 . 1; . 15 . 17 . I9 . 21 . 2; . 25 . 27 . 29 . 31 . 33 . 35 . 37 . 39 . 41 .
43 . 4j . 47 . 49 . 51 . 5; . 55 . 57 . 59- . 61 . 63 . §5 . 67 . 69 . 71 . 73 . 75 . 77 . 79 .
Ad

anon-
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an odd Number

cannot

be measured

by an even ( Cos oil . I

. Ax. Illd .)
therefore if an odd Number is composite, it is a Multiple of some lesser odd
Number
by some other ; and hence ’tis plain , that if we can distinguish all the
odd Numbers
within the Limits of the Question , which are the Multiples of each odd
every other , we have all the Composites within the Limits of the Question .Number by
Now that
these are truly found by the Rule , I thus prove :
The common Difference in the Series of odd Numbers is 2 ; therefore a
Term di¬
stant from any Term , as far as this Term expresses (r. e. the third Term
after
3 5 or
fifth after y, S5V.) is the Multiple of that former Term by 3 ; for it
exceeds that for¬
mer by as many Times 2, as its Distance from that former, i . e. by the
Multiple
former by 2, or of 2 by that ; and consequently it is 3 Times that former . of that
Going
one Period further , according to the Rule , the next Term we mark
exceeds the
Term last marked,by the fame Difference as it does the first Term , i . e. by 2
Times that
first Term ( because equidistant Terms taken out of an
Arithmetical Progression, are
equidifferent .) But the last,marked is equal to three Times the first, and that
now
marked exceeds the preceding by two Times the first, and therefore it is
equal
to
3-J- 2, or 5 Times the first For the fame Reason the next marked will
be
5+
2,
or
7
Times the first ; and so on in the Progression of odd Numbers , i . e. the
several Terms
marked in numbering from every Term , are the Multiples of this Term
by all the
Terms of the odd Series from 3. Wherefore we have found all the
, not exceed¬
ing the Limits of the Question , of every odd Number by every oddMultiples
Number , i . e. all the
odd composite Numbers required ; and consequently what are not marked
are all prime.
Scholiums.

That the Rule and Demonstration of this Problem might not be too
embarassed and
difficult, I have left some Things to be explained here , by which the Work is
made easier.
ist. Of the Series of Composites numbered from 3,
mark the second, which is ij,
with a double Point or Dash ; then from that one begin the Numbering
odd Number 5, and mark the second of this new Series with a double by the next
Mark ; then
from this one begin the Numbering by the next odd Number 7, and so on
the rest. These Terms doubly marked will all follow one another in through all
order , and
therefore ’tis always the last double Mark at which we begin for the next Step.
Thus
you see them marked in the preceding Example.
The Reason is this : Take any Term of the odd Series, its Multiples by
each of the
preceding Lester coincide with the Multiples of each of these by this one.
The Multiples of 7 by 3 and y are the some as the Multiples of 3 and y by Example:
7 ; whence
it is plain , that if all the Multiples of all the Terms preceding any given
one
are mark¬
ed , then we have so many of the Multiples of this one already marked ,
as do not ex¬
ceed its Product into the preceding Term ; and so we need only to begin
duct in numbering by this Term . But again, it is plain , that the Product at this Pro¬
of any Term
into the preceding , and its Product into the following, will have but
one Composite
betwixt them , viz. the Product of that Term into it self ; therefore the
Product of
any Term into the preceding is the second after the Product of that
preceding
preceding ; hence , Lastly, if we mark all the Multiples of 3, the first odd into its
Number,
and begin numbering by 5 at the second Composite from 3, we shall have
all
the Mul¬
tiples of y; and beginning the Numbering by 7 at the second os these
numbered
by y,
we shall have all the Multiples of 7 ; and so on.
2d. We may yet save a good deal of trouble in writing down the Series
of odd Num¬
bers, by this Method:
Suppose the given Limit be 99, write down the Numbers, *!, 3, y, 7, 9 in one
Line,
reckoning each of them as simple Units ; in a Column on the left Hand of these,
write
the Series 0, 1. 2. 3. 4 . y. 6. 7 . 8. 9, reckoning each of these as so
many io ’s ; then
U u
draw
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draw Lines separating them , as in the annex ’d Scheme : the Spaces
made by the crossing of these Lines , taken in the continued Order
of the odd Number ^ from the first Space in the upper Corner on the
0
left , against o, and under i , and numbered to the Right through
I
Line , and st>successively through the rest of the Lines , are the
that
- .
Z[
Places in which all the odd Numbers , let down one after another
•
.
3,
in order from r to pp, would stand : And without writing them
down , their Places are known thus ; take the Figure in the
4'
.
Place of ig ’s of any Number in the Column on the left Hand,
_5_j
the Figure in the Place of Units in the upper Line ; then
and
6>
— — — the Space where the Line of Spaces from the Figure in the Place
7'
of id ’s, and the Column of Spaces from the Figure in the Place
8
of Units , do meet , is the Place of that Number . Wherefore if
— -we begin at the Space under 3 in the first Line of Spaces, and
■
9i
number the Spaces in order from this towards the right Hand
through every Line , and mark the Spaces as before we did the
Numbers represented by these Spaces, we shall have the Primes and Composites the
same Way distinguished ; with this plain Advantage of Ease in the Work, that we
have not the Trouble of writing down all the odd Numbers separately . There are
other Advantages of this Method , which you’ll learn afterwards.
Again , If the Limit be ppp, carry on the odd Numbers upon the upper Line to pp ;
and the Series o . r . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6 . 7. 8 . 9 on the Left , represents ioo ’s.
By this you’ll easily perceive, how the Table may be made to any Limit . After¬
wards (see Probl. III .) you’ll find a Table carried to ppp, with other Work upon it,
to serve other useful Purposes.
3<f. When you begin to number by any Term , see first if it be a Prime or Composite,
which the Table wul strew, according as the Place of it is marked or not 5 for all the
Composites within the Limits assigned, which do not exceed the Product of this Term
into the preceding (and in some Cases seme that do exceed this Product ) are already
marked ; and therefore if this Term is Composite it is already marked : Then if the
supposed Term is a Prime , you must go on by the Rule 3 but if it is Composite, all
its Multiples are already marked , because they are also Multiples of any of its compo¬
nent Parts , and all the Multiples of these are already marked : Only it will be neces¬
sary to number out the first two Periods, , that the second Composite in numbering by
this Term may be doubly marked , in order to know where to begin for the next
Term.
4 th. If it be proposed to find, Whether any given odd Number be Prime or Composite,
it will not be always necessary to find all the Primes and Composites within that Li¬
mit 3 for if in the Course of the Work the Mark of a Composite falls upon the given
Number , we have the Question solved, and there we may stop. And if you have al¬
ready a Table made , there you have the Question solved for all Numbers not exceed¬
ing the Limits of the Question . Afterwards (see Coroll. Pr obi III .) you’ll see ano¬
ther Method of finding whether a Number be Prime or Composite, without carrying a
Table se far as the given Number.
y/A.The last Remark I make on this Question is, That all Numbers which have 5 in
the Place of Units , as 15, 25, 35, Syc. are Composite Numbers measurable by 5 3 for if
that 5 in the Place of Units be taken away, what remains has o in the Place of Units,
and se is a Multiple of 10, and consequently a Multiple of 5 3therefore 5 which measures
both the Parts does also measure the whole 3 se 5 measures 140 and 5, therefore it
measures 145. Again, a Number which has any Figure , except 1, in all its Places,
is a Composite measurable by that Figure3 so 333= 111X3. 7777= 1111x75 but if 1
is
1
I

3 ! 5 7 .9
!
1-

I
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is in all its Places, the Number is Prime in some Cases, and in some Composite 5 so I,
is Prime , in is Composite, for it is = 3X37.
PROBLEM
II.
To find if two or more given Numbers are Commensurable or Incommensurable j
and what is their greatest common Measure.
Cafe I . For two Numbers.
The Rule and Reason os this Cafe we have already explain ’d [Book II . Chap. II.
‘Prohl . V.] where it is taught how to reduce a Fraction to its lowest Terms by first
finding the greatest common Measure to its Numerator and Denominator . I Ihall there¬
fore refer to that Place , and draw from it these Corollaries.

COROLLARIES.
1ft. Whatever Number measures any two Numbers A, B, it will also measure their
greatest common Measure . If you look back to the Rule and Operation referred to,
this Consequence will be evident . For whatever measures the given Numbers , i. e.
the first Dividend and Divisor, measures also the first Remainder (Cor. III . Ax. III .) and
consequently it measures the second Divisor (which is the first Remainder ) and the
second Dividend (which is the first Divisor) and so on through all the succeeding Di¬
visors and Dividends to the last Divisor, which is the greatest common Measure.
Exam. The greatest common Measure of 84 and 156 is ir ; and because the Numbers
L, 3,4 ,6 do measure both 84 and 1j 6, therefore they measure 12
id Two Numbers, whose Difference is i , are Relative Primes, for their greatest com¬
mon Measure is r , this being the very first Remainder . And for the same Reason any
Series of Numbers differing continually by 1, are relative Primes , since no two of
them , whose Difference is 1, can have any other common Measure.
3d. Two odd Numbers differing by 2 are Incommensurable ; for the first Remain¬
der is 2, and the second is 1. Hence also any Series of odd Numbers differing by a are
Incommensurable.
oph. If two Numbers, A, B, are Incommensurable
, then when any Multiple of the
lefler, A , as «A, is taken out of the greater , B, the Remainder B—«A is either 1, or
a Number Incommensurable to A : For is any Number measure A, it will measure nA 3
and is it also measure B—nA it will measure B ; and so A, B would be Commensurable,
contrary to Supposition.,
Rule.

Find

Cafe II . For more than two Numbers.
the greatest common Measure to any two of them ; then find the

same for the Number now found, and any other of the given Numbers ; and again,
for the last found , and another of the given Numbers 5 and so on, till you have gone
through them all , and the last found is the Number sought.
Exam. The greatest common Measure of 24, 40, 52, is 4, found
24 : 40 : 52
thus
5 the greatest common Measure of 24 : 40 is 8, and that of 8
8
4
and 52 is 4.
Demon . i ° . Since m Measures A , B, and n measures
A . B . C . D . &c.
m,
C , therefore n measures A, B, C (Ax. III .) Again, 0
m . n . o . Lse.
measures n, D , and n measures A, B, C, therefore 0 mea¬
sures A , B, C, D ; and so it proceeds for ever, i . e. each Number found in the Ope¬
ration is a common Multiple to all the given Numbers.
20. The Numbers found are the greatest common Measures of the given Numbers;
for, what measures A, B measures m, and what measures in, c, measures n , ( Cor. I.
U u 2
Cafe

zzr
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Cafe I.) therefore what measures A, B, C, measures », and consequently it is not
greater than n, which is therefore the greatest common Measure of A, B, C. Again,
what measures A, B, C measures nby
( the last Step) and what measures n, D measures
o ( Cor. I. Cafe I.) therefore what measures A, B, C, D, measures o, and consequently
is not greater than o, which therefore is the greatest common Measure os A, B, C, D.
The same Reasoning is manifestly good from one Step to another for ever $ from
which we have plainly gained the following Truth , viz.
Coroll

. 5th. Whatever

measures any Numbers

A , B, C , %
$ c. measures

their great¬

est common Measure ; so that all their other common Measures are aliquot Parts
greatest.
Schol . An Integer being divided by a mixt Number

of

the

less than it self may quote an

Integer , and upon that Account we may say, that the mixt Number measures the
other ; so that a mixt Number may be the common Measure of two or more Integers.
Tor Example, 18 and 24 being divided by 1 | or 4 quote ir , itf. But from the pre¬
ceding Demonstrations we learn these Truths :
COROLLARIES.
6th. A mixt Number can never be the greatest common Measure of two Integers;
for it’s shewn, that this must be an. Integer , viz. the last Remainder of a Division
of Integers : Hence again,
7th. No mixt Number can be the greatest common Measure of any Number of In¬
tegers , for then it might also be the greatest common Measure of two integers.
8th. Two Integers which have not another common Measure in Integers but r , have
not one of any kind , except , perhaps , an aliquot Fraction , (viz. such as has 1 for its
Numerator ) or some equivalent one ; for 1 being their greatest Measure, no other Num¬
ber can measure them , except it be a proper Fraction ; but no other than an aliquot Fra¬
ction can do it : For suppose any other , as — , if it measures A, B, it measures also their
n
greatest Measure 1, which

is

impossible ; because the Quote of 1 by —
cann is —,which
a

not be equal to an Integer precisely , for then - would be equal to an aliquot Fra¬
ction , i . e. suppose - —r or
then is
, contrary to Supposition
a1
n
r
yth. Integers
that have a mixt common Measure, have also an Integral one
greater than 1 ; for their greatest must be an Integer , and it must be greater than 1,
because a mixt Number , which is always greater than 1, is supposed to measure them.
But observe ; Two Numbers may have an integral common Measure greater than i,
and yet have no mixt common Measure.
Theorem
I.
>rime Number , A, is Incommensurable with every Number , B, which it does

not meaiure.

A— 5 . B= 8
Coroll

Demon . If A, B, are Commensurable , then either A or some other

Number measures them both 3 either of which is contrary to the Sup¬
position.

. Ot several Numbers

A , B, C ,

£5fc.

if one of them , as A , is a Prime , it is

the common Measure of the whole , else they are Incommensurable . And is it do
measure the whole, it is their greatest and only common Measure , because it self has
no other Measure but 1.
The-
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II.

Is a Number , A,measures one, B, of two Numbers , B, C, that are Incommensurable ;
it is Incommensurable with the other , C.
A= 3

Demon . Is any Number

measures both A and C , it will also mea¬

sure B, which A doth measure ( /& . 3.) therefore B, C are Commen¬
surable , contrary to Supposition.
Observe, The Reverse will not always hold ; for tho’ A is Incommensurable with C,
it does not follow that it will measure A 3 because it may be Incommensurable to both
A and C 3 as in Cafe A be = 5.

B—§. C= 7

T H E OR EM III.
Numbers a, b, c, &c. that are least in their Ratios , are like aliquot Parts of, or do
equally measure , any other Numbers , A, B, C,
that are in the same Ratios respe¬
ctively , that is, a Measures A, and b measures B, &c. equally . Also, the Number
by which they measure them is the greatest common Measure of A, B, C, &c . Re¬
versely, The
greatest common Measure os certain Numbers A, B, C,
measures
them by Numbers a, b, c,c & . that are least in the same Ratios.
Demon . i q. Since , a : b A
: :
: B, and b : c : :
A B c D
B
:
C,
then
alternately
a
A
:
: : bB
; , also b. :
Dividends , 6
24
9
B : : cC
: , £5>c. hence ^ = —= —, &c.
3
j ' 8
Divisors, 2
abc
c , d
Now if we suppose that these equal Quotes are
1not Integral for if a does not measureA, isc.) yet
Common Quote q—3
I because they are equal , therefore the integral Part is
the same, and so also is the Fraction . t Let the Remainders of the Divisions be r , S,
r_ s
t, & c. then these Fractions are, a b — —
c , &c. but being proper Fractions the
Numerators r , s, t , & c. are less than their Denominaators a , b, c, and
being equal
Fractions they are respectively in the same Ratios, i. e, r : S : : a : b, and s : t : : b c ;
hence a , b, c, & c. are not least in their Ratios , contrary to Supposition 3 and therefore
a, b, c, Ssc. must measure A, B, C, equally. Again, the Quote q is the greatest
common Measure os A , B, C, tsc. for whatever it be, it measures A, B, C, &c. by the
same Numbers which were before the Divisors, viz . a , b, c, &c, (from the Nature of
Division.) But if A, B, C,
are divided by any Number , the Quotes are also in the
fame Ratio (from the Nature of Ratios .) Also the greatest common Measure must give
lesser Quotes than any other Measure, and therefore either q is the greatest common
Measure , or a, b, c are not the least in their Ratios : But a , b, c,c& . are least in their
Ratios , therefore q is the greatest common Measure.
The Reverse of the Theorem is manifest from the Nature of Division.
Schol . Though Numbers a,b , C, d, do equally measure others , A , B, C , D , and
so are like aliquot Parts of them , it does not follow that they are least in their Ratios 3
for in order to this, they must measure them by their greatest common Measure.

COROLLARIES.
is. Numbers that are not least in their Ratios are Equimultiples of such as are so,
because these are like aliquot Parts of the others.

2d. Here we have another Proof that a Fraction can never be the greatest common
Measure os several Integers ; for then the least in their Ratios would not measure other
Numbers in the same Ratios , as they must do by what has now been shewn.

3d.:
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3d. We learn here how to find Numbers that are least in the fame Ratios with other
given Numbers , viz. by finding , the greatest common Measure to these given Num¬
bers , and by it dividing them , the Quotes are the Numbers sought ; so the least in
the same Ratios with 9 : 1; : at , are 3 : 5 : 7, for the greatest common Measure of
the former is 3, and the Quotes are 3. 5. 7.
T h e o R e m IV.
Numbers a , b, c, d,c& . that are least in their Ratios , are Incommensurable ; and
the Reverse , Incommensurables are least in their Ratios.
Demon . If a , b , c, d, are Commensurable , then being divided by
a, b, c, d, their
common Measure, the Quotes will be in the same Ratios, and al2, 3, 6, 7,
so lesser Numbers 3 therefore a , b, c, d, are not the least , contrary to
Supposition.
For the Reverse , If the least Numbers in the same Ratios with a , b,c & . are lefler
than they , then will these Numbers equally measure them by their greatest common
Measure (stkeo . I.J But a , b,c& . being Incommensurable , have no common Measure $
therefore they are least in their Ratios.
COROLLARIES.
1(I. Since Numbers being least in their Ratios , and being Incommensurable , do neces¬
sarily follow from one another , we may put any of these in place of the other in any
Propositions ; particularly in the preceding Theorem 3 so that if Numbers a, b, C, 8iC.
are Incommensurable , they do equally measure any others in the same Ratios A , B, C,
and hence all the following Corollaries.
2 d. If Numbers a , b, c,c & . are Incommensurable , others in the same Ratios A,
B , C , iRc. are Commensurable , and also all Compositesfor
;
a , b, c,c& . do equally
measure them , and the common Quote does reciprocally measure each of them 3 which
therefore are both Commensurable , and all Compofites. Hence
again,
3d. Is four Numbers are : : I, a : b A
::
: B, no three of them can be prime Num¬
bers , nor consequently the whole 3 [ or thus , to three prime Numbers a fourth : : I can ’t
be a whole Number ] for if a , b, are Primes , they are Incommensurable , and so A , B,
are both Composites . Whence again, if three Numbers are : : A , B, C (or A : B : :
B : C) none of the Extremes with the middle Term , nor consequently all three , can be
Primes [ *'. e. to two Primes , A , B, a third : : I can ’t be an Integer ] for if A , B, are Primes,
therefore B, C, are Composites , so that B is both Prime and Composite ; which is
absurd.
In another Place ( see jT’heo. XXII . Cor. III .) you’ll fee it demonstrated , that betwixt
two Primes there can’t be a geometrical Mean , either in whole Numbers or Fra¬
ctions.
Theorem
V.
If any Numbers A , B, C , &c. Incommensurable , are measured by other Numbers
S, b, c, & c. (i . e. A by a, and B by b,c& .) these last are neither in the , same Ra¬
tios with the former, nor do they measure them equally , nor, Rosily, are they Com¬
mensurable.
Demon , a , b, c, can ’t be in the same Ratios with A , B, C , &c. for since they mea¬
sure them , it would follow , that they measure them equally 3 because if a : A : : b : B
then —= -5 - 3 and whatever the common Quote , is it will reciprocally measure A , B,

a

b.

C , w ;ich consequently are not Incommensurable .

a, b,

c,

Again , whatever be the Ratios of

if they measure A, B, C, equally, the Quote will reciprocally measure A,B,C,
which
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which therefore are not Incommensurable . Lastly, If a , b, c, are Commensurable,
their common Measure must measure A , B, C , which they measure ; consequently A,
B, C, are not Incommensurable . And observe , that this last Article does also prove
the first ; for if a , b, c, and A , B, C , are both Incommensurable , they can’t be in the
same Ratios.
Theorem
VI.
If a Number , A , measures the Product of two others , B, C, and is Incommensura¬
ble to one of them , it will not only be Commensurable with the other , but also mea¬
sure it.
Demon . Let A measure BC by D , then is it A : B : : C : D 5 but if A , B, are
Incommensurable (or least in their Ratio ) therefore A measures C , and B measures D
equally , by the last.

COROLLARIES.
If a Number , A, measures the Product of two Factors B, C, (i .

e. if four Num¬
bers are : : I, A : B : : C : D ) then will it either measure one of these Factors , B or C,
or be Commensurable to each os them ; for if it ’s Incommensurable to any one of them,
it measures the other . But if A is a prime Number , and measures BC it will ne¬
cessarily measure B or C5 for is it do not measure B, it is Incommensurable to it (by

ist.

L’beor. I .) and consequently measures C , by this Theorem.
id. If a Number , A, is Incommensurable to each of two Factors B and C, or if it’s In¬

commensurable to the one , and does net measure the other * it cannot measure the
Product (/ . e. A , B, C, being Integers , and A : B : : C : D , then A being Incommen¬
surable to both B and C , or Incommensurable to the one , and not measuring the
other , D is not an Integer ;) for if it measures the Product (/ . e. if D be also an In¬
teger ) and is Incommensurable to one os the Factors , it measures the other , and so is
not Incommensurable to it : Both contrary to Supposition . Hence again,
3d. If A is Incommensurable to B, it can’t measure the Square of B, i . e. a third : : I
to two Numbers A , B, that are Incommensurable , can’t be found in Integers.
Schol . As A ’s being Incommensurable to both B and C is a certain Consequence of
their being all three prime Numbers , so Coroll. 3 d. L'heo. IV . is in effect comprehend¬
ed in the preceding Coroll. id.
Again , though three Numbers be Incommensurable ( which is a different Thing
from one of them being so to each of the other two ) yet D may be .integral , as in these
2 : 3 : : 4 : 5.
Further , in the various Circumstances of A , B, C , being all Composite Numbers , or
only Commensurable , Observei ( °) That though they are all Composites , yet a fourth
in Integers may be impossible , because A may be Incommensurable to both B and C,
which is consistent with their being all Composites , as in these 4 , 6, 9 . ( 2.0 .) Though
they are all Composites , and also Commensurable , yet a 4th Integral may be im¬
possible ; as in these , 6 10
:
: : 14 , to which a 4th is 13 -§•. But to understand the
general Reason of this , and what Circumstances of their Composition makes it so, de¬
pends upon some other Principles than we have yet heard , and which you will find af¬
terwards ( see Schol. III . L ’heo. XXIII . ) where I so all Ihew you the general Character
upon which depends the 4th 's being Integral or not . Lastly, observe , That
the three given Numbers being Commensurable , if the first of them , A , is a prime
Number , then is. D always an Integer j for in this Case A is the common Measure,
and because it measures B and C it will also measure BC so that D , which is the
Quote , is an Integer.
Theo-
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Theorem
VII.
The least Number A, which measures any composite Number B, must be a prime
Number.
£_

I

Demon . If A is a Composite , then its component Parts will mea-

''
5I
sure B (Ax. 3 .J and consequently A is not the least which mea¬
sures B, contrary to Supposition.
COROLLARIES.
Some prime Number measures every Composite ; or, every Composite is mea¬
sured by (i . e. is the Multiple of ) some Prime 5 for there must be a least Measure,
and that must be prime.
id. Every Number is either a Prime, or may be measured by seme Prime.
31i. Commensurable
Numbers have some prime common Measure $ for their com¬
mon Measure is either a Prime , or some Prime measures it , which therefore will mea¬
sure these Composites : And hence also, if they have several common Measures, the
least of them is a prime Number . Reversely , Numbers that have no prime common
Measur e are Incommensurable.
ist.

Theorem
VIII.
There are an infinite Number of prime Numbers : Or thus , no Number of Primes
can be assigned, but another may be found different from all the given ones.
Demon . Let A , B, C , £5"c. be any Number of Primes,
AxBxC , &c. a = P
whoso continual Product is P, to which add r ; then if P-j- i
P+ i ; z
is a Prime , ’tis plainly different from the given ones ; but if
it be Composite, some Prime , as z, measures it (Corr . is . T' heo. VII . ; and this is a
different Number from any of the given Primes 5for if it be tne fame with any ot these,
then it will measure P their Product (Ax. 3 ) but 'tis supposed also to measure
P + i , therefore it must measure 1 (Ax . 2.) which is absurd.
T h e o R e m IX.
Take the greatest Number of Factors, a , b, c,c & . of which any Number , N , can
be composed (or to whose Product it is equal ) they will be all prime Numbers.
Demon . If any of them be Composite , the component Parts of it
ay.bY.c- N
are also Components of the given Composite N (Ax. 3 .) and so the
3X5X7= 105
proposed Number of Factors is not the greatest whose Product makes*
N , contrary to Supposition. So if a— nyr, then is N= »xrX £x<;.
Coroll

. Every composite Number is equal to the Product

of a certain Number

Primes , viz. the greatest Number of Factors by which it can be produced.

of

Theorem
X.
A Number , M, which is the Product of a certain Number of given Primes , a , b, c, d,
&c. whether they are all different Numbers , or some of them oftner than once invol¬
ved , can be measured only by one of these prime Factors , or the Product of any two,
or more of them ; that is, it cannot be measured by any other prime Number , nor by
any Number which has in its Composition any other Prime , i . e which is the Multiple
of any other prime Number 5 nor, Lastly , by any Composite, which , though it have
in its Composition no Prime different from any of these that produce M, yet has any of
the fame Primes oftner involved , i . e. is the Multiple of a greater Power of any of these
Primes than what M is 5 as, if M has in it only the Root or Square of a, and this other
has in it the Cube of a.

Exam.
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ax5X7X11 —462 ; which Composite4^2, cannot be measured
5, which
is a different Prime 3 nor by 15, the Multiple of j 3 nor by 9, the Squareby
of 3.
Demon . 1st. That M is measurable by any one, or the Product os any Number of
its own Component Primes , is plain, by Axiom 4 . And,
id. That it can be measured by none other, i . e. by none of these
described in the
Tbeor. which plainly comprehend all others, is thus Remonstrated.
(i ° .) It cannot be measured by any other Prime , as x.
For x is Incommensurable to a and b, because both are Primes different from x 3
therefore it cannot measure their Product ab by(
Cor. 2. ’Tbeor. VI .) and so is In¬
commensurable to it (Ebeor . I .) and being also Incommensurable to another Prime 5,
it cannot measure the Product abc (Cor. 2. Tbeor. VI .) and hence is
Incommen¬
surable to it (Tbeor. I .) and being also Incommensurable to another Prime d, it can¬
not measure the Product , abed. And so the Reasoning proceeds for ever.
Or thus also. Let d be any Prime different from ac, or the Product os any Number
of Primes all different from x 3 then , upon Supposition that x cannot measure d, I
say
it cannot measure the Product of one Prime more, i . e. dm (m being also a
Prime
different from x 3) for if x measure dm, let it be by v, therKis x : d : : mjjy. But
x being a Prime, which does not measure d, then are ac,J, Incommensurable
(Tbeor. I .)
and so x measures
(Tloeor. IV . Cor. j .) which is absurd , because m is a Prime,
and different from ac. But s cannot measure another Prime ; therefore , by what is
now shewn , ' it cannot measure the Product ,of two others, nor consequently the Pro¬
duct of three others, and so on, i. e. it cannot measure the Product of any Number
os others.
(Exam.

(z ° .) It cannot be measured by the Multiple os another Prime ; for then that Prime
would also measure it (Ax. 3 .) which is contrary to the last Article.
(3 0.) It cannot he measured by any Number N, which tho ’ it has in it no other Prime,
yet has any one of the fame Primes oftner involved. For suppose any one or more
of them is oftner involved in N than in M 3 then imagine all the Prime Factors
of
N , that are also in M, to be taken put of both, i. e. let both of them be diN ) M vided by the continual Product of all these common Prime Factors, and
call
A) B the Quotes A, B, they will bp iii the faepp Ratio , or.N : M ; : A : B. But
now,
of those Primes that were not so oft involved in N as in M. what were more
of any of them in M than in N, and what were not at all in N, will remain in B ;
and what were more in N than in M, will remain in A ; ( by Ax. 4 .) but none of
these will be in B 3 for because there were sewer of them ip M than in N, therefore
they were all taken out of M 3 consequently there will be some Prime in A, which
is not in B, and therefore A cannot measure B 3 for then that Prime would
measure B,
contrary to what is shewn . Therefore lastly, N cannot measure M, because N : M : :
A : B. And if A cannot measure B, neither can N measure M.
COROLLARIES.
Of two Composite Numbej-s, A, B 3 if there is in the Composition of the one,
any Prime which is not in the other , or any the fame Prime oftner involved, these
two Numbers cannot be equal t For in these Circumstances, the one cannot measure
the other, and consequently they cannot be equal.
id. M , the Product os a certain Number of Primes, a, l\ c, d, (stc.
cannot be equal to
(or' the seme Number with ) N, the Product of any greater Number of Factors, whatever
they be 3 nor to the Product of any other Choice' of an equal Number of Factors 5 nor'
lastly, to the Product of a lesser Number of Factors, which are all Primes . For ( 1.) A
greater Number of Factors are-either ,all Primes , or are resolvable into a greater Num¬
ber of Primes 3 and therefore , among them there must neceflariJy be found,some Prime'
X x
different
ist.
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different from any os these in M, or some os these oftner involved ; and so N cannot
measure M, and so not be equal to it : (2.) For another Choice of an equal Number of
Factors , they are either all Primes , and therefore must have some different Prime , ora
greater Power of some Prime ; and so they cannot be equal (by the first Cor.) or
;
is
any os them be Composite, then being resolved into their Primes , there will be a greater
Number of Factors ; and so it coincides with the first Case. ( 3.) For the last Case,
’tis already demonstrated in the first 3 where it’s shewn, that a greater Number of
Prime Factors cannot produce the same Number as a lesser 3 the Reverse of which is
the present Case, which we may also prove in this Manner, viz. A lesser Number of
Primes must either have some different Prime , or a greater Power Fof some of the
same Primes ; and so’N cannot measure M, and therefore cannot be equal to it : or, the
Factors of N are a Part of the same Primes that compose M, and so N will be only a
Part of M. Hence again reversely,
3d. The same Number , M, cannot be resolved into a different Number os Prime
Factors . For Exam. It cannot be resolved into 3, and also into 4 Prime Factors :
Nor into any one Number of Prime Factors , with a Variety of Choice : But every
Composite has a precise limited Number of determined Primes ; so that neither in
the particular Primes , nor in their Number , can there be any Variety.
4 th. Two

unequal

Composite

Numbers

may be composed , either

of a different

Number , or the fame Number of Primes : But in both Gases these Factors are either
all or part of them different Primes , or some Prime common to both , is oftner in¬
volved in the one than in the other . But then observe, That the lesser Composite may
have either the lesser or greater Number of Factors3 for that depends upon the Num¬
bers themselves ; thus , 42= 2X3X73 and 221= 13X17.
5th. A Number , M, which is the Product of any two or more Factors, whatever
they be, as AxBxO , &c. being resolved into its Primes , these can be no other than
the Primes into which the Factors, A, B, C, SSf. can be resolved j for else the same
Number could be composed of different Primes , contrary to Cor. 3. And hence again,
There is no Prime in the Composition of any Power , but those which compose ,the
Hoot.
6 th. No

Numbers

can measure any Power of a Prime Number , but either the

Root it self, or some other of its Powers 3 for every other Number has in it some other
Prime.
7th. Whatever

Prime

Number , N , measures any of the Powers of any Number,.

A , as A", the same will measure the Root A, and all the other Powers ; for since
N measures A", it must be one of its Component Primes , r, e. one of the Primes that
compose A, by Cor. 5 . therefore N measures A, and all its Multiples , or all its other
Powers. Hence again,
8th. If any Number , N , measures A", and does not measure A , it’s a Composite
Number 3 for if it were a Prime , it would measure A.
Theorem

* XI.

Of all the Component .Primes of any Number , N , only one (if there be one) can be
a Number greater than the Root of the greatest Integral Square, contained in that
Number.
Demon . ift. If the given Number , N , is a perfect Square , then it has no Prime in

its Composition, but those that compose the Root . (Cor. 5.. Eheor. 10 .)
id. It N is not a Squ are, let A be the Root of the greatest Integral Square con¬
tained it j then is A-s- r ^ greater than N : And if we take two Primes greater each
than A, they must be, the one of them at least equal to A+ i , if not-greater 3 and
the
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the other greater than this one j consequently their Product will be greater than
A-j- i 1, i . e. greater than N : And therefore they are not both Component Primes of
N, since they produce a greater Number.
PROBLEM

III.

To find all the Component Primes of any Number.
Rule i °. Find all the Prime Numbers , not exceeding the Root of the greatest In¬
tegral Square , contained in it . Then,
zQ. Beginning with z, if the given Number is even ; or with 3, if it’s an odd
Number , try isa or 3 measures it , and do the same with the Quotes , as long as the
fame Prime measures them ; but when it does not measure , apply the next greater
Prime in the same Manner ; and go on so till you have tried all the Primes , not ex¬
ceeding the Root mentioned , or till you find a Quote which is a Prime Number ; then
all these Primes , wh ich were Measures to the given Number and to the succeeding Quotes,
together with that Prime Quote , or the last Quote , to which there was no Measure
among the Primes found, by the first Article (which is also a Prime ) are the Compo¬
nent Primes of the given Number.
Exam. 1 . To find the Primes of 42 ; the Root of the greatest Square contained
in it is 6 ; and the Primes not exceeding this, are,
a, 3, 5. And trying 4a by these , I find 2. measures it by 213 but this cannot be
2) ^ a" measured by 2, therefore I try 3, which measures 21 by 7, which is a
3) 21 Prime Number ; as is also known according to the Rule , by this , that
3 nor 5 measures it ; therefore 2, 3, 7, are the Component Primes
1 neither
of 42— 2X3X7.
Exam. 2 . To find the Primes of 68796 ; the Root of the greatest
68796
contained in it is 262 ; and the Primes not exceeding this , are
Square
34398
7, n , 13, &c. and trying , I find 2 measures twice, 3 measures
2, ; ,
17199
; 5 does not measure 637, the last Quote , by 3 ; therefore I
Times
3
5733
1911
apply 7, which measures twice, and the last Quote is 13, a Prime
Number ; therefore the Component Prime Factors of 68796, are z, 2,
637
_
3, 3, 3, 7, 7, i 313

Demon . As there

is no Matter

m what Order any Numbers

are ap-

ply ’d by continual Division, since the last Quote will still be the fame :
So if certain Primes apply’d by continual Division, in whatever Order , do measure
out the given Numbers , then it’s plain , from the Nature of Multiplication and Di¬
vision, that the continual Product of these Divisors, will again produce the fame
Number : And if certain Prime Factors produce a Number , no other Variety or Choice
whatever of Prime Factors, can produce the fame Number , byj Cor. 3 . Tbeor. 10.
What remains then to be shewn is this ; that when we have got a Quote , which nei¬
ther the Prime last apply’d, nor any greater , not exceeding the Root mentioned , do
measure, that Quote is a Prime : The Reason is this ; none of the preceding lesser
Primes can measure it ; for each of these are supposed to be taken out os the given
Number as oft as possible ; and since none of the Primes , not exceeding the Root
mentioned , can measure it, none of these exceeding that Root can measure it, unless
it self be one of these Primes ; for if another could do it , the Quote would be a
Number less than the Root, and must be either a Prime , or measurable by a Prime,
which reciprocally would measure it ; consequently none greater can do it, unless it
self be one of these greater Primes ; and therefore it must be a Prime Number.
Coaoi,.
Xx 2
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Corol. By tliis Method 1we can know whether a Number is Prime , or Composite,
though we have a Table carried only as Far as the Root of the greatest Square con¬
tained in it 5 for if none of the Primes ftf this Table measures it , then it is; a
Prime.
Scholium
' s.
i ft. If a Number has o's in the first Places on the Right -hand , cut them all off
and proceed with the remaining Figures , according to. the Rule * and then among the
Primes of this Number reckon as many z's and is many 5’s as the Number of o’s cut
off ; ■because .2>s-5= to, 3 and all together are the Primes sought.
Again, if an odes Number end with 5, try if with j before 3 * because'5 will certain¬
ly measure it , thpugh 3 will not always.
id. If you have a Table of Primes and Composites extending to the
given Num¬
ber , or to the last Quote aster it is measured’ as oft as possible, by 2 and' 5 * (for
which fee the last Article j then seek every other Quote (which is not measurable by
top 5) id the Table, -, because' fhis shewS whether it ’s a ftiirie or Composite : So that
being a Pr^me, you kfoow,the Work i3 ended * and being Composite, proceed accord¬
ing to the Ruje3$. But again * we wilT often have the Trouble of trying Primes that do not mea¬
sure the given Number , or succeeding Quotes , and which wouftf bc saved, ifwe 'knew
the least Prime that measures , any of these Now this we may, know by help of the
Table of Primes aftfTComposites $ if the Spaces are so marked as to shew
the least
Component Prime of each Conjpositfe* and how this may be easily .done I shall here
explain . Thus :
,
When you die to number Spaces by any odd Number , see first whether it’s a Prime
or Composite (by the Table 3) if it 's Prime , write it in the Places of its
i . e. in the Spaces where Points are placed by the former Method , unless Composites,
some lesser
Prime stand there already * as will certainly be , if , the Composite belonging to that
Place', has in it a lesser Prime * for then it ’s-a Multiple of that lesser Prime , and' is
therefore :already masked with its least Prime : Observe also; that with this Prime you
set foiiqe other Mask, as a Point or Dash , up On the Place of the second Composite, in
numbering by this Odd Numbers in order to know where to. begin set the next . ' ;
If the Number , by! which the Spaces are to be numbered, is Composite, all its
Multiples ate already marked * only you must number out the first two Periods, that
the second Composite, in numbering by this Term , may be particularly marked (as I
have done in the following Table by a Colon :) in order to know how to begin for the
next ,
.
"
The following. Table , carried to 999 , is made up in this Manner : The Use of
which, for finding the Component Primes of afiy Number , is this *
If the Number ' is e'verg measure it by 2 as oft as possible : If it ends wish o’s cut
them oss, and reckon as many a’s and 5’s among the Primes sought ; then proceed'
with the last Quote or remaining Number (or with the given Number , if it ’s odd)
thus : See by the Table if it’s a .Prime or Composite * if Prime , the Questibftis
solved * if Composite,, you have 'its least.-Component' Prime * by which, nleafuTc it,
and seek the Quote in the Table * measure this .'by its least Component Prime , and :
so on till you have ’ a' Quote *whi<*h is a Prims y and that Quote , with
the preceding
Divisors are the Primes sought.

f.

Table

Table of T rime

and

Composite
(odd) Nrs. fmn 3

to 999

541

Observe, As the Numbers of the first Column on

i-

17 ;

the Left are carried to 99 ; so the Numbers on the
Head of the Table are to be reckoned as Hundreds :
19 11 3
SUS
So 1 is 100 5 2 is 200, &c. And for any odd Num¬
ber above 99 , take the Number of its Hundreds on
the Head , and what in it is less than a Hundred
on the Side, and in the Angle where the Lines
from each meet , is the Place of that Number : So that
in composing of the Table , the Numbering is
along the
Columns from Top to Bottom, from the first Column
lh
under o, and so on in Order , through the rest, ( which
M
is so far different from the little Table before
given,
that there the Series of odd Numbers was set on
the
Head , and so the Numbering was along the Lines,
from left to right .) If we would make a larger Ta¬
ble , then continue the Series of Numbers on the Head,
from 9 to 10, ir , r2 , Ve . as far as you please, keep¬
ing the same Column on the Left ; and reckoning
these Numbers on the Head always as expressing so
17! 3
many Hundreds ; and continue the Numbering
through the Columns in Order ; and so the Table
may be carried to any Length : For Example If
;
the
11
IS1
Series on the Head is carried tb 99, if is 9900 ; and
so the greatest Number is-9999 . If the Series on the
Head is carried to 999, it is 99900 ; and the greatest
Number is 99999.
Again, if there is a Line over any Number , in
L 1
any Space, it shews that to be the Square Root,
3I
and also the least Prime of the Number
to
13 that Space. If there are two Numbers inbelonging
any Space,
the greater is the Square Root , and the other is the
least Prime,
Observe' also, That is a Number is a perfect
Square , then we may find all its Primes , by a Table
carried no farther than to the square Root , or the
odd Number next below if, if the Number is even.
For if we take all the prime Factors of the Root
twice , these are the pfime Factors of the Square.
Another Use that may be made of this Table,
is , That by it we can easily find, whether any
Number , odd or even, is a perfect Square, , and what
is the greatest integral Square contained in it , if it is
not ; thus,
i 0'. Suppose the Number proposed is an odd
3:
ber ; seek its Place in the Table , and if it’s a Num¬
com¬
posite Number then find the Place next before, and
also after it, that is marked with a Colon ; and
take the Space that is in the Middle betwixt these
13 '
two (for by the Construction of the Table , the Num¬
ber of Spaces betwixt them is odd, and therefore has a
middle - Space.) If rhc~gfveh Number is in that middle
Space
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Space, it’s a square Number , because the Space next before it marked with a Colon is the
Place from whence we begin to number Spaces by some odd Number , which is the
Place of the Product of that odd Number by the preceding ; and the next Space mark¬
ed with a Colon is the Place of its Product , by the following ; and therefore the
middle Space betwixt them is its Square , or Place of its Product by it self. So that
the middle Spaces betwixt every two marked with a Colon, are the Places of all the
odd square Numbers . Wherefore if the given Number is not in one of these middle
Spaces, it cannot be a Square , and the greatest Square contained in it is that belong¬
ing to the middle Space next it , towards the Beginning of the Table.
If the given Number is Prime , it ’s certainly not a Square , and you find the
greatest Square contained in it the fame way as before.
Observe, If you would find the Root of any Square found in the Table , number
how many Spaces there are marked with a Colon from the Beginning of the Table , to
that one next preceding the Place of that Square 3 number as many Terms after 3 in
the Series of odd Numbers , the last of them is the Root sought 3 so if there are 5
pointed Spaces, the Root is 13, the 5th Term after 3, and the Root of 169. But as
m making the Table , these Places of Squares are the first composite Spaces in number¬
ing by the several odd Numbers , which are the Root of these Squares 3 if we not only
mark these Spaces with the least Prime , but also with their Root , it will be the more
convenient for this purpose 5 so that if any Space has two Numbers in it, the lesser is its
least Prime , and the other the square Root of the Numbers belonging to that Place.
And if its least Prime is also its square Root , we may either write it twice, or use some
other Mark to Ihow it , as a Line drawn over it , as I have done in this Table : And
thus the Places of all odd Squares, and also their Root , are known by Inspection with¬
out any Trouble.
20. If the given Number is even, seek in the Table the odd Number next lesser 3
if it ’s a square Number , the given Number can’t be a Square , because the Difference of
two integral Squares can never be 1, and that odd Square is the greatest contained in
it j but if the next lesser odd Number is not a Square , seek by the Table the next
odd Square ; take its Root , and add 1 to the double of it ; if the Sum is equal to
the Difference betwixt that Square and the given even Number , then is this a square
Number , whose Root is the even Number next above the Root of that odd Square :
But if that Sum is either greater or lesser than that Difference , the given Number is
not a Square 3 and if the Sum is greatest, that odd Square is the greatest Square con¬
tained in the given Number 5 but if the Sum is least, add it to the odd Square , and
the Sum is the greatest Square contained in the given Number . The Reason of this
is obvious from the Nature and Composition of Squares explained in Rook III . particu¬
larly this, that
A-j -i.
PROBLEM

IV.

ITo find all the different Numbers that measure any given Number.
Rule. i °. Find all the Component prime Factors of the given Number by the last
Problem 3 then,
2U. Set them all in a Line 3 but those that are oftner than once involved , set them
down but once, and instead of the rest of them set down the Series of their superior
Powers, till you have a Power whose Index is the Number of Times that that one is
involved in the given Number 5 these are so many of the different Measures sought.
And though it is in Effect the same Thing , which Prime is first set down , yet one Or¬
der may prove more convenient than another for the following Part of the Work 3
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and Composite
therefore set down first all those Primes , which are but once involved , and then those
that are ostner, with their superior Powers as above, setting those first that are least in¬
volved ; then,
g° . Beginning from the left Hand , multiply the first Number by the second, and set
the Product under the second ; then by the third ( of those first set down ) multiply all the
preceding Numbers , setting the Products under the third ; and so on, by every succeed¬
ing one ( of the Numbers first set down) multiply all the preceding Numbers , setting
the Product under their Multiplier.
But observe, That when you come*to use for a Multiplier any superior Power of
any of the Primes , you must not by it multiply any of the lesser Powers of the same
Root , nor any of the Numbers standing under them ; only multiply all the other Num¬
bers preceding these, i . e. all the same Numbers which were multiplied by the Root. .
And to get these Products most conveniently , take the Root , and by it multiply all
the Numbers standing under it , and set these Products under the Squares ; then multi¬
ply all these Products set under the Square , by the same Root , and set the Products
under the Cube , and so on.
Exam. aro ; its Component prime Factors are 2, 3, 5, 7 ; sor 2X3X5X7= 210. And;
its several Measures are these following, disposed and sound according to the Rule.
3

6

5IO

15
30

7
14
21

42
35
70
105
210

First I set down 2, 3, 5, 7, then I multiply 2 by 3, and set the
Product 6 under 3 ; next I multiply 2, and also 3, 6, by 5, and
set the Products xo, 15, 30 under 5 ; then I multiply all the pre-,
ceding Numbers by 7, and set the Products under 7 ; and all these
Numbers are ,the .Numbers sought. .

Exam. 2 d. 6552 ; its Component prime Factors are these , 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 7, 13,-.
whose continual Product is 6552, and its several Measures are these following ; found,
thus,
The Primes 7, 13, are but once involved,,
2 - 4 - 8
T • 13 - 3 - 9
and so I set them first down ; 3 is twice invol¬
LI
28
91
14
5<5 ved , and I set down 3, 9 ; then 2 is thrice in¬
63
-6
39 117
52 104
volved , and I set down 2, 4,8 . Then I begin
273 819 182 3*4 728
and multiply 7 by 13, and sot the Product 91
12
6
24
under 13. Next I multiply all the preceding
42
84 168
Numbers by 3, and set the Products under 3 ;
✓
78 i 56 312
then I multiply by 9 all the Numbers prece¬
54 <5 1092 2184
ding the Column , over which 3, the Root of 9,
18
stands, and which I do, by multiplying all the
72
36
I2tf 252 504
Numbers standing under 3 by 3 ; then multi¬
234 468,! 93 <s plying all the preceding Numbers by 2, I set
1638 3276 6552
the Products under 2 ; and for the following
Numbers 4, 8, which are Powers of 2, by them I multiply all the Numbers preceding that Column over which the Root stands, i . e.
all these which were multiplied by the Root ; and this I do by multiplying all the
Numbers standing under 2, by 2, and setting the Products under 4 ; then by the same a
I multiply all the Numbers standing under 4, and set the Products under 8.-

Bemon ....

34-4d :b : c :
ab : ac :
be :
abc :
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Demon . i ° . Suppose any different Primes , a , b , c, d, c.&
their Product abed , Sic. is measurable only by these Primes,
or the Products of any two or more of them (Thear. X .) And
to find all these Measures, we shall first suppose only one

prime Number, a, that has no Measure but it self (standing
alone in the first Column) but suppose another Prime, b, mul¬
tiplied into it, then the Product ab lxxs for Measures a, b, and
ahwhich
(
make the first and second Column.) Again, let
another Prime be invtSved, it’s evident that Product abc has
for Measures all the Measures of the preceding Product ab,
with all these, in which the new Prime can be concerned, which plainly can be no
other than c it self with its Products, into all the Measures of abwhich
(
are all the
Numbers of the preceding two Columns.^ Join another primed d, the Product abed
has for Measures all the Measures of abc, together with all these Products in which
the new Prime can be concerned, i . e. d it self, and its Products, by all the Measures
of abc which
(
are all the Numbers of the preceding Columns) and so it goes on what¬
ever Number of different Primes we suppose; which is all according to the Rule.
a0. If any os the different Primes are oftner than once involved, it’s evident that all
their Powers, to that one whose Index is the Number of Involutions of the Root, are
Measures of the given Number. Then having by the Roor multiplied all the Num¬
bers standing already in the Columns preceding it, we have all the Measures of the
given Number in which that Root is but once involved ; and to have those in which
it ’s twice or thrice involved, [ or in which its Square or Cube, £ 5V. are severally con¬
cerned, according to the different Powers of it involved in the given Number] it’s
plain we must multiply these several Powers into all the Numbers preceding the Root
(i . e. those into which the Root was multiplied) but having done this we must not al¬
so multiply any of those Powers into any other of them, nor into the Numbers stand¬
ing under these others, because those new Products would either contain a greater
Power of the fame Root, than the given Number contains, and so could not measure
it ( by "TheoremX .J or would coincide with the Products of some os the higher Pow¬
ers, by the Numbers preceding the Root. Thus , in the preceding Exam.,d- . if we
multiply all the Numbers standing in the Column, which has 2 in the Top , by 4, this
vvill be the fame as the Column which has 8 on the Top ; all which Numbers un¬
der 8 are the Products of 8, by all the Numbers preceding the Root 2, because the
Numbers under 2 are the Products of all the preceding Numbers by 2, which Pro¬
ducts therefore multiplied again by 4, will be equal to the Products of these prece¬
ding by 8, since 4X2—8. Again, we are not to multiply any of these in the Columns
under 2 or 4 by 8, because the Numbers of the one of these Columns have 2 involved
in them, (being the Products of all the preceding Numbers by 2) and the other has
4 involved (being the Product of the fame Number by 4) and consequently is these
were again multiplied by 8, they would have a greater Power of 2, than the given
Number has, in which 8 is the greatest Power of 2. But then to find the Products
of all the Numbers preceding the Root by the higher Powers, it’s evident we can find
them by multiplying gradually all the Numbers under each Power by the Root : For
these under the Root are the Products of the preceding by the Root ; therefore these
Products multiplied again by the Root are the Products of the fame preceding Num¬
bers by the Square; and so on.
Ccroll. If it’s required to find all the aliquot Parts of any Number, find all the
Measures of it 5 these (excluding the given Number it self) are the aliquot Parts
sought.
Theo-
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IF one Number , A , be Incommensurable to each of two or more other Numbers,
B, C, D , Vc . ’tis also Incommensurable to their Product B, C, D, £§c. and re¬
versely.
Demon . Since A is Incomfnensurable

to each of the Numbers

B, C , D ,

£5>c.

therefore

A has in its Composition no Prime common with any in the Composition of any of these
(Cor ; ; d. jsheor .VII .) and consequently none that ’s common to the Product of any two
or more of these ; because the Primes of these Products are no other than the Primes of
their several Factors (Cor. y . I 'heo. X .) The Reverse is plain from the lame Princi¬
ple j sor if A is Incommensurable , or has no Prime common with the Product of any
two or more of these Numbers B, C, D, £? c. then it has no Prime common with any
one of these ; scr if it had , it would also have a Prime common to the Product , since
the Product has no other Prime than what belongs to the Factors.
Schoe . Tho ’ this be the direct Demonstration , yet it may be proved very simply

after Euclid 's Way , thus : If A and B C are Commensurable , then what measures A,
one of two Incommensurables , is Incommensurable with the other , B (sEr. eo. II .) and.
because it is Incommensurable with B, yet measures B C, therefore it measures C
tstheo. VI .) and because it measures also A, hence A , C are not Incommensurable,
contrary to Supposition, and therefore A and B C are Incommensurable . For the
same Reason A and BCD (—B CxD ) are Incommensurable 5 and so on, whatever
Number of Factors you suppose to each of which A is Incommensurable.
For the Reverse ; if any Number measures A, and any one of these others , it will
also measure the Product of them all ( which is a Multiple of that one) therefore A
contrary to Supposition.
is not Prime with B C D E ,
Corol

. If any Number , A , is Incommensurable

to another B, it 's so also to all the

Powers being the Products of Numbers
Powers of that other , as B% B‘, iSc. These
they are all the same Number B, since
for
j
Incommensurable
is
A
which
of
to each
£ 2=BxB , and B!=BxBxB , and so on.
Schol . In forming the contrary to this Theorem , there must be some Limitations,
thus,
i ?. IF A is Commensurable to B, and C, £S?c. its so also to their Product B C, £5V.
for it would be so; though it were only Commensurable to one of the Factors.

’tis so also to one at least of the Factors
a0. If A is Commensurable to B C,
(for else it were Incommensurable to the Product ) but not necessarily so with them
all ; as here , 4 is Composite to 0', and to 4x9= 54, but not to 9 ; so that as in the first
Part , the contrary is larger , or requires fewer Conditions than the Theorem , in the
second Part it extends not so far, or draws not so great a Consequence.

T He o R e m XIII.
If any Numbers , A, B, C, Isc are Incommensurable , each to each of any other
then the Product of any two or more of the first Set is In¬
Numkatrs, M, N, O ,
commensurable to the Product of any two or more of the second Set. And the Re¬
verse.
Demon . This follows either from the seme Principle

as the last , viz. the

Numbers,

none
A , B, C, £S?c. having no common Prime with any of the Numbers M, N , O,
of the Products of any two or more of the one, has any common Prime with any one,
or the Product of any two or more of the other . Or we may deduce it from the last,
. by Supposition, and therefore it ’s so
thus , A is Incommensurable with M, N , O , LLse
with MN , NO , MO , or MNO ( Theor . XII .) But the seme is also true of B and
C 5 consequently each os these last Products considered now as one Number , is Incommensurable
Y y
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mensurable to the Products of any two or more of the former, that is, with A B, AC,
BC , or ABC . The fame Reasoning is equally good, how many Numbers soever there
be in each Set.
For the Reverse , viz. That if all the Products of each two , or more Numbers , ta¬
ken out of each Set, are Incommensurable to one another , so are the several Factors of
the one Set to those of the other : This is plain from hence , that if we suppose any
two of them , as A and M, to be Commensurable , then that Number which measures
each of them , will measure any Product in which they are concerned, and so these
Products will be Commensurable , contrary to Supposition.
Corole

. If two Numbers , A and B, are Incommensurable

, any Power os the one,

as A", is Incommensurable to any Power of the other , as Bn or Bm;and the Reverse,
is A11
, Bm, are Incommensurable , so are A, B.
Exam- 3 and 5 are Incommensurable , and so are 9, and 2,5 their Squares ; also 27,
a 5, the Cube of 3 and the Square of 5 3 wherefore if any Fraction ,
B' is in its lowest
Terms , any

of

its Powers is so also, as — ; and the Reverse.

Theorem
XIV.
If any Number , A, measures another B, then will any Power of A , as A", measure
the like Power of the other , Bn. And reversely, If A" measure Bn, so will A measure
B 5 and also, every other Power of A will measure the like Power of B.
Demon. A has no Prime but what’s in B, nor any oftner involved , else it could not
measure it ; but the prime Factors of A being equally involved in An, as those of B are
in Bn, it follows, that as there is no Prime in An but what is Bn, so there is none oft¬
ner involved , and consequently An measures Bn. The Reverse is plain from the same
Principles . Or we may make the whole Demonstration as simply thus.
aL
p Let ,
A measure B by D, that is, B-hA = D; then is
ax
Ri
2
A . B : : I: D , and (by Cor. nth . Theo. III . Book IV.
a j

9 Z -n j

q

Chap.

IV .)

A " : B n 1: :

: D n ; but

1 measures

D " , there-

"B _
fore so does An measure Bn. For the Reverse , Let Bn-+An=D , which is an Integer by Supposition ; then A? : Bn x: : : D. But the first 3 be¬
ing Powers of the Order 0, therefore ( by Theo . 'Xll . 'Book IV . Chap. IV .) D is a Pow¬
er of the Order n Suppose
:
it —X », so that A", B" : : 1 : X n; wherefore (by Cor. 2.
‘Theo. III . Ch. IV .) A : B : : 1 : X . But i measures X , and consequently A measures
B , and hence every other Power of A will measure the like Power of B.
T h e o R e m XV.
Is any Composite Number measures another like Composite, so will the several Fa¬
ctors of the first measure the correspondent Factors of the other.

Thus , if A, B are like Composites, and a , b two of the similar Factors ; thtJn if A
measure B, so will a measure b ; and Reversely , If a measure b, so will A mea¬
sure B.
Demon. Like Composites are in the Ratio of the like Powers of any of the corre¬
spondent Factors, that is, A : B : : an : bnby
( Theo. V . Book IV . Chap. IV .) But by
Supposition A measures B, therefore an measures b'\ and therefore (by the last) a
measures b.
For the Reverse, If a measures b then does A“ measure Bnby
( the last) but also
a" : ba A
: : ; B, and an measures bn, therefore A measures B.
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If two Numbers , A, B, are composed of an equal Number of different Primes , they

cannot be like Composites.
Demon . i ° . They cannot be so, by taking these Primes for the

A= ; X;Xiz , £Sfc. similar Factors, because if four Numbers are : : I they cannot be
£ = 2X7X11, ££?c\ all Primes {Cor. $d. Theo. V .) consequently no two os the prime
Factors of the one Compound are : : / with any two of the other 3
therefore , Lastly, Though these Compounds be similar , yet the Similarity does not
depend on the Factors being taken in that manner.
2° .They are not Similar by taking any Products of these prime Factors for the similar
Factors 3 tor any one, or the Product of any two or more of the Primes of the one
Compound , is Incommensurable with any one, or the Product of any two or more os the
Primes of the other (Eheo. XIII .J therefore let us take any two of such Products out
of the Primes of each Compound , or a single Prime , and a Product out of each, or
two Primes out of the one, and two Products out of the other , or, Lastly , a Prime
and a Product out of the one, and two Primes or two Products out of the other ; yet
these cannot be : : I, because each Couplet of the compared Terms are Incommensura¬
ble , which is inconsiifent with Proportionality ; for if a : b : : A : B, then if a , b are
Incommensurable , A, B, are Commensurable ( by Cor. rd . I ’heo. IV .J
*»
Lastly, Since Numbers can be but one particular Way composed of prime Factors,
and no other Numbers can measure them , but these or their Products 3 and since, as
we have now seen, neither these nor their Products can make similar Factors, they
can have none such, i . e. they cannot be like Composites, or they cannot be resolved
into an equal Number of similar Factors.
PROBLEM
V.
To find the least common Multiple to any given Numbers , A, B, C, D, &c. which
are all different.
N . S. For brevity we shall put xle, for Multiple3 co: xle, for common Multi¬
ple 3 and I : xle, for least common Multiple.

Rule

(i

mo .)

CafeI. For two Numbers,A, B.
If they are Incommensurable, as 4, 7, their Product A £= 28

is

their

I : Xle. But, (20.) If they are Commensurable , find the two least in their Ratio , as
a : b (by Cor. 5. Tkeor. III.) so that these are : : I, viz. A : B : : a : b, then is

Ab—aB, the Number sought.
Exam.

Demon . i ° . If A , B are Incommensurable

, then is AxB their

I : xle. It is a co ; xle • and to Ihew that it is the / : xle, let
A = 4 . B= i8
A and B measure any other Number , as N , and let the Quotes
Æ— -2 •
p
be C, D, thus , A (N— C, and B) N= D 3 but the Dividend N
Ab—aB — 36
being common, the Divisors and Quotes are reciprocally : : I,
~A I
B"
that is, A : B : : D : C 3 and A, B being Incommensurable , they
AB
measure D, C equally (ftfoeor. II .) Again , N= A C and A B N
A C : : B ; C, therefore A B : N : : B : C. But B measures C,
D
therefore A B measures N , which is therefore greater than A B,
or its equal 3 consequently any other Number than A B, which
is a CO: Xle to A and B, is greater than A B, therefore this is the I : Xle.
2<*. If A, B are Commensurable , and a : b, the least in the lame Ratio with A ; B,
then is Ab, or a B, a co : xle to A, B 3 for Ab is xle of A, and aB of B, also Ab—aB.
Again, I fay, Ab—aB is their I ; xle, for let them measure any other Number , as N,
Y y 2
by
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by C, D, so that as before, A : B : : D : C j then because A : B : : a : b, therefore a :
: C but a : b being Incommensurable , a measures D, and b measures C
::
bD
: ; and since
: , and A C= N , therefore A b : N : : b C
: C :: bC
equally ; also, Ab A
b measures C, so will A b measure N , which is therefore either the same Number , cr
greater then Ab ^ hence A b is the I: X/s sought.
Coroll

. The

least co : xle of two Numbers

, A , B, measures

all their

other

co : Xles,

which therefore are the Multiples of it ; for it ’s proved that AB , or A k, measures any
other Number , N , which is supposed to be a co : Xle to A, B.
Cafe

II .

For more than two Numbers ,

as

A , B, C, D, &c.

Rule. Find the I : xle to any two of them ; and then the I : xle to the Number last
found, and another of them ; and so on till you go through them all ; and the last sound
is the Number fought.

Exam.

Demon

. Let

A , B , G , D , be any Numbers

; and

the I : Xle

of A, B be m ; of m, C , be n $and of n, D , be O . I fay n is
the / : xle of A, B, C ; and O , that of A, B, G, D ; for,
4 : d : T ■§
therefore A, B,
i °. A, B measure m, and m, C measure
12 : 84 : r68
C measure n. Again , n, D measure O, and A, B, C, measure
A : B ~: C~ : D
n, thereforeA , B, C, D, measure O ; and so it proceeds for ever,
4m : n : o
i. e. each Number found in the Course of the Operation is a
co : xle to all the given N umbers so far.
a". They are their least co : xles ; for what is a Xle of A, B, is so of m, and what is
a xle of m, C , is so of n ( Coroll. Cafe I.) therefore what is a xle of A, B, C, is so of n,
is therefore the I : xle of A, B, C. Again,
;
and consequently it is not less than n which
( the last Step) and what is a xle of n, D , is so of
what is a xle of A, B, C, is so of nby
O (Coroll. Cafe I . ) therefore what is a xle of A, B, C, D, is so of O , and consequently
is not less than O, which is therefore the I : xle of A, B, C, D . The same Reasoning
is evidently good from one Step to another for ever ; from which we have gained the
following t ruth , vizs.
. is an
Gen. Coroll . The least common Multiple of any Numbers , A, B, C, E5ur
alijuot Part of all their other co : xles, or these are Multiples of that.
Scholium.

1/?. The preceding general Corollary may be demonstrated independently of any
Thus, Take any Number , N , which I, the l -. xle of A, B, G,
Case of this Problem . ‘■
3 c. does not measure , I say it can be none of the co : xles of A, B, C, &C. for since I
%
does not measure N , (the Quote of /) N is a mix ’d Number , suppose, A-f. Hence,
by the Nature of Division, N = A/-J-r . Now A, B, C, Tc. do each by Supposition
measure I, and consequently they mealure its Multiple As but I is the least Number
they measure , therefore they cannot measure r , which is lest than I, being the Re¬
mainder of a Division in which I is the Divisor. Lastly, What measures one Part , and
not the other Part r, cannot measure the whole Al-\ - r, which being equal to N, con¬
sequently A, B, C, &c. cannot each of them measure N , a Number which their I : Xle
I does not measure.
2d- Though it be true that m measures n, yet we cannot hence conclude , that the
I : Xle of certain Numbers is a greater Number than that of a Part of these Numbers,
because they may happen to be equal ; so m may be equal to n, as in this Example.
however is certain,
The I : xle of 3, 4 is 12, which is also the I : Xle of 3, 4, 6. This
that the I : xle of the whole given Numbers can never be less than that of a Part of
diem ; for it’s Ihewn , that m must measure n 3 or, for this obvious Reason, that the
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I . xle of the Whole is a co : x/s to any Part of them , and can’t be less than their I : xle,
which would be absurd.
Again , the Case in which it happens that the I: X/s of the Whole is equal to that
of a Part , is this , viz. when one ot the given Numbers is equal to, or an aliquot Part
of the least co : xle of a Part ; for then it 's manifest from the Manner of the Operation,
that this Equality must happen , as you’ll fee by examining these Examples:
Given Numbers
I : Xks

3 . 4 . 6
12 .12

3 . 4 . j . 12
.
12 .60 tfo

- 3. If Numbers are given, to find their / : Xle; and if several of these Numbers are
the fame, or equal , as A, A, B, C, It 's plain that we have no more to do, but
find the I : xle to all that are really different Numbers . But if we should apply the
Rule to all the given Numbers , without considering that some of them are the same,
the same Number must necessarily answer for the I : xle ; the Reason of which will
also appear from the Nature of the Operation 3 as here , the I -. xle of 3, 4 is 123 and
if to the given Numbers you join another 4, the I : xle is not thereby changed , because
12 being a xle of 4, their Ratio in lowest Terms is 3 : x 5 so that the Number found
upon joining of the new 4, must necessarily be the fame as the last, sor 12 : 4 : ;
3 : 1, and according to the Rule 12X1 is the Number sought, which is the last found
co : xle.
q.th. This Problem is to the fame Purpose with this, viz. To find the least Number
that has Parts denominated by certain given Numbers ; for a Number which has a
Part of the Denomination A, B, £5V. must be measurable by A and by B, £5c. and
the least Number which has such Parts must be the least Number measurable by (or
the least common Multiple of A, B, £5>c.
XVII.
Theorem
The prime Number which measures the I : Xle of certain Numbers , A, B, C, D, Vc.
will also measure some one of these Numbers.
Demon . i ° . Take two Numbers , A, B, if they are Incommensurable , then is AB
their I : Xle 3 and if a Prime p measures A B, it measures A or B {Cor oil. 1 . I ’heo. VI .)
If A, B are Commensurable , let a , b, be Incommensurable (or least in the same
Ratio ) then is AF—sB, the / : xle of A, B 3 and is p measure Kb and a B, and does
not measure A, nor B, it must measure both b and a ( Coroll. 1, T'heor. VI .) which .
therefore are not Incommensurable , contrary to Supposition.
20. If there are more then two Numbers , as A, B, C, D, sup¬
A . B . C . D
pose m the I : xle of A : R, and n the I : xle of : C {i. e. of A,
m . n
B, C.) Again , 0 the I : xle of n : D (/ . e. of A, B, C , D) 3 then
is p measures 0, it must measure n or D ( by the first Article ) if
not D then «, and consequently it measures either m or C 3 if net G then #, and con¬
sequently it measures either A orB; so that it must necessarily measure one of the
Numbers A, B, C, or D ; but howmany Numbers .soever there be, the fame Reasoning
will evidently hold through them all.Theorem

XVIII . -

Of certain Numbers , A, B, C,D , L5c. if each of them be separately Incommensurable
to any Number , N , so is M their / : xle.
Demon. If any Number measures N , M, then some prime Number measures them
{1 ‘heor. VII . Coroll. 3 .) which therefore ( by the last) measures some one of the given
Numbers 3 consequently each of these .is not Incommensurable to N, contrary to Suppo¬

sition.
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Theorem
XIX.
The greatest Common Measure, m, and the least Common Multiple , M, os two
Numbers , A, B, are reciprocally Proportional with them 3 thus , m : A ; : B : M.
Demon. Take a : b, least in the Ratio of A, B, then is AK— sB — M 3 and
A —ma , B= mb. Hence Ab — amb ^ M: But it ’s manifest that m : am : : bra -. barn,
that is, m A
: : : B : M.
PROBLEM
VI.
Any Number of Ratios being given, to continue them in Integers , in any Order,
and in their least Terms.
Rule. This Problem may be solved two different Ways.
Method 1 . Continue them by Problem I . S. IV . Ch. IV . and then , reduce the
Numbers found to their least Terms (by Corol. 3 . P ’heor. III .)
Observe, If the given Ratios are in their lowest Terms , then being continued in
this Manner , the Numbers found, will, in some Cafes, be in the least Terms , but
not in every Case, as these Examples (hew , viz. 3 : 8, and 4 : 7, which are in their
lowest Terms , being continued , make this Series 3 12 : 32 : 58, which has a Common
Measure, 4, which reduces it to this, 3 : 8 : 14. Again , These , 2 : 3, and 4 : 7,
make this Series, 8 : 12 : 21, which is in its lowest Terms . But if the given Ratios
are equal , or the fame Ratio to be continued , then this Method is good. But I shall
refer the Demonstration till after the second general Method is explain ’d.
Method 2 . The given Ratios being in their lowest Terms ( or re¬
A : B, C : D
duced to such.) Then suppose only two Ratios, as A : B, and
E :F : G
C : D 3 they are continued thus; Find F , the I : xle of B : C,
a :b :C
{Prob. V .) then find E and G , by these Proportions , viz. B : A : :
F : E , and C : D : : F : G 3 then are E : F : G the Num¬
bers sought.
Demon. That E : F : G , continue the given Ratios , is manifest from the Con¬
struction : For A : B : : E : F, and C : D : : F : G . And that they are the least
Numbers which continue the given Ratios , is thus proved : Suppose any other
Numbers , a : b : c, which are in the given Ratios 3 I fay, these are greater Num¬
bers than E : F : G 5 for, A : B : : a : b, but A : B are least in their Ratio 5
therefore B measures b. Again , C : D : : b : c 5 but C : D are least in their
Ratio 3 therefore C measures b 5 therefore also, F, the I: x/s of B, C, must mea¬
sure bby(
Gen. Corol. Prob. V .) Again , Since F : A : : E : S : : G : c, and F
measures b 3 therefore E and G , do equally measure a and C5 consequently a , b, c,
are greater than E , F, G , which arc therefore the least that continue the given
Ratios.
II . Suppose 3 given Ratios , A : B, C : D, E : F. Find
as before, G : H : I, the 3 least Numbers that continue the
A : B, C : D, E : F
G :H :I
2 first Ratios 5 then find M, the I : Xle to I : E . And lastly,
K :L :M :N
find K, L , N , by these Proportions, I : M : : H : I >: : G : K,
a : b : C:d
and this E : M : : F : N 3 then are these the Numbers sought,
viz. K : L : M : N.
Demon. Tis
’
plain they continue the given Ratios 3 and they are the least that do
so : For suppose any other Numbers , that also continue the given Ratios, as a : b : c -. d.
I prove that they must be greater than K : L : M : N 3 thus , A : B : : a b 3 but
A : B are least in their Ratio 3 therefore B measures b. Again , C : D : : b : c, and
C : D are least in their Ratio 3 therefore C measures b. Hence again, H , the I : xle of
B, C, measures b 3 but also H : I ; 4 b : c 5 therefore I measures c. Again , E : F : :
C : d,
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c : d, and E i F , being in least Terms , E measures c therefore
;
, M, the I: xfe of
I : E , measures c, but
and because M measures c,
therefore K , L , N , do equally measure a , b, d : Hence a , b, c, d, are greater than
K, L , M, N , which are therefore the least that continue the given Ratios.
III . Suppose four Ratios , A : B, C : D , E : F , G : H ; continue the first two by
Numbers , I : K : L (K being the l : Xle of B, C) and continue the first three in the
the
Numbers M : N : O : P , (O being the I : xle of L ; E ) then find T , the I of
P : G . And lastly, find Q , R , 8, U , by these Proportions , viz. P : T •. M : Q : :
N : R : : O : S, also G : T : : H : U $ then Q , R , S, T , U , are the Numbers sought.
Demon. They continue the given Ratios plainly $
: B, C : D , E ; F, G : H
and that they are the least Numbers which do so,
I :K :L
I prove, by shewing that any other Numbers , a , b,
M :N :O :P
c, d, e, which continue the same Ratios , are greater
Qj R : S : T U
than they : Thus , A : B : : a : b, and C : D : r
e
a ■b : C : d
b : c therefore
;
B and C do both measure b j
and consequently , K, the I : xle osB , C, does measure t>, and because K : L : : b : c, therefore L measures c. Again , E : F : : c : d,
therefore E measures c And hence again, O , the I : xle of L , E , does also
measure
c and
;
because O : P : c : d, and G : H : : d : e therefore
;
both P and G measure
d j and consequently T, the I: x/s os P , G , does measure d : But now T d : : Q _:
Æ: : R : £ : : S : f : U e and
;
because T measures d, therefore Q , R , 8, U , do
equally measure a , b, c, e. Hence
a , b, ct d, are
<?,
greater than
which therefore , lastly, are the least that continue the given Ratios. Q _, R , 8, T , U,
As I think the Progress of this Rule , and its Reason , ad Infinitum , will be clearly
perceived after what ’s explained , I (hall carry it no further ; but only make this gene¬
ral Remark , viz. That for every succeeding Series, or every new Ratio added , we be¬
gin always with finding the I : xle of the Antecedent of the new Ratio , and the last
Term of the preceding Series ; and making that the last but one of the Series sought,
we find the rest by Proportions drawn from this and the Terms of the preceding Series,
together with the Ratio added ; then the Term which was first found, is a princi¬
pal Medium for demonstrating that the Numbers found continue the given Ratios in
the least Terms.
Scholiums.

i (i. Either of these two Methods are universal, whether the given Ratios are
rent or the same ; and are indeed the only Methods that solve this ‘Problem, indiffe¬
all
Cafes ; but in that Cafe where the same Ratio is to be continued , if we take it in
its least Terms, ' and continue it by the Problem refered to in the first Method, the
Series found will be in its least Terms 5 as I have already said in an Observation af¬
ter the first Method ;and which I shall now demonstrate ; Thus,
By the Method of this
it ’s manifest, •that
Extremes of the Series are Operation
like Powers of the Terms’ of the
the
3
given Ratio ; and these being Incommensurable for in
their least TermsJ their like Powers must be so (stheor.
4 ; 6 : 9
XIII . Cor.') But the Extremes of a Series being Incom¬
2- 3
mensurable , the Whole must be so.
Or , The Truth of this will also appear from the prece¬
8 : 12 : 18 - *7
ding second Method : For if you compare this Operation ex¬
2 s 3
actly with the preceding Rule, you will find it ’s the very
same Work which woula be made by that Rule ; only in
: 24 :
: 54 s 8l
this particular Cafe it is easier Work, because of its being
the same Ratio , and in its least Terms,
Ob-
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Observe also, That the fame Series is made by the Series of the Powers of the gi¬
ven Terms of the Ratio , multiplied together in a reverse Order ; as has been ex¬
plained in Schol. to T-heor. VIII . A . IV . Ch. IV . and which is expressed in this
general Form s

A" : An--' xB ; A"- *XB1 : S$ c. A:

xB ^ " t Bn,

In J . IV. Ch. IV . Prob. I . Schol. id. I have observed, That tho’ we take all
the possible Expressions of the fame Ratio , and continue a Series by each of them,
yet this would not exhaust all the Variety of Numbers , in which a Series in the fame
Ratio might appear ; and the universal Method of finding all that Variety was referred
to another Place : And here we plainly have it : Thus,
Raise a Series from the least Terms of the given Ratio , to the proposed Number of
Terms ; then successively multiply this Series by a, 3, 4, SSV. taking the Multipliers
in the Order of the natural Series, ad Infinitum 5 and you Ihall have hereby the Se¬
ries in all its possible Variety : For it is first in its lowest Terms , and then in all the
Multiples of these ; which neceflarily exhaust all the Variety : Because a Series is
either in its least Terms , or in the Multiples of these {sfheor. I .) Therefore , if
A : B express the least Terms of any Ratio , all the possible Variety may be expres¬
sed in this general Form :
id.

" ' 'x : Bnx.
:
A"x : An" ‘Bx s A1,- *Bix : &C. AB
Where , according to the infinite Variety of Numbers , in the Order of the natural Se¬
ries, that x may represent , so will the Series be different : So x, being 1, the Series
is in its least Terms 3 because 1 does not multiply ; but in all other Values of x, the
Series is Multiple of the least Terms.
Observe also, That if x is any Number, which is a Power of the Order n (n-f- i , be¬
ing the Number of Terms of the Series) then the Series, with that Value of x, is
what would arise by working , according to the Rule in Schol. I with some of the
greater Terms of the Ratio , which are always Equimultiples of the least Terms;
P'hus, Let x = rn, then is Anx= Anr”= ArF (by isheor. I . S. III . Ch. I .) and
: , Equimul¬
B"x— Bnr"= Sn i, and these Extremes are plainly like Powers of Ar Br
of this Ra¬
Terms
greater
the
all
But
B.
:
A
Ratio
the
of
Terms
least
tiples of the
the Extremes of a Series rais’d from
;
tio are universally expressed by Ar: B r and
shews that all the Variety that would arise
:
these , are universally Arf : Er)n Which
by working with all the different greater Terms of the Ratio , is had by making x any
Power of the Order n. And lastly, If x is any Number , which is not a Power erf
the Order », then we have all the rest of the Variety , which cannot arise from workin » according to the preceding Rule ; because whatever Terms of the Ratio we work
: , the Extremes will be ArV’ : Brl", similar Powersy but x not be¬
with , as Ar Br
ing a Power of the Order «, Anx : B"x cannot be such Powers (Cor. 4. I 'heor. II.
S Observe, lastly , That in a Multiple Ratio, or whose lesser Extreme is 1, all the Va¬
riety is had by raising a Series from all the different Expressions of the Ratio ; which
in this Cafe only has the fame Effect , as multiplying the least Terms of the Series.
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T H E O R E M XX.
If a Geometrical Series is in its least Terms (i . e. all the Terms Incommensurable)
the Extremes are such like Powers of the least Terms of the Ratio , whose Index is the
Number of Terms less r . And if the Series is not in its least Terms , the Extremes
are Equimultiples of these like Powers of the least Terms of the Ratio.
Demon. This is plain from the Method of raising a Series in its least Terms , exied in the preceding
ee
Schol.
from the
Terms of the Ratio , is in its least STerms
, and theForExtremesSeries
are the n—i
Pow¬
ers of the least Terms of the Ratio ; also, since two Series in the same Ratio cannot
be both in least Terms , and consist of different Numbers ; therefore the first Thing
propos’d is manifest. Again, if the Series is not in least Terms , it consists of Equi¬
multiples of the least Terms , (fee Schol. 2 . preceding ‘Problem') and consequently the
Extremes are Equimultiples of the n— 1, Powers of the least Terms of the common
Ratio.
Schol. As every Series, not in its least Terms , are Equimultiples of the least j so, ac¬
cording as the common Multiplier is, or is not, a Power of the Order n, the Extremes will
be , or will not be, such Powers : And comparing this with the Extremes of the Series,
in its least Terms , we may observe, that the Extremes of every Series have one of
these three Qualities.
i °. They are Powers of the Order n but
;
not also Equimultiples of other Num¬
bers, which are such Powers : And this happens only when the Series is in least
Terms.
a0. They may be Powers of the Order «, and also Equimultiples of such Powers j
which happens only when the least Terms of the Series are multiplied by some Power
of the Order n or
; , when a Series is raised from any such Terms of the Ratio as are
not the least.
30. They are Equimultiples of Powers of the Order n but
;
are not such Powers
themselves : Which happens when the least Terms of the Ratio (or Series) are multi¬
plied by some Number which is not a Power of the Order n.

K

Problem
. ('
i.)

ifa

rais
’d

COROLLARIES.
1st. If four Numbers are : : A : B : ; C : D 5 and if any two of the Comparative
Terms , as A, B, or A, C, are Similar Powers of any Order ; the other two, C, D, or
B, D , are either Similar Powers of the same Order , or they are Equimultiples of such
Powers : For if A, B are Powers of the Order », they admit «—1 Means ; and so also
do C *- D ; consequently , by this ‘Theorem, they are either Powers of the Order »,
or Equimultiples of such.
2d. Two Numbers , A, B, that are like .Composites of « Factors , are either both
Powers of the Order n, or Equimultiples of such ; for being like Composites of n
Factors, theyadmit of »— 1 Means ; i . e. they are the Extremes of a Geometrical Se¬
ries of n-\ -i Terms 5 (Theor, IX . ‘B,. IV, Ch. IV .) and consequently , by this Theo¬

rem, they

are

either, &c.

Theorem
If a Geometrical Series
Extremes.

is

XXL

in its least Terms , or Incommensurable , so also are the
Demon.
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of the Ratio ; but the

least Terms are Incommensurable (stkeor. IV .) and their like Towers are also Incom¬
mensurable {'Tbeor. XIII . Coroll.)
Coroll

. If the Extremes

of a Series are Commensurable , the whole Terms are
so also are the Extremes.

so

;

for the Whole being Incommensurable,

THfeOREM
XXII.
In every Geometrical Series, whose Ratio is not Multiple , the whole Terms , ex¬
cluding either of the Extremes , are Commensurable.
Demon . By the Work of the preceding

‘Problem, as it is represented

in Schol . i.

all the Terms of the Series are Multiples of the lesser Term of the Ratio , except the
greater Extreme ; and all are Multiples of the greater Term of the Ratio , except the
Idler Extreme : Wherefore in all Cafes, these Terms are Commensurable by that
Term of the Ratio.
COROLLARIES.
t fl. AH the Terms of every Geometrical Series , except the Idler Extreme , in some
Cafes, are Composite Numbers : For if the Ratio is Multiple , the lesser Extreme
may be a Prime , and then all the other Terms are Multiples of it : But if the Ratio
is not Multiple , all the Terms are Composite Numbers j which are either Powers or
Multiples of the Terms of the Ratio . Hence again,
2No
Term of any Geometrical Series, except the Idler Extreme , can be a Prime
Number . And hence again,
;d . Betwixt two Prime Numbers there cannot Jbe a Geometrical Mean in a whole
Number , nor consequently in a mix ’d Number ; because the Mean is the square Root
of the Product of the .Extremes ; which not having an Integral Root , has none at all
(by I 'heor. XIX . A . III . Ch. I .) And more generally , betwixt two Primes there sells
no Number of Geometrical Means ; for Integral Means they ’cannot be , by this 'Theo¬
rem and
;
they cannot be Fractional, as yourl sec in:Theot. XXV.
’
T tl E O R °E Ttl XXHI .
~;f
’’If a Geometrical Series, whose Ratio is not Multiple , is in its Jcast'^Terms or In¬
commensurable, another Integral Term cannot be added, either increasing or de¬
creasing.
Demon . The Series being in its least Terms , if we suppose another Integral Term

added , then in this increased Series, the whole Terms, : excluding this new Extreme
added , are not Commensurable ; which is contrary to the last Theorem.
Or take this other ‘Demonstration Let
A, B and L , be the first, second and last
Term of a Series, in its least Terms ; to which let another Term , sr, be added ; then
is A : B : : L : ix. But A : L are Incommensurable because
;
the series stem A to L
is so sTkeor. XXI .) therefore A measures B. And hence again, A measures every
Term of the Series ; the Ratio being in this Cafe Multiple , i . e. every Term being
an aliquot Part of the next greater , and consequently of every greater 4 But if A
measures L , then A, L are Commensurable , contrary to Supposition . ..
Coroll

. To two Numbers

Incommensurable, a\' third

in Geometrical

PropOrtion,

cannot be an Integer.
Scholiums.
i ° . The

Sense

of this

Theorem

is the

same

with

this , viz.

If

a Series

is in its least

Terms (the Ratio not Multiple ) the last Term cannot be to any Integral Number in
the fame Ratio , as the first Term to the second.
i °. Though the Extremes of a Series are Commensurable, and at the seme Time
also both Composite Numbers ; yet it will not follow that another Integer can be ad¬
ded to' the Series ; as here , 20 : 30 : 45 ; the Extremes , 20, 45, are both Composite
Numbers,
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Numbers, and-Commensurable 3 yet another Term in she same Ratio is not Integralj
for it is 47 | . But-this Truth we may also demonstrate.independently of any Particular.
Example Thus , In every Series , alt the Terms , except the lesser Extreme , are both
Commensurable and Composite Numbers : And if the Series is in its least Terms,
another Integra] Term cannot be added,3 but if we take the Term next the lesser Ex¬
treme, . and the greatest Extreme, for the Extremes of a Series, they are both Com¬
mensurable. and Composite 3 yet another Integral Term cannot be added above the
greater Extreme 3, because what is added to this Series, is also added to the Series of
which it is a Part, and to which another Integral Term is stiewn to be impossible ;
because its Extremes are Incommensurable.
50. As to the special Character of a Series, which admits of another Integral Term,
it is to be deduced from 5Vheor. X . Thus-, Let A, B, L , be the first, second, and
last Terms of a Geometrical Series.3 if another Term added after L is Integral, let it
be called M ; then is A : B : : L : M ; so that A measores BxL • (for M= BL-r-A.)
Consequently there is no Prime in the Composition of A, but what is sound in the
Composition of BL (V. e. either in B or L ) nor any Prime oftner involved in A, than
it is in BL : For otherwise A could not measure BL ( by Theor. X .) and so M would
not be Integer.
Thus then we see what are the Conditions of three Integral Numbers, that admit a
fourth Proportional, which is also an Integer.
T H E QR E M XXI V.
If there beany one Choice of two Terms in a Series, whereof the lesser measures
the greater, then every lesser shall measore every greater : And if there be any twt>
Terms, whereof the lesser dees not measure the greater, then none of the lesser shall
measure any of the greater.
Demon .

ist.

Let

any Series he thus represented , A : Ar : Ar
:

2 : Ar 5, £ffc. If any

Term is divided by any lesser, the Quote is seme Power of r 5 this is manifest ; and
if the Quote is an Integer, then r is .an Integer 3 because any Power being Integer,
its Root must he so too (Theor. XIX . S. III . th. I .) Again, If r is an Integer, all
.its Powers are Integers 3 wherefore every lesser Term measures every greater.
zd. The second Part is obvious from the preceding 3 for if any lesser Term measores
any greater, all the lesser would measore all the greater, contrary to Supposition.
Coroll

. If A , the lesser Extreme

of a Series , measures the second Term , B, it is
for it measores all the other Terms,

the greatest common Measore of the whole Series 3
and is its own greatest Meafurq.
Theorem

XXV.

If A, the lesser Extreme of a Series, is a Prime Number, the Ratio of that Series is
Multiple 3 or every lesser Term measores every greater.
Demon . If A does not measure the second Term , B, then being a Prime Number,

A, B, are Incoinmenfurable 3 and consequently there cannot be a third Integral Term
(by Caroll. Theor. XXIII .) contrary to Supposition3 and if A measores B, then every
lesser Term measores every greater.
Coroll

. If the lesser Extreme

of a Series is a Prime Number , that Series cannot be

in its least Terms 3 because the lesser Extreme measores the Whole.
The or Em XXVI.
Whatever Number measores the Extremes of a Series, will measore all the mid¬
dle Terms 3 or thus, the common Measore of the Extremes is so to the whole
series.
Zz a
Demon.
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Demon . Let the Series be, A : B : C, £5>c.:L : , and suppose that m measures the
/ ; then is A : L r;
at and —=
Extremes A. L , by' these Quotes, a, I ; that is, —=
m
ra
a -. I ; and as many Means as fall betwixt A : L, so many sail betwixta -. I in the same
A~ma>
$
: : : b but
Ratio. Let the second Series be a, b, c, & c. 15 then is A : a B
therefore B~mb, hence ~ —b $ i . e. m measures B by b. In the fame manner will

m

::
the Reasoning proceed to the next middle Term C ; for, B : b C
rest.
the
all
of
so
and
and therefore C—me. and —==c
ra ;

j c j but B—rabt

Coroll . Hence we have an easy Rule for finding the greatest common Measure of
any Series, viz. by finding that of the Extremes.
Schol . This Theorem is true , whether the Series be all Integers or not , and whe¬
ther m be so or not.
XXVII.
Theorem
As many Geometrical Means as fall betwixt any two Numbers, A, L , so many there
fall betwixt each of them, and their greatest common Measure.
Demon . i °. If A, L are the least in their Ratio , then whatever N umber of Means is sup¬
posed to fall betwixt them, as a—r , the whole Series is least in its Ratio, and A, L are
Powers of the Order n {Theor. XX .) As suppose A—an, and L= £” $ now an, bn
being least in the Ratio, 1 is their greatest common Measure, and betwixt 1 : an, also
betwixt 1 :bn there fall n—1 Means (Cor. III. ‘Probl. III . B. IV . Ch. III.)
20. If A , L are Commensurable, let m be their greatest common Measure, and A-fare B : D least in the Ratio os A : L {Theor. III .) and be¬
;
W—B ; L -h»i= D then
ing in the same Ratio, therefore they admit as many Means (Theor. VII . Book IV.
Chap. IV.) But by the last Article, betwixt 1 and B, or D, there fall as many
Means as betwixt B : D , or A -. L , as suppose «— i . But again, fince A-h»2= B,
therefore m : A : : 1 : B, and betwixt 1 : B, there fall n—1 Means ; consequently there
: . And because L -h«2= D, hence m : L : : 1 : D j and be¬
fall as many betwixt m A
: , that is, as ma¬
twixt 1 : D there fall it —1 Means, consequently as many betwixt m L
L.
:
A
ny as betwixt
Schol . By the fame Reason there will fall as many Means betwixt A or L , and any
of their common Measures, as fall betwixt A : L themselves.
XXVIII.
Theorem
As many Means as fall betwixt any two Numbers, A, B, so many fall betwixt each of
them and their least common Multiple M.
Demon . Let ra be the greatest common Measure of A, Bj then (by Theor. XIX .)
: : : B : M ; and(by Theor. XXVII.) there fall as many Means betwixt ra:A
mA
: ) as betwixt A : B ; also (by Theor. VII . Book IV . Chap. IV .) as many
(or m B
betwixt B : M or A : M as betwixt m : A or m : B $ that is, as many as betwixt
A : B.
XXIX.
Theorem
Of a Series in continued Proportion, take the Series of the greatest common Mea¬
sures, or least common Multiples, to every two adjacent Terms j these are also in one
continued Proportion.
Demon.
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Demon . i ° . For the greatest

common Measures : Let I

be that of A, B, and m of B, C, and « of C, D ; alto,
let a : b be the least Terms of the common Ratio of the
I m n
a : b
first Series . Now, /, m, a do equally measure A, B, C,
they also measure B, C, D equally by b ;
;
viz. by a and
{Theor. III .) and, Reversely , a measures A , B, C by I, m, n, and b measures B, C, D
by /, m, n 5 hence I, m, n are continuedly in the same Ratio as A, B, C 5 that is, as
a : b.
z ° . For the least common Multiples : Let /, w, n be the I : xles, then is I—Ab,
: : ; C5
m—Bb, tt— Cb ; hence I : m : : Ab : Bb : : A : B, and m : n : : Bb ; C b B
therefore / : m : : tn : n.

A : B : C ; D : fSc.

Theorem

XXX.

If any Numbers , ff/,are in their lowest Terms , as A, B, C,D , and L , the least Terms
of whose Ratio are a : b j whatever Number , m, measures any Term of the Series, it ’s

Commensurable with a ot b.

Demon . The Series being in its lowest Terms , and a : b the lowest Terms of the

common Ratio , then the Extremes are A=a n and L = £" ; and any middle Term may
Schol. I . ‘Rrobl. VI .) Now, if m is Incommensurable with
(
be exprefled tfn_rx br.See
a, and b ; it ’s so with any Power of a and b, and with any Product of any Power of the
one by any Power of the other , ([sheor . XII . Corott.) wherefore it cannot measure any
Term os the Series , contrary to Supposition.
Theorem

XXXI.

are -» /, and in their lowest Terms, each
If A . B : C . D,
_
_
all the rest.
of
Sum
surable with the

of

them is Incommen¬

DEMON.Take any one of them , as, B j I fay B, and A-j- C- f-D are Incommensurable ;
for if they are Commensurable let m measure both ; and take a : b, the lowest Terms
(
of the common Ratio j then , since m measures B, it is Commensurable to a or b by

the last) ; suppose to a, and let n measure m, and a, therefore n measures a, B , and
A-f- C-j- D (because n measures m, and m measures B and A-f -C-(-D). But a, the
Antecedent of the lowest Terms of the Ratio , measures all the Antecedents of the Se¬
( these being all Multiples of A, as appears from the Work of
ries, A, B, C,
since n measures a, by Supposition, therefore
‘Rrobl. VI . as it is in Schol. if .) And
j but it measures also A+ C+ D, therefore
C
B,
it also measures each of these , A,
it measures D (Æiom 3 .) consequently it measures each of these , A, B, C, D, which
therefore are not least in the Ratio , contrary to Supposition.
If instead of a, we take b, the Consequent of the Ratio , the Demonstration will
be the same ; for then b measures all the Consequents , B, C, D , ££?c. and consequent¬
ly n measures them all; and because it measures A-J- C-f-D, therefore it also mea¬
sures A, i . e. it measures each of these , A, B, C, D, i$ c. contrary to Supposition.
How many Numbers soever you suppose, and which soever of them you take , the De¬
monstration will still be the same, from a measuring all the Antecednts , and b all the
Consequents.
Theorem

XXXII.

Of a Series -H-J, and in their least Terms, any one of them is Incommensurable to
the Sum of the whole Series.
Demon.
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Demon . Any one of them is Incommensurable to the Sum of all the rest (by the
last) and this Sum added to that one (which makes the Sum of the: Whole) ' is Incon*menfurable to any of the Parts added (Cor - Ax . id .) vm. to that one.
XXXIII.
Theorem
in least Terms , do. equally measure A : B : C :
If a : b : c : d :c& . k : I, and /,
-if r : s are the least Terms of the Ration and neither qf
;
D, Esc. K : L , by m also
them does measure »?, then another integral Term cannot be added to the last Series,
A : B : C, & r. : K : L. ^
Demon . Since a rb : c,c& . do measure A : B : C, 'iSc.. by mr therefore the last Series
is the fame as am : bm : cm, Sic. km : Im, and the first Series the fame as r " ; r n"1X5,
, so are .j", or r : k, and s ; rnor s :a. (Cor.
Scc. to S"; then r, s being Incommensurable
Term added 5 which is not Integral}
,
V-d.XllI .) Again, k?n : Ira : : lm: the
and ccmse>for 1 = 1 ,_hence
__ _— slm
_ km
— , but r is Incommensurable to both s and
■
—
;
r
k
r
k
measure
quently toil; (*fh. XII .) and also it does not measure m, therefore it does not
ilm ,■ (T'beor.’Yl . Cor. rd ) that is, the Term added. is not Integral.
Schoe . By the fame Method of Demonstration

it will appear , that if any two Num-

feers, a : b are least in their Ratio , and do equally measure, other two, A, B, by M,
which neither a or b measures , then a third ~H~1 to A : By.is impossible in Integers,} for
. But tr being Incommensurable
K= am and B=bm, and the third -H-/ is -am — —
a
to b, is so to b1, and it does not measure m, consequently does not measure b*m.
T H e o R E m XXXIV.
The Extremes of every Geometrical Series, whose Ratio is not Multiple , are. like
Composite Numbers , whose Index is the Number of Terms lest 1 : So if the Series
has three Terms , the Extremes are composed of two like factors } if the Series has
four Terms , the Extremes are composed of three Factors.
Demon . The Extremes

of every Series are either like Powers , whose Index is.the

Number of Terms lest 1, or they are Equimultiples of such like Powers ('Tbecr. XX,)
If they are Powers, the Truth of this Theorem is manifest } for like Powers are compre¬
hended under the Notion of like Composites : If they are Equimultiples of like Pow¬
ers, as xaP : xbP, the fame Truth is also manifest ; for they may be reselved into 3caxa
Xa, Sic. and xhxbxby Sic. repeating a. in the one, and b in the other equally } then
rest are all a and b.
;
it ’s plain that xa : xb : : a : b the
But now observe, That the Similarity of the Composition may be in some Cases, af¬
ter a Manner different from any of these already represented ; in which all the Factors
.in . each Extreme are equal among themselves , as when they are like Powers ; or all
except one, as in the other Case ; set in some Cases, I fay, the Similar Composition
will be by Factors, which are all different among themselves in each Extreme : And
in some Cases, though they are not alt different , yet neither will they be all equal,
except one. Now, because the preceding Demonstration represents the Extremes of a
Series, as composed after two particular Ways, though there are also others ; therefore
I shall give another Demonstration of the 'Theorem, unlimited to any particular kind os
Sinailiar Composition, and which comprehends them all : And afterwards I /hall ex¬
plain the Limitations of seme particular Cases,
Let the Extremes of a Series be A, N, and the Term next the greater Extreme (H)
he M- Then , I fay,
ist. If
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rjf. If the ‘Theorem be true in every Case where the Number of Terms is n, it is
also true when the Number of Terms is «-}- i 3 which I thus prove :

i ° . If from A to N , including both , there are »-f- r Terms , then from A to N, ex¬
truding one of them , there are n Terms 3 and by Supposition the Theorem is true,,
of n Terms from A to M : Suppose as many Terms , least in their Proportion , as the
Series A . . . M 5 the Extremes of this new Series, are, by Supposition, like Com¬
posites ; which we may represent thus , viz . ab&ic. cd&ic. supposing as many
Factors as n— 1. Dispose these under the other , as in the Margin. Then,
i ° . Since ab&ic . : cd&ic. are Similar Composites, it is
A .
M
: N I a : C: : b : d 5 and so through all the Factors, comparing them
ab&cc. . . . cd&ic. :
| in Order, the least Factor of the one to the least of the
other j and so gradually on to the greatest . Again, this new
Series being in the least Terms , and in the fame Ratio with the other Series, from
A to M, every Term in that Series will .measure its Correspondent in this equally,
and that by their greatest common Measure, suppose m -. Therefore m'Aabikc. —k,
and mxcd&cc. =M.
50. Compare the second Series from cdtkc. to as many of the other , taken from N,
towards the Left -hand , and they are also least in the lame Ratio with these 5 because
these are Part of the same Series proceeding from A 3 consequently each Term of the
Series , ab&ic.
cdScc. measures its Correspondent , in this Part of the first Se¬
ries, equally , suppose by n 5 thus , cd8cc. measures N by n 3 hence , tiXcd&ic. —N 3
so that , for the first and two last Terms of the given Series, we have new Expressions
equal to theih , which are these standing under them , in the annex ’d Scheme in the
Margin . Then,
4° . Since abSic. ccllkc. or A, M, are SimiA ... .. .. ..M
: N
lar Composites , by Supposition, it remains onMX^LLec.. . . WXedLcc
- : nXcd&tc.
ly to be Ihewn that mxab8cc. and nxcd&xc.
that is, A and N are also Similar Composites ;
which is done thus , The Series from mxab &cc. to nXcdScc. is in the continued Ratio of
m to n for
;
the two last Terms, viz . wx cd&ic . nXcdikc. are plainly so ; wherefore the
second Term of the given Series being called B, its equivalent Expression in the other
Form , is nXctb&
xc. ; but mxab &ic. : nxcd&ic. : : mxab n8tc. »Xab°&ic. B (= n,) the In¬
dex n being the Number of Terms less r. {Theor. VI . S. IV . Ch. IV .) Again,
because mxab &ic. : nXab&ic . (= B) - imm^ therefore mXaT &
xc. .■B n : : mn 3: «"
{Cor. 11. Theor. I'll . S. IV. Ch. IV .) wherefore also mxab&ic. tixcdScc. : : ma :
Hence again, ab&ic . 1 cdfkc. : : ma"' 1:
' («— being the Number of Factors in
abScc.) but by Supposition, a : c : : b 1d 3 so that —= -^ j and the like being true
ab&ic.
,
_
a b n
in the rest of the Factors 'of ab&ic. cdScc. compared,
therefore —x ^rx&c.
cd&ic.
wherefore ablkc. - cdScc. a'
c'
and abSic. : cd8ic. : : m"-' ,■
Hence st" "1c: ”"12: : » n-1 : nn"' , and a 1c 1 ra ■n {Cor. 11. Theor. III . A . IV,
Ch. IV . )_ Wherefore, lastly, mab&
ic. ncd&
xc. that
is, A , N are Similar Compo¬
sites of n—1 Factors, n being the Number of Terms in the Series 3 which is the first
Part -of the Demonstration . But,
id. The Proposition is true of any three Terms , A : B : C in a continued Series,
i. e. A and C, are like Composites of two Factors 3 which is thus demonstrated3

Take

z6v
A :B :C
a :b
c -d
ac -. cb : bd
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Take ct : b, the least in the same Ratio , with A : B and B : C •
they must equally measure A, B, suppose by c ; and B, C, suppose by

is, a
:
, ——
d, and
- and
' ~r — -c Also
a
u> “““ -rf — ti there¬
fore ac — A ; cb— B — ad, and bd = C : Wherefore , ac -. be : bd, are
in the same Ratio continuedly , since they are equal to A : B : C ; but
it ’s plain , that ac : be : : a : b, and be • bd : : c : d. Hence a : b : : c : d, that is,
ac and bd are like Composites of two Factors.
3d. Therefore the Theorem is true in all Cafes ; for it is true in Cafe of three Terms,
by Article rd ; and it follows from the ist Article, that it’s true of four Terms 3 and
from this again it 's true of five Terms , and so on for ever.
dj

that

COROLLARIES.
If the Product of two Numbers , A, B, makes a Square Number , these Num¬
bers are like Composites of two Factors 5 for if AB — x1, then A : ac: B is a continued
Series, whose Extremes , A , B, are, by this Theorem, like Composites of two Factors.
zd. If it is A .- B .- ; C : D, and if A : B are like Composites of any Number of
Factors, C, D are like Composites of the same Number of Factors ; because they ad¬
mit as many Means as A, B, or are the Extremes of an equal Series, with that of which
A, B are the Extremes.
ist.

Scholiums.

The Reason of limiting the Series to a Ratio , which is not Multiple , is, because
is the Ratio were Multiple , the lesser Extreme may be i , or a prime Number : But
as i is allowed to be a Power of all Orders , and consequently to be a Composite of i,
as a continual Factor , for it is 1X1X1, &c. If we also allow i to be a Factor in other
Cases ; then the Theorem may be taken without the Limitation.
zd. It has been Ihewn , that the Extremes of every Series are like Powers, or the
Equimultiples of like Powers j and in some Cases, that they are both . Those that
are like Powers only, and not also Equimultiples of like Powers, have a Similar Com¬
position, by equal Factors only. Those that are not like Powers, have a Similar Com¬
position only by Factors that are not all equal ; and which , in some Cases, will be all
different ; in others not. Lastly, Those that are both like Powers and Equimultiples
of like Powers, have a Similar Composition, both by equal Factors,and by such as
are not all equal . I shall explain these Things a little more particularly.
(i ° .) Those that are like Powers only, have a Similar Composition only by equal
Factors ; The Reason of which , is this ; Such a Series is neceflanly in its least Terms j
for if it is not, the Extremes are either Equimultiples of like Powers, or they are
so, and also like Powers ; and therefore not like Powers only, contrary to Supposition.
Now, " if a Series is in its least Terms , the Extremes are like Powers of the least
Terms of the Ratio ; the Index being the Number of Terms less i (Theor. XX .)
Thus the least Terms of the Ratio being a : b, the Extremes are a ", ba but
;
a :b
being Incommensurable , so are a ", b° (Coroil. Theor. XIII .) so that there is no
Prime common to an and ba for
;
which Reason they can never be resolved into any
Number of Similar Factors 5 because these Factors could be no other than the Primes
that compose them , or Products made of these Primes , which cannot be Proportional :
For suppose that ac, z, are any two Products, made of the Primes of a n; and y , v, two
made of the Primes of bn 5 these Products are Incommensurable each to each, i . e.
x to y, and 2 to v, because the Primes of an are all different from those of bn ;
wherefore ac,y , z , v, are not Proportional ; for if they are, then ac, y, being Incom¬
mensurable , z , v, mud be Commensurable , contrary to what’s already strewn.
Hence
ist.
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Hence we know how to find whether the Extremes of a Series are similary Com¬
posite, by equal Factors only, whose Number is the Number of Terms less i , viz.
by finding whether they are in their least Terms.
(2 0.) Those that are not like Powers , have a Similar Composition only by Factors
that are not all equal : This is obvious.
(9 0.) If the Extremes are not in their least Terms , and yet are like Powers of the
Order 77, it’s manifest from the two preceding Articles, that they are similarly Com¬
posite by Factors all equal ; and also by such as are not equal.
But observe, for the two last Cases, that it is not easy in all Examples to determine
whether the Extremes admit of a similar Composition, by Factors that are all different,
or by Factors that are partly different and partly equal ; or whether it may not be both
Ways. These Things only I find evident . 1. That for a Series of three Terms , whose
Extremes are not Squares, the similar Factors must be all different ; because there are
but two of them ; the Invention of which Factors is easy ; thus , s , b, being the least
Terms of the Ratio , <2% b1, are the Extremes in their least Terms ; and therefore in
the present Supposition, the Extremes are Equimultiples of these, viz . a^Xm— aXam,
and bxxjtr= bxbm. Again , 2. For a Series of four Terms , where the Extremes are
not least in their Ratio , and yet are Cubes , these have similar Factors, either all
three different , or two of them equal , and the other different from these : The Rea¬
son ofwhich , and the Invention of these Factors, you will easily understand , thus $ it has
been shewn, that such a Case happens only when the Series is raised , after the Man¬
ner of ‘Problem I . S. IV . Ch. IV . from such Terms of the Ratio which are not the
least. Suppose then the least Terms of the Ratio , a : b, and the Terms from which
the Series is raised, to be am, bm (for they must be Equimultiples of the former)
then are the Extremes , am 1, bmz ; that is, a iXmi, Fx« 5, which are resolvable into
these Factors, viz . a ’Xmi —axamxam ‘, and b'ixm i —b X
' bm'Xbm\ siniiliar to the for¬
mer ; or thus, diXm?,— aXaxam i, and b^ tn — bxbrxbm 1,, similar with the former.
(4 0.) In all Cafes where the Extremes are like Powers, yet not in their least Terms,
and the Number of Terms more than sour, they are resolvable into similar Fa¬
ctors that are not all equal , these two Ways, viz. 1. Having all the Factors equal,
except one, as shewn in the first Demonstration of the P 'heorem : Or , 2. By Factors
which are not all equal except one, yet not all different . This last will easily appear,
thus 5 The Extremes, according to the Circumstances supposed, are to be expressed
anm "andbnmn, which are resolvable in this Manner, viz . anmu=3Xam 7XaXam'xc& . and
£ "7/2" — b 'xbiwxbxbni

one, and b,

' x Sic. taking

so many Factors

in this Manner

till a and m, in

the

in the other , are as oft involved, as the Index n expresses ; or they may
be variously resolved, as thus , aamn—aXaXamXami!k.c. and b"mv—bxbXbmXb]n,Sic.
m,

Schou . id. This

P ’heorem is a kindof Reverse to Pheor. IX .

SB.

IV .

Ch.

IV.

ThEOREM
XXXV.
If betwixt any two Integers there falls a certain Number of Means, they must neces¬
sarily be all Integers.
Demon . Let the first Term of a Series be A, and
AAM
,
, AM* , AM3 a I
the Ratio in its least Terms ' be N : M ; then by
“N- jgs
'
'
'
' j the common Rules , the Series will be expressed as
in the Margin . Now the Extremes being Integers,
° AM"
by Supposition ; suppose the last of them to be
; then does N n measure AM”
(else that Extreme is not Integer ) but it cannot measure M", since ’tis Incommensu¬
rable toit .j because N is so to M (1 heor. XIII . Cor oil.) wherefore it must measure
A {-fheor. VI .) consequently all the inferior Powers of N measure A : And again,
A aa
they
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they also measure all the Multiples of A, i . e. the Denominators of all the middle
Terms , being Powers of N, inferior to N", do measure all their Numerators , which
are Multiples of A. Therefore , lastly, all these middle Terms are Integers.
Coroll.

If in the Progress of a Series , beginning

with an Integer , there comes a

Fractional Term , simple or mix ’d, there can never after that be any more Integers
in it ; because, if that could happen , then betwixt two Integral Extremes a Fractio¬
nal middle Term might happen , contrary to what has been demonstrated.

(j. III. Containing a Variety of Problems , concerning Geometrical
Progressions, considered with Regard to their Terms being Integral
or

Fractional ; whose Solutions depend upon the preceding DoSlrine.

TN a Geometrical Series there may be a Variety of Changes from Integers to Fractions
[proper or improper ] or from these to those ; all which depend upon the Relation
of the first Term of the Series to the Ratio ; and of these, considered also by them¬
selves ; as whether the first Term is an Integer or Fraction , and whether the Ratio
is Multiple or not. From whence arises a new Set of ‘Problems, relating to these
Series $ which have been referred to this Place, because the Demonstrations depend
upon the Composition of Numbers by their Primes . I shall begin with explaining
au the various Changes that can be in a Series.
PROBLEM
VII.
It is required to shew all the Variety of Changes from Integers to Fractions, and
mix ’d Numbers , and from these to those, that can possibly be in any Series of Geo¬
metrical Proportionals ; and to give Rules sor the Invention of Series under all the
possible Variety.
Solution.

This Complex Problem may be resolved into two Parts, as we consider the Series
to increase or decrease Yet we shall have only one of the Parts to demonstrate ; be¬
cause the Variety of the one is comprehended in the other . I shall first explain the
Variety in an increasing Series, and the other will easily be seen in that : But in order
to this, there is one general Proposition relating to both Kinds ; which being of Use
in the particular Parts of the Problem , I shall premise as a
Lemma

.

j

If an increasing Series begins with a Proper Fraction ever so small ; if it ’s a finite or
determinate one, and the Ratio also determinate ; then , after a certain Number of Terms
continued in Fractions , it will increase to a whose or mix ’d Number , and that too,
greater than any assignable Number.
Again , Let a decreasing Series begin with a Number ever so great ; if it’s finite,
and the Ratio so also 5 it will decrease to a proper Fraction , and that too, less than
any assignable one. The Reason of all which is evident and needs no Demonstration $
but if any call for it , they will find it afterwards in -Theor, I . and II . Ch. III.
We proceed to the Solution of the Problem.
Part

I . For an Increasing Series.

Cafe I . If the first Term of a Series is an Integer, the Varieties are these $
i ° . It may continue in Integers ; which necessarily follows from a Multiple Ratio : For
it ’s plain , that the Product of two Integers will be an Integer . That the Series can¬
not
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not continue in Integers , if the Ratio is not Multiple , the next Article will
shew,
zQ. It may change into a mix’d Number; and there it will continue; which re¬
quires and Follows from a Ratio not Multiple ; as in this Example, 4 : 6 : 9 : 13s;
20 £, &c. the Ratio being 2 : 3.
Demon . The

^ , AM , AM* . AM3 1 ^
j\ :

‘

'

jsjs

•e

.

lesser Extreme

of a Series being

A, and the Ratio , in its leal! Terms , N : M, the

I

Series

is exprefled

as in the Margin.

Now, as the Denominator still increases in every
Term in a determined Ratio , viz. 1 : N ; so it will become necessarily, after a cer¬
tain Number os Terms , greater than A (by the preceding Lemma ) and the first
Term wherein that happens (and consequently all above) will be a mix’d Number ;
AMn
let that Term be .
I fay, N " does not measure AM" ; for N , M are Incommen¬
surable j and so are N ", Mnby( Caroll. E ’keor. XIII .) But if N " measures AM", it
will also measure A ; (ptheor. VI .) i . e. a greater will measure a lesser, which is ab¬
surd ; Therefore N" does not measure AM" ; or
— is a mix ’d Number : For the
N"
fame Reason all the Terms above are mix ’d.
But again, Observe, that there may be a mix ’d Number before the Denominator is
6X3

6X9

greater than A ; as in this Exam . 6 : 9
— : - ^—— 13 f : And lest it be suppo¬
sed, that after a mix ’d Number , which comes into the Series before N " is greater
than A, there may come an Integer ; we ought to demonstrate universally , that af¬
ter a mix ’d Number , there can never be an Integer ; and this you have already
seen, in Cor. Eheor. XXXV . Where you also fee, that from an Integer there can
be no more Changes but into a mix ’d Number.
Or , the whole Demonstration may be made more simply ; thus , It ’s evident we can
chuse a Number , N , which is Incommensurable to A ; and being so also to M, no
Power of N can measure the Product of A into any Power of M 3 because these are
Incommensurable ( !Theor. X .) Hence none of the Terms of the Series, after A, will
be Integers.
Cafe

II. she first Term beinga mix’d Number, the Varieties are,

1 . It may continue in mix ’d Numbers for ever;
effected, either, 1. Bya Multiple
jjf ' g
: b :b
* C# I
Ratio , 1 : M, provided M be such, as to be In¬
commensurable with B : Or if B has any Prime
different from any of the Primes of M, or any the fame Primes , oftner involved ; for
then , by what ’s said in the last Case, B can never measure any of the Numerators . 2. By
a Ratio not Multiple, as N : M, provided N has in

A

AM AM* AM*I »

which is necessarily

A

AM

its Composition any Prime which is not

AM* AM3I

g " : "bn” : BN * '
cumstances, none

of

ic'

in A ;

or

any

I t^ie & me Prime oftner involved ; or if B has any
Prime which is not in M : For in any of these Cir¬
the Denominators can ever measure its Numerator.

BN

3: ®

Exam. 1. 3 | : iq £ : 31£ : 94 £ ; the Ratio being 1,: 3.
_

Exam.

8

40

200

2 . — :—:1

1000

:—

3 the Ratio being4 : ;.
A aa 2

a". It
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2° . It may pass from a mix ’d Number into an Integer,
and so continue for ever ; which can be effected only by
a Multiple Ratio , i : M, such, that M have in its Compo¬
sition all the Primes that compose B. I /hall first prove
that such a Ratio will bring the Series to an Integer ; which is thus evident : M ha¬
ving all the Primes that are in B j if they are also as oft involved , then it ’s plain , that
. Again, However oftner the
B measures M ; and consequently A—
B is an Integer
lame Primes are involved in B than in M, yet being more and more involved in the
higher Powers of M, there must be a Power in which they are all oftner involved than
in B ; and hence it ’s plain , that there will at last be a Term in the Series in which B
measures the Power of M in the Numerator , therefore that Term must be Integral.
Again , after an Integer comes into the Series, it must continue for ever in Integers,
because the Ratio is Multiple.
this
In the next Place , I /hall demonstrate , that no other Conditions will produce
In¬
an
to
Series
the
bring
could
it
though
,
Multiple
not
Ratio
A
.)
i
(
Variety : And ,
teger , yet it could not continue so, as has been proved in Case I. Art. 2 . ( 2.) IfMB
has not in it all the Primes of B, it cannot measure B (shear. X .) and hence also
will never measure any Power of M, because Mn has no other Primes than M, (Cor.
fsheor. X .) And since B is Incommensurable to A, therefore ( by Cor. 2 . shear. VI .)
it cannot measure A Mn, that is, none of the Terms can ever be Integers.
A
B

AM
B

AM1 I
! &c.
-g

m -i2 : 6) ; : £SV. the Ratio 1 : 7
Exam. 3 ~8 : 14JL
12 :
Observe, Examples of this Variety may be invented more simply, thus , viz. Take
any Integer , and any Multiple Ratio , whose greater Term is less than the assumed In¬
teger , and yet is not an aliquot Part of it ; by this you’ll find at least one mixt Term
below that Integer ; from which again the Series will proceed upwards in the manner
proposed . But the other Method/hews the fundamental Reason of the Cafe from the
Composition of Numbers ; and is of Use in some of the following Problems.
( ; ° .) It may pass from a mixt Number into an Integer , and from that again into a
mix ’d Number ; and so continue j which can be effected only by a Ratio not Multiple,A
as N : M ; such, that M do contain in its Composition all the different Primes of B, and of
all those of N , which must also be as oft at least involved in A as in N. The Reason
which is this ; if the Ratio were Multiple , then
| either the Series would never pass into an InteAM AM1 AM S . Sc?„
A
I ger, or if it did, it would continue so (by Case
3' °
■jj; jpjq ' “Hn^ ’ EN~
II .) Again, if there be any Prime in B, which
is not in M ; or in N , which is not in A, it is manifest (from shear. X .) that none of
the Divisors, as BNn will ever measure the Dividend AM". Also, the Primes of N
must not only be all involved in A, but they must be at least as oft involved in A as
in N ; for, if any of them is oftner in N , it will be much more so in the higher Pow¬
ers of N ; and hence (by sheor. X .) none of the Denominators can ever measure its
Numerator , i . e. none of the Terms will ever be an Integer . These are the general
Conditions : But yet more particularly , if any of the Primes of M are oftner involved in
B ; then conceive, that one of them whose Index in B exceeds its Index in N, by the
of
greatest Difference ; also conceive the least Number , which multiplying the Index
be
N
must
then
;
B
in
Index
its
than
less
not
Number
a
that Prime in M will produce
such, that taking the Prime , whose Index in N and A differ least, and multiplying its
Index in N by the fame Multiplier, , the Product shall not be greater than its Index in
in
A The Reason of which is also plain , for otherwise, before we come to a Term
which
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which the Power of M contains all the Primes of B as oft involved , which is necessary
to make an Integer , the like Power of N in the Denominator will contain all the
Primes of A as oft involved ; and therefore in all the Terms above they will be oftner
involved in N, and consequently the Denominator will never measure the Numerator, *.?,
there will never be an Integer in the Series.
These Conditions are plain enough to shew the Invention of such a Series ; where¬
as take this Example , ^
: 70 : 515 : 1—1 : the Ratio being 2 : 15 ; and that
45
9° 2.
you may compare it with the preceding Conditions, the Composition of the first Term,
represented by —,is this, ll —
, and the Ratio , — is
I.
*
B
45
3X5X5.
N
2
2
These are all the Changes from a mixt Number , because when a mixt Number fol¬
lows Integers , the Series can never pass again into Integers ; as has been shewn in
Art.

2.

Cafe

I.

Cafe III.
'The first Term beinga proper Fraffion, the Varieties are these.
[i 0.] It may pass into a mixt Number ; and continue so ; which is effected by a
Ratio Multiple or not Multiple , qualified as in Variety I . Cafe II ; for ~ may be eiB

ther a proper or improper Fraction and since with the Qualifications refer ’d to there
can never be an Integer in the Series, and by the premised Lemma it must encrcase
either to a whole or mixt Number ; therefore it will pass into a mixt .Number , and
there continue.
Exam.

r . — : — : —,

Exam.

2 . -1. :

1;

13

13

&c.

: -21m:

the Ratio 1 : 3.
, Zfic. Ratio 2 ; 5. .

29 50 Il6
232
[2 0.] It may pass into a whole Number , and there continue ; which requires a
Multiple Ratio , qualified as in Var . i . Cafe II . with this further , that supposing
M" the least Power of M which B measures, the Products of all the inferior Powers of
M multiplied into A, must be less than B ; else it ’s plain , that it will pass first into a
mixt Number.
Examples are easily invented by taking M -equal to B, or to any Multiple of it .; or
taking any Integer A,-and a Multiple Ratio . 1 : M , such, that M is greater than A ; for
then continuing the Series downwards , it will fall first into a proper Fraction , from which
it proceeds upwards in the Manner proposed.

Exam. - : — : 2 .• 6 : 18, Ifc.
9.

?

[3 ^.] It may pass first into a mixt Number, - and then into an Integer , and there
continue 5 which requires a Multiple Ratio qualified as in Var. 2 . Cafe II . with this
further , that supposing M" to be the least Power ,of M which B measures, seme of the
next inferior Powers multiplied by A shall produce a Number greater than B ; which
is easily invented ; or may be had by taking any Example of Var. 2. Cafe II . and conti¬
nuing it downwards ; for it must first pass into a proper Fraction , since there cannot be
an Integer both above and below a mixt Number in the fame Series.

Exam. 675 ; 112 — : 14— : 3 i '; —, SSfa
. Ratio 7 : r.

2
12
8 56
[4 0.] It may past first into a whole Number, *and then into a mixt , and so it must
continue, by Virtue of Theor. XXXV 5 and this is effected by a Ratio not Multiple,
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II . with this further , that supposing

V.

the least Pow¬

which multiplied by ^ makes an Integer , all the inferior Powers produce
er of
a proper Fraction . The Invention of Examples is easy, by assuming any Integer A,
is a
and a Ratio not Multiple , N ; M, such, that NA be less than M 5 for then
; A .•

proper Fraction , and

Exam.4— .-

&c.

represents the Series required.

: — : $5 c. Ratio 3 : 17.

Z
17
[5 0.] It may pass first into a mixt Number , then into an Integer , and lastly, into a
mixt Number ; which requires a Ratio not Multiple , qualified as in V. 3 . Cafe II.
with this further , that supposing ^

the least Power of

which multiplied

into

~ produces an Integer, some of the next inferior Powers shall produce a mixt NumB
berj Examples of which are invented by taking an Example of V. 3 . Cafe II . which
being continued downwards must fall into a proper Fraction , but never into a whole
Number , because there is a whole Number above the mixt.
Exam. _L£L ; fj ill
; 7o : 525 .- 2 *21, Sfr . Ratio 2 : 15.
;
2
675 45 90
Part

II . For a decreasing Series.

The Varieties here are included in the former, and therefore I need only to name
them , thus,
Cafe I . Ehe first Eerm being an Integer, then
i c . It may past first into a proper Fraction , and so continue.
a° . It may pass first into a mixt Number , and then into a proper Fraction.
Cafe II . Ehe first Eerm being a mixt Number.
i °. It may past first into a proper Fraction and continue so.
20. It may past first into a whole Number , and then into a proper Fraction.
3° . It may past first into a whole Number , then into a mixt , and lastly, into a
proper Fraction.
Cafe

III . Ehe first Eerm a proper Fra &ion.

It can only continue in Fractions.
Schol . In the following Problems , a given Ratio , or the fame Ratio , do always
comprehend a Ratio with its reciprocal 5 either of which is to be supposed, as we takp
a Series to encreasc or decrease, and we suppose a Ratio always in its least Terms.
VIII.
PROBLEM
Any whole Number being given , with any Ratio , to find how many Integral Terms
can possibly be joined in the seme continued Series with A, taking it either encreasing
or decreasing, or both Ways, in that given Ratio.

So 1, it sri on.
We must consider this Problem in two Parts, according as th ? given Ratio is Mul¬
Cafe
tiple , or not.
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I. The given Ratio Multiple. Then it’s plain that the Series proceeds encrea¬

sing ad Infinitum in Integers ; but is limited decreasing. Thus 5 let the given whole
Number be A, and the Ratio M ; 1 ; then isM is greater than A, there can be no In¬
tegral Term added ; if M—A, then there will only be one which will be 1 j but if M
is less than A, then the Number of Integral Terms that can be added is equal to the
Index of the highest Power of M which measures A ; and if M does not measure A, there
can no Integer be added 5 all which is manifest in this general Expression of the Series,
A . —
: —. :
But this Solution requiring , that every Term of the Series
M M* M*
16
1
be actually raised , we may solve it otherwise ; thus, resolve A and M into all their
Primes ; and if there is any Prime in M, which is not in A, or any the same Prime
oftner involved , then M does not measure A, and so there will never be an Integral
Term aster A : But if A contains all the Primes of M, and all of them at least
as oft involved ; take that Prime whole Index in A exceeds its Index in M
by the least Difference ; also seek the greatest Number , which multiplying the Index
of that Prime in M, makes a Number not greater than its Index in A, that Number is
the Number sought . The Reason os which is obvious, for these Terms will always
be whole Numbers , till some one at least of the Primes of A is oftner involved in the
Power of M, which is the Denominator ; and it ’s evident that this will happen first to
that Prime , the Index of whose Involution in M comes short of its Index in A by the
least Difference 5 and since any Power of M, as M“, is the Product of the like Powers of
all the Primes of M, the Truth of the Rule is manifest.
Exam. Let 72 be the given Number, and the Ratio 4 : 1; then taking the Primes
of 72 and 4, it is 72= 2X2X2X3X3, and 4= 2X2. Now there being but one Prime in 4,
whose Index is 2, and the Index of the same Prime in 73 being 3, I find that 1 is the
greatest Number , which multiplying 2, the Index of 2 in 4, produces a Number not
greater than 3, the Index of 2 in 72 5therefore there can be but x Integral Term added,
as here , 72 : x8 : 4 ^ : £S?r.
Cafe II. The Ratio not Multiple. It’s plain that the Number of Integral Terms is
limited , both encreasing ( by ‘Part I . Cafe I . of the preceding ‘Probl.) and decrea¬
sing ( by the preceding Lemma ,-) and to find the Number , take it first encreasing,
and suppose the given NumAN 3 , A N* AN
,
, . . AM _ AM* #AM *
I her A, and the Ratio in its
M3 M ’
* * M
N ' N* * N 3I
'
least Terms to be N : M j the
Index of the greatest Power
of N , which measures A, is the Number sought . The Reason of which is this j supA Mn
pose the last Integral Term to be
n so
»
that Nn measures AM11
, but it does not
measure M", they being Prime to one another , because N and -M are so5 therefore,
by (ffheor .Nl . yii" does measure A ; but it is also the greatest Power of N that does soj
for if a greater does, as Nri+f, then that will also measure AM st+*1 and so
is not
Nn
the last Integral Term , contrary to Supposition. Lastly, Because the Index of the
Powers of N shew their Distance after A, therefore the Rule is true.
2° . If the Series is to be taken decreasing, then the Index of the greatest Power of
M, which measures A,. i$ the Number sought 3 for the same Reason as was explained
in the preceding Article.
Observe, That this Case may be solved the same Way as Cafe I . by
"the
Primes of A with those of N for the encreasing Series, and with those of comparing
M for the de- creasing.
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3° . Isit ’s proposed to find the greatest Number os Integral Terms that can be join¬
ed in the fame Series with A in the Ratio N : M, taken both encreasing and decrea¬
sing ; then find separately how many can be added encreasing in the Ratio N M, and
how many decreasing in the Ratio M : N 3 the Sum is plainly the Number fought.
Exam. Let the given Number be 71= 1X2X2X3X3
, and the Ratio be 2 : 3 ; then is
the greatest Number of Integral Terms that can be joined with it, j , viz. 3 above and
2 below, making this Series, 21 >!>: 32 : 48 : 72 : 108 : 162 : 243 : 364 f . For 8 the
third Power of 2 is the greatest Power of it that measures 72, and 9 the second Power
os 3 is its greatest Power that measures 72.
ScHor,. We may make the preceding Problem yet more general and unlimited, by
supposing no particular given Ratio ; but proposing to find the greatest Number of In¬
tegral Terms that can possibly be joined in the fame Series with a given Integer in any
Ratio whatever 3 the Answer to which is an infinite Number, because with a Multiple
Ratio the Series goes on encreasing ad infinitum 3 but if we take these Limitations, viz.
i «. A Ratio Multiple and a decreasing Series 3 then though no particular Ratio is gi¬
ven, the Problem may be solved. Thus resolve
;
the given Number, A, into its
Primes, the Index of that one which is oftnest involved is the Number sought, and
that Prime it self is a Ratio which will make the Series. Example, If 72= 2X2X2X3
X3 is the given Number, then you can join in the fame Series decreasing, only three
Integral Terms, 3 being the Index of 2 in 72, and the only Ratio that can effect this
is 2 : 1, which makes this Series 72 : 36 : 18 : 9 : 4 ^. Observe also, That if there
are more than one of the Primes of A involved to the fame Power, which is the highest
of any concerned in it, then any of these Primes, or the Product of any two or more of
them, may be made the Ratio 3 so if 216= 2X2X2X3X3X3 is the given Number, the
Answer is also 3 3 and the Series may be made in any of these Ratios, and in these
only, viz. 2 : 1. or 3 : 1 : or 6 : 1, making these different Series 216 : 108 : 54 : 27 :
or 216 : 72 : 24 : 8. Or, Lastly, zi 6 .- 36 : 6 x: . Thus we learn, not only how to
solve the Problem, but to find also all the Variety of Ratios that can possibly solve it.
The Reason of which is obvious.
Again, 20. We shall suppose the Problem limited to a Ratio not Multiple, without
any determined or given one3 then is the Solution made thus, resolve A into its
Primes, and take these two, the Sum of the Indexes of whose Involution in A, is the
greatest, that Sum is the Number sought3 and these Primes are the Terms of a Ra¬
tio, in which the Series may be made 3 and if several of these Sums which are the
greatest, are equal among themselves, then the Primes to which they correspond, or
the Products of any two or more of them, make all the different Ratios in which the
Series can be made. Exam. Let the given Number be 3024= 2X2X2X2X3X3X3X7,
then is the Number sought 7, the Sum of the Indexes of 2 and 3, viz. 4 and 3,
which is , greater than the Sum of any other two Indexes 5 and therefore the Ratio is
2 : 3, which in this Example is the only one that can make a Series of 7 Integers joined
to 3024 5 which Series is this, 896 : 1344 : 2016 : 3024 : 4536 : 6804 : 10206 : 15309.
3° . If it’s proposed only to find the greatest Number of Terms that can be
joined, increasing or decreasing, separately considered3 then take the Index of the
Prime, which is oftnest involved in A, and that is the Number sought for an encrea¬
sing Series 5 that Prime, or any other as oft involved, or the Product of any two or
more of these, being the Antecedent or lesser Term of the Ratio, which can produce
the Series, to which we may take any other greater Number, which is Prime to it for
a Consequent. Then for a decreasing Series we must chuse that Prime whose Index
is the greatest, that has another Number lesser than it self, and Prime to it. So in the
preceding Example, 3024, the greatest Number encreasing is 4, the Index of 2 in
3024 j and in this Case there is tan infinite Choice of Ratios , because we may take

any
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any Number greater , and Prime to 2, for a Consequent ; but for a decreasing Series,
the Number is only 3, the Index of 3 in 3024, and there is but one Ratio , viz. 3 : 2,
which will produce the Series, because there is but one Number , viz. 2, which is
lefler than 3, and Prime to it . Take this other Example, 9261= 7X7X7X3X3X3.
To this can be joined at most 3 Terms encreasing, the Index of 7 or 3 being 3 ; and
the Series may be produced by any Ratio , whose Antecedent is 7 or 3, or 21. Again,
decreasing there can at most be added 3, 'which also can be effected by any Ratio whose
Antecedent is 3 or 7, or 21 5 which makes a limited Number of different Ratios , be¬
cause there is a limited Number of Terms lesser than these Antecedents and Prime to
them , which are these , 3 : 2, 7 : 5, 7 : 3, 7 : 2; and if 21 is made the Antecedent,
the Consequents are these , 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11,13 , 14,16 , 19, 20. But the absolutely
greatest Number os integral Terms that can stand in the same Series with 9261 is 6,
whereof 3 will be greater , and 3 lefler, in the Ratio 3 : 7, which is the only one
that will make the Series.

PROBLEM

IX.

A whole Number being given, to find a Ratio in which it is possible to join a given
Number of integral Terms , and no more , in the lame Series with the given whole
Number.
Solut . If we take the given Number for the greater Extreme of a Series, then the
Problem being possible in the Circumstances of the given Numbers , may be solved in
some Cases by a Multiple Ratio only 3 in others by a Ratio not Multiple and in others
by both : But if the lesser Extreme is given, it requires a Ratio not Multiple ; which it
does also, if we consider the given Number as one of the middle Terms . ’Thus,
i °. Let us take the given Number , A, for the greater Ex¬
A A
treme of a Series, then resolve it into its Primes 5 and if the
M M!
Index of any of its Primes is precisely equal to the given
Number of Terms , that Prime , or the Product of any two
or more ssich, or any such Product multiplied again into any of the Primes which
have a greater Index , is the greater Term of a Multiple Ratio which selves the Pro¬
blem . And if there is any Number lest than it , and Prime to it , that being made
Consequent , makes a Ratio not Multiple , which also selves the Problem . But if none
of the Primes of A has an Index exactly equal to the given Number of Terms , the
Problem is impossible, making the given Number the greater Extreme of the Series.
Exam. Given 567, and the Number of Terms 4, then the Ratio sought is 3 : r 3
for 567= 3X3X3X3X7
, and there is not another Ratio that will answer3 but take 189--- 3X
3X3X7, and the Problem

is impossible.

2 0. The given Number being the lesser Extreme , find the Antecedent of the Ratio
sov,ght the fame way, as in the preceding Case 3 and for a Consequent , any Number
greater , and Prime to it >So 567 being the lefler Extreme , and the Number of Terms
4, the Ratio sought must take 3 for the Antecedent , and any Number greater , and
Prime to it, for the Consequent.
30. Is the given Number is considered as one of the middle Terms indefinitely,
then take these two Primes of A, the Sum of whose Indexes is equal to the given
Number of Terms , and these are the Terms of a Ratio , which solves the Problem 3
and of the Terms to be added , there will be as many greater than the given Number,
as the Index of the lesser one of these two Primes , and as many decreasing as the In¬
dex of the greater.
Exam.

Given 72= 2X2X2X3X3
, and the Number of Terms 5, the Ratio is 2 -. 3,,

the Number of Terms greater being 3, and the lefler being 23 and in th s Case
there is no other Variety in the Solution . But suppose 3528= 2X2X2X3X3X7X7
, and

B bb
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the Number of Terms 5, it may be solved by this Ratio 2 : 3 or 2 : 7, with 3 Terms
greater and 2 teller 3 and if the Number of Terms is 4, then it is solved by this Ratio

Of Trime

3 : 7 with 2 Terms

greater , and 2 lesser , or with this Ratio

6 (= 2X3} : 7 with 2

greater and 2 lefler. Observe, If the Sum of no two of the Indexes is exactly
equal to the given Number of Terms , then the given Number cannot stand as a middle
Term in the proposed Circumstances.
The Reason of all this is plain , especially if it be compared with the preceding
Problem.
Schol . If the proposed

Number

of integral Terms

is

0,

That

is , to find a Ratio

with which it’s impossible to join any integral Term to a given Integer , we have no
more to do, but , take any two Numbers which contain a Prime different from any in,
A , or any the same Prime oftner involved , and make these the Terms of your Ratio 5
for then it ’s plain , that in such a Ratio you can join no integral Term , either greater or
lesser, because none of these Numbers can measure A.
Again , if the Ratio is required to be such, that the Number os integral Terms to be
added is infinite, then take any Multiple Ratio.
PROBLE
M X.
To find a whole Number , with which a given Number , and no more , of integral
Terms can be joined in the same Series in a given Ratio.
Sulut

. i ° . If the Ratio is Multiple , the Problem is plainly impossible3

for to any

Integer an infinite Number of integral Terms may be added in any Multiple Ratio,
yet if we limit it Ib as to consider the Number sought as the greater Extreme of a Se¬
ries, it is solved thus3 if the greater Term of the given Ratio has any of its Primes
involved to an Index precisely equal to the given Number of Terms , then any Num¬
ber which is a Multiple of that Power of that Prime , is the Number sought 3 but if
none os its Primes is so oft involved , then is the Problem also impossible.
20. Is the Ratio , is not Multiple , raise its Terms to the Power whose Index is the gi¬
ven Number of Terms less 1 ; and these are the Extremes of a Series in that Ratio,
having the given Number of Terms , and to which it is impossible to add another in
Ihtegers {\theor. XXIII .) And these Powers^ or any of the middle Terms of the
Series , whereof they are the Extremes , which are easily found (vid . ‘Pro/A.Vl . Schol. I .)
are Numbers which solve the Problem , and are indeed the only Numbers that do
so. And observe, if it’s proposed to find the Number scught , so that it shall be
any one of the Extremes , or any one of the middle Terms , it ’s easily done by what ’sshewn.
Exam. The Ratio 2 : 3, and Number of Terms 6 3 I take the 5th Power of 2 : 3,
viz . 2X2X2X2X2
= 32, and 3X5X3X3X3
= 243, and these are Extremes of the Series3
the middle Terms being composed of the Powers of these, according to.this form AJ ;
A4B : Assi1 A
: ' B3: AB' : Bh
Scholiums.

I. If the proposed Number of Terms is 0, then with a Multiple Ratio the Problem
is impossible, if the given Number is to be made the lesser Extreme 3 but if we make
it the greater , then we may take any Number lefler than the Antecedent of the Ratio,
or greater , provided it has not all the different Primes of the given Antecedent , or
has some of them left involved.
Again , with a Ratio not Multiple , we have no more to do but take any Number
which has not in its Composition aU the Primes of either of the Terms of the Ratio,
or has any one of each of them less involved.
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II . Is there is no particular Ratio given , nor any Limitation , i . e. if we demand an
Integer , with which can be join ’d only a certain Number of integral Terms in any Ratio,
then the Problem is impossible, because in a Multiple Ratio there may be an infinite
Number of Terms encreasing ; but suppose these general Limitations,
i °. That the Number sought be the greater Extreme os a Series $ then it may be
found , thus 5 of any prime Number take that Power whose Index is the given Num¬
ber of Terms ; or take any Multiple of such a Power, provided it has no Prime
involved to a higher Power ; and to that Number can be joined the given Number of
integral Terms decreasing , in any Ratio whose Antecedent that Prime is.
Exam. Let the Number of Terms be 3, then 8 is the Number fought, and the
Ratio 2 : 1. Or 8x5 = 40, and the Ratio 2 : 1; but 16 is not such a Number , because
it admits of 4 Terms in the Ratio 2 .- i . Again , 27= 3X3X3 is a Number answering
the Problem , and the Ratio is either 3 : 1, or 3 : 2, making these Series 27 : 9 : 3 : 1,
or 27 : 18 : 12 : 8.
20. Suppose the Limitation is to any Ratio not Multiple ; then take , as before , that
Power of some Prime , whose Index is the given Number of Terms , and that is the
Number sought ; the said Prime being the Antecedent of a Ratio which solves the
Problem , encreasing, any greater Number and Prime to it being malt the Consequent.
Also, if there is any Number lefler than it, but greater than 1, that being made Conse¬
quent will be a Ratio which will folve it decreasing. LaJUy, If you take any two
Primes , and involve them each to such a Power , that the Sum of their Indexes be equal
to the given Number of Terms , then the Product of these Powers is a Number to
which the given Number of Terms , and no more , can be added , taking part of them
greater , and part lefler ; which may also be distributed in any Proportion ; for what¬
ever Index the lefler Prime is raised to, that will express the Number of Terms greater
than the Number fought , and the Index of the other is the Number lesser, these two
Primes being the Terms of a Ratio that answers the Problem ; and in this Case the gi¬
ven Number of Terms is the greatest Number of integral Terms absolutely that can be
joined with the Number sought.
Exam.

Given Number of Terms 5. I take 3X3X3X3X3
= 243, which is a Number

to which can be joined 5 integral Terms , and no more increasing, the Ratio of which
must have 3 for its Antecedent , and any Number greater , and Prime to it, for a Conse¬
quent as 4 ; and decreasing it can also admit 5 Terms , but limited to this one Ratio
not Multiple , viz. 3 : 2, because 2 is the only lesser Number prime to 3. Again,
108 s= 3X3><3XrX2) can have joined with it only 5 integral Terms in the Ratio 2 : 3,
whereof 2 will be greater and 3 lefler, as here , 32 : 48 : 72 : 108 : 162 : 243.
III . If it be proposed to find an Integer , to which it is impossible to join any Integer
in the fame Series, in any Ratio , the Problem is impossible 5 because to any Integer
can be joined at least another Integer.
PROBLEM
XI.
A
Any Fraction , proper or improper , ~ being
given, to find how many fractional Terms
fi ,
can possibly be joined with it in the fame Series.
SontrTiON.
If there is no further Limitation of this Problem , the Answer is an infinite Number .^
for if the Fraction is proper it admits an infinite Number of fractional Terms , decrea¬
sing in the seme Series in any Ratio whatever ; and if it’s an improper Fraction , then
also an infinite Number of fractional Terms can be joined encreasing or decreasing, or
both Ways j for the Series -being continued both Ways, there can’t be one Integer
Bb b a
above
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above and another below ; ( by Theor. XXXV .) therefore the Series will continue in
Tractions one or both Ways.
But as the Number sought may be limited on one Side (though it can’t on both) jve
shall enquire upon what Side it is limited , and to what Number of Terms . Thus,
Cafe I. The given Ratio Multiple , as i : M, Then ,
(|x° . ) The Series will continue for ever in Fractions decreasing : If the given
Fraction is proper , this is manifest ; and if it ’s improper, , you see the fame Truth
from this Consideration , vizs. That if ever there comes an Integer into the Series,
from that reversely it will continue upwards to a mixt Number (from whence it pro¬
ceeded downwards) which is impossible in a Multiple Ratio , because every Term is
the Product of two Integers . Therefore , there , can no Integer come into the Series.
But,
(2 0.) Take the Series encrcasing from the given Fraction , and the Number of fracti¬
onal Terms that can be added , will in some Cafes be finite , and in some infinite,
which the following Rule will discover, whether the given Fraction is proper or im¬
proper Thus , resolve M and B both into their Primes ;
and if there is any Prime in B which is not in M, then the
A AM , AM1 j
Number of Terms required is infinite ; for B can ne¬
' g ‘ ^-'c' j
1 ' 1
ver measure any Power of M , and being Prime to A, it
cannot measure any of the Numerators (Cor. 2. Theor .VI .) Again , if all the .different
Primes of B are found in M, and as oft at least involved ; then is B an aliquot Part of M,
and hence B is an Integer , therefore there can no fractional Term be added . Lafily, If all the Primes of B are in M, and some. of them also oftner involved in B than
in.M, then take all of these, whose Indexes in B and M have the fame Difference , and
that , the greatest of any other of them ; and chusing that one of these , whose Index is
greatest, , find the greatest Number , which multiplying its Index in M, will make a
Product less than its Index in B ; that Number is the Number fought,; for it ’s the Index of
the greatest Power of M which B does not measure , since B measures none of the Pow¬
ers of M till you come to one which has all the Primes of B, at least as oft involved ;
but any Power of M is the Product of the like Powers of all its Factors ( as follows from
Theor. I. Rook. III . Chap. I.) Hence the Truth of the Rule is clear.
Exam. 1. — or IT , and the Ratio 1 . 7; there can never be any integral Term , bex5 . *5 .
r
taufe all the Primes of if, which are 3, 5, are different from 7.
added,
Term
fractional
no
can be
Exam. a . — or -1 , and the Ratio 1 : 6. There
3,3
because 3 is an aliquot Part of 6, whereby the very next Term will be an Integer -,
Exam . 3. — or II , and the Ratio 1 ; 6.
24

Here 24= 2X2X2X3 and 6= 2X3 ; then

24

the Index ,of 2 in 24 is 3, and in 6 it is i,and the greatest Number , which multiplying
1 will produce a Number less. than 3 is 2 ; therefore there can be but 2 fractional
Terms joined with the given one ; as here , — : — : 2— : -■?*.- =s=63 : And here , —
24
24
24 24
,
J 24
. E : 2100 i Ig 20Q^ 75,
24
24
24
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II . T’be given Ratio not Multiple, as N .• M, which we Jball again subdivide
according as the given Fr a si ion is proper or improper.

si 0 .) If the given Fraction is proper, it ’s already shewn , that the Series must con¬
tinue for ever in Fractions decreasing , but will not in all Cafes do so encreasing ; and
the Number fought may be found thus ; resolve A , JB, N,
A
AM , AM 1 , orf
I M , into their Primes , and if there is any Prime in N
IT ' BN * BN 1 I *
'
which is not in A , or the fame Prime oftner involved ;
or again , any Prime in B which is not in M, then the Se¬
ries will continue for ever in Fractions '; because the Denominators can never measure
any of the Numerators . But if none of these 'Circumstances happen , i. e. If there is no
Prime in B which is not in M, nor in N which is not in A , nor any the fame Prime
oftner involved in N than in A , then if all the Primes of B are at least equally involved
in M, the very first Term afters B, is an Integer . But if any one or more Primes of
B are not so oft involved in M ; take all of those whose Indexes in B and M have the same
Difference , and that too , the greatest of any other of them , and chuse that one of these
whose Index is greatest ; then find n, the greatest Number which multiplying its In¬
dex in M , produces a Number less than its Index in B, and that is the greatest Num¬
ber of fractional Terms ; supposing there can be an Integer ; the Reason is easy : And
to know is there can be an Integer do this ; take all the Primes whose Indexes in N
and A have the fame Difference , and that , the least of any other , then chuse that one whose
Index is greatest ; and if the Product of its Index in N , multiplied by «+ i , produces a
Number not exceeding its Index in A , then the # -}- iTerm afters - is an Integer , and n
is the Number sought ; but if it ’s greater , the Series will continue for ever in Fra¬
ctions.
Exam. i .

and ^j.= —= —- —or

^Here
.

the Series

B
55 5X11
N
22 2Xji
N - 43 3X3X5
will continue for ever in Fractions.
M. :275 5- - X5X 11
- 4 -2 Exam. 2.
■and
Here the very first Term as¬
n"
B 55
5X11
21
3X7
A
75 orii ^
42.
xf ^ ^ io hy taking away comter — is an Integer , viz. x—

B

55

LI

5X11

3X7

man Factors , out of the Numerators and Denominators.
A _ 80 _ 2X2X2 X2X5 and, M_
105 _ ?x 5 X7
‘
Exam. 3
Here there will be 3
B
567
3X3X3X3X7
N
A
fractional Terms after —which
I find thus 5 5 is the Prime in B, whose Index cxB
ceeds its Index in M by the greatest Difference , and no other have the fame Difference ;
also 3 is the greatest Number which multiplying 1, its Index in M , makes a Product 3
less -than its Index in B, which is 4 .. Again , as there is but one Prime in N ; viz. 2,
whose Index is only 1, this multiplied by 4 (= /z- f- i ) produces 4, a Number not ex¬
ceeding 4 , the Index of 2 in .A ; therefore 3 is the Number sought . But is we suppose
A to be 40= 2X2X2X5, then because the Product 4 exceeds 3, the Index of 2 m A,
therefore the Series must continue for ever in Fractions , because the n- J- i Term after
— is the first that could possibly be an Integer , upon the Consideration of the Primes

of B compared with the fame in M.

But then this is hindered by the Consideration of
the
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the Primes osN , compared with the same in A . For at the n-\- i Term , there is a
Prime in N , whose Index is greater than its Index in A 5 and consequently cannot
measure it , nor can it ever aster ; because its Index in N is still increasing.
(z °.) If the given Fraction is improper, the Number of fractional Terms in the Se¬
ries after is either increasing or decreasing, is found the same Way as in the last Ar¬
tide . And observe, that if the Number is limited increasing, then it ’s certainly infi¬
nite decreasing ; but if it ’s found infinite , increasing, it may be either finite or in fini ty
decreasing.
Scholiums.

1st. In proposing to find how many fractional Terms can be join ’d to a given Fra¬
ction , we have not distinguilh 'd betwixt proper and improper Fractions ; but that I
shall here consider. And,
i ° . It ’s plain , that from an improper Fraction , all the fractional Terms , increasing,
must be improper ; but decreasing, they may be partly proper and partly improper 5 and
if there stands an Integer below the given improper Fraction , all the intermediate
Terms are improper Fractions.
a0. From a given proper Fraction , all the fractional Terms ddtreasing , are proper but increasing, they may be partly proper , partly improper $ and , in some Cases, all
improper.
Hence there are but two Cases concerning the distinct Number of proper and im¬
proper Fractions, wherein a Rule is wanted : The first is to determine how many im¬
proper Fractions can be joined , decreasing, to a given one in any given Ratio . The
second is to find how many proper Fractions can be joined , increasing, to a given one
in any Ratio . Now if the Ratio is not Multiple , in either of these Cases, I know of
no Rule bur actually raising the Series ; but if the Ratio is Multiple , they can be
solved otherwise : Thus,
Question 1 . To find how many improper Fractions can be added, decreasing below
a given one, B in a given Multiple Ratio , 1 : M.
Rule. Take the integral Part of the given Number • which Integer call q. Then
take the greatest Power of M, which does not exceed q 5 the Index of that Power is
the Number sought.

A
B

Demon . The Index of M , expresses the Distance of each

A_

BM

exceeding

BMr : Lee.
q,

then

is

Term from g - ; and if M" is the greatest Power of M , not

A
the last improper Fraction .- For, if any of the Powers

of M, in the Divisors, exceeds

it must be, at least, equal to q- f- i ; and as soon as
A
that happens , we have a proper Fraction $ because, if 5- = q, with
a Remainder,
therefore

qS>

q,

is less than A, and q-j- iXB, greater than A : So that

q~\~ ixB

is neces¬

sarily a proper Fraction , and --g an improper ; Therefore , if Mn is the greatest
A
Power of M, not exceeding " q, then is
the last improper Fraction ; for a great A
er Power , as Mn+I, must be, at least, equal to q-sti and
;
since = == — is a proper

q~j~ ixB

Fraction,'
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Fraction , therefore so is
£M n+I ' and consequently
and n the Number of Terms sought.
Exam. p

13

37$

Mn is the last improper one

—=

- and M = 2, whose third Power , 8, is the greatest , not ex¬
ceeding 9 5 therefore 3 is the greatest Number of improper Fractions that can stand
in the lame Series below ££ in the Ratio 2 : 1, as here £l . £ $ . £i . £i . _£l _ .
7
7 ' 14 " 28 ' 5<f ‘ 112
Question 2 . To find how many proper Fractions can be join ’d, increasing in the
lame Series , above a given one,
B in a given Multiple Ratio 1 : M.
B
Rule. Take the reciprocal improper
Fraction , — , and find, as in the last Que¬
stion, how many improper Fractions can be join ’d to it , decreasing 5 and you have the
Number sought : For if AM -1 is the last improper Fraction , then taking the whole
AM0 A
Series reciprocally , —- — is the last proper Fraction after — increasing.
B
B
2.3 . We

may

consider

the

‘Problem

unlimited

to

any

particular

in general , suppose the Ratio is Multiple or not Multiple 3 then, given Ratio 3 only
i ° . Suppose an increasing Series such, that it comes at last to an Integer , and a
Multiple Ratio 3 (though there is no particular one given ) then find the Prime of B,
whose Index is the greatest , that Index less 1 is the Number sought ; and is the
Product of that Prime , multiplied into all the other Primes of B, is made the Conse¬
quent of a Multiple Ratio , by that you may find an Example of the Series : The Rea¬
son of the Rule is evident . But again,
2° . If the Problem is limited to a Ratio not Multiple , the Series increasing as be¬
fore 3 then take the Prime of B, which has the greatest Index , provided also that
there be a Prime in A , which has an equal or greater Index 3 the Index of that Prime
in B, less 1, is the Number sought : And you may find an Example of the Series
by a Ratio whose Antecedent is that Prime of A , and its Consequent the Product of
all the Primes of B -3 provided it be a Number greater than the Antecedent $ else,
take some Multiple of it greater than the Antecedent . Hence , if the Index of the
Prime , referred to in B, is 1, there can be no improper Fraction joined with the given
Number . ■
Example for both these Articles. A._ 405 _ 3X.3X3X3X5 Here 2 is the Prime
B
;6
2X2X2X7
in B, whose Index , 3, is the greatest 3 and therefore, 2 is the Number sought , in the
first Article , and 1 : 14 is a Ratio agreeing to this Solution.
Again, If the Ratio is supposed not Multiple , 2 is also the Number sought ; be¬
cause, according to the Rule , there is a Prime in A, whose Index is greater than
3 : And if you take for a Ratio , 3 : 14, it will agree to the Solution.
But suppose
^—
; if there comes an Integer into the Series, it
B — t0
2<S
2X13 '
5'
A
must be the very first Term after
3
because
there is no Index ,either in A or B,
B
greater than 15 for no Ratio Multiple can answer the Supposition os the Series coming

at last to an Integer , except this , t : 26 ( = 2X13) and it ’s plain , that the very
first

Term
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Term added will be 105. Again , No Ratio , not Multiple , can answer, but one «f
these in which the Antecedent is, 3. or 5. or 7. or 3X5. or 3X7. or 5X7. or 3X5X7,
and the Consequent 2X13, or some Multiple of this that is greater than the Ante¬
cedent : In all which Cafes it ’s manifest, that the first Term added will be an In¬
teger.
30. Suppose a given improper Fraction , and that a Series ought to proceed from it,
decreasing , in a Multiple Ratio : To find the greatest Number of fractional Terms,
improper , that can be join ’d : From a Table of Powers seek the greatest Power (V. e.
a Power of the greatest Index ) which is a Number not greater than q, the integral
Part of — ; and of whose Root the next greater Power is greater than q 3 the Index
of the former Power is the Number sought 3 and that Root is the Antecedent of a
Multiple Ratio , which will make a Series, having the Number of fractional Terms
found , after ~.

Exam . B~ — ——
'
90

The Number sought is

for 8, the third Power of 2,

is the greatest Power , which does not exceed 9 5 and the next Power of whose
Root (H . 16.) does exceed 9 ; And by the Ratio , 2 : 1, we have the Series,

tl .l £ .
. £l.
7 ' i4 ' r8 ' 56'

PROBLEM
XII.
A
A Fraction,
B' being given for the lesser Extreme of a Series, to find a Ratio , in
which a given Number , », of fractional Terms , and no more, can possibly be in the
fame Series above the given one.
Solution

. i ° . Suppose we are to find a Multiple

Ratio 5 then find the Prime that ’s

oftnest involved in B 5 if its Index does not exceed
then the Problem is impossible:
For M, the Consequent of any Ratio , 1 : M, which will bring the Series to a whole
Number , must contain all the Primes ofB 3 therefore it contains the Root , at least, of
that Prime which is most involved in B 5 but unless the Index of that Involution be
greater than n, M n will be equal to, or greater than B 5 and consequently the »th
Term after the given Extreme , is a whole Number 5 or, perhaps, there may be one
before this. Again , though the Index of some of the Primes of B exceeds #, yet
the Problem may be impossible 3 for to make it possible, the Index of some of
these Primes must be such, that there be some inferior Power, whose Index , multi¬
plied by n, makes a Product less than its Index in B 3 but multiplied by «—
f—
1, makes
a Number not lest than that Index 5 and then the Product of that inferior Power of
any fuel. Prime in B, multiplied continually into such Powers of all the other Primes
of B, as that their Indexes , multiplied by »—
f—1, makes a Number not lest than their
Indexes in B, may be taken for the Consequent of the Ratio sought. The Reason
of all this is manifest , by considering that an InA
AM AM1 AM 3 n teger |
can never come into the Series, till the
- 3
:jj:
: bee.
Power of M, in the Numerator , contains the se¬
veral Primes of B, involved , at least, as oft : And
as soon as that happens , we have a whple Number.
Exam.

there

is

r . ~ = — — 2X2X3X3 and *= 3.

The Problem is impossible3 because

B 175
5x5x7
no Index of a Prime in B, which exceeds z.

^

Exam.

Chap.I.
Exam.
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and n- =3 then is the Problem

possible; because the Index of a in B, is 7 $ and if we take the second Power of a
{viz. 4 ) the Index of this, multiplied by 3, is 6 5 and multiplied by 3—(—
1, or 4,
makes 8 ; therefore the Ratio fought is 1 : ia ; and the Series is -11_3 °° 3ct’°°
.
345* 34)6 ' 345,5*
43200 _ 518400 —. t
And the Reason
3456 ' 3456
by setting it down in this Manner, viz.

of the Rule will appear in this Example,

25
25X3X2 1 L5Xz ^Xa«
25X35x2 ® 25X34X28
32Xa7 3*
'
3Xa7 : 3
3Xa7 : 3 ' XL7 ~

2 5x 3Xi -

Cafe II. Suppose
a Ratio Hot Multiple, as N : M, is to be found.
The Problem is possible only when there is some Prime in B, whose Index is great¬
er than », in the Manner described in the preceding Case 5 and when at the fame
Time there is some Prime in A, whose Index is greater than «, so much that there be
some inferior Power of it, whose Index multiplied by »-}- i , shall producea Number not
exceeding its Index in A. Then for the Consequent of the Ratio, take such a Number
as was directed in the first Case ; and for the Antecedent, take any one, or the Pro¬
duct of any two or more of such inferior Powers of the Primes in A, whose Indexes
are as above described. And observe, that if the Consequent, found by the Direction
of the first Case, is a Number less than any of the Antecedents, found by the Directi¬
on of this Rule, then multiply it by some other Prime Number, which is not in B3
so that the Product be greater than the Antecedent.
The Reason of all this Rule is to be found from the same Consideration as that of
the last Case.

Exam. —=
** 3*1*3 and n—z. The Problem is possible; because the
B
5§
7X2X2X2
Index of 2 in B, is 3, and 2X1= 2 ( 1 being the Index of the first Power of 2) and
2-4-1, or 3X1= 3. Then again, the Index of 3 in A is 3, and 3X1= 3 (r being the
Index of the first Power of 3) and sor the Ratio fought, we have 3 : 14 (= 2X7)
as in this Series,
;245
—
; which we may also represent
in the following Manner; whereby the Reason of the Rule will clearly appear,
5X33 5X35x2X7

7x2s 7X2
'

5X33X2*X74 5X3

^ 3''

3X23X73

7X2
1X3r ~ ' 7*23X33

Scholiums.

1st. If it’s proposed to find a Ratio, in which no Fractional Term can be added ;
take any Number, which is a Multiple of B, for the Consequent, and any aliquot Part
of A, or A it self, for the Antecedent. The Reason is plain.
Or, if it’s proposed that all the Terms be Fractional ad Infinitum we
;
have no
more to do, but take —, such, that N contain some Prime which is not in A, or the
N
fame Prime oftner involvedj or take M, such, that it contain not all the different
Primes of B.

Cc c
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zd. The greatest limited Number of Fractional Terms that can possibly be joined in
the fame Series with a Fraction , must necessarily lie all on one Side ; and not partly
above and partly below $ because Fractions cannot lie betwixt Integers in the fame
Series : And as the greatest Number may lie either above or below, in different Ca¬
fes 5 the Reason why I have limited the Problem to an.increasing Series , is plainly be¬
cause I know of no determinate Rule that will reach to all Cafes for a decreasing Se¬
riesThe
Reason of which seems to be this , That it does not depend only upon the
Consideration of like or unlike Primes , and their different Involutions, but also upon
their particular Quantities and Proportions ; yet we have these two Particulars to
observe :
(i ° .) That as from a proper Fraction a Series decreases in proper Fractions, for ever,
in whatever Ratio : So,
(2 .) The given Fraction being improper , if the Ratio is required to be Multiple,
the Problem is impossible ; the Reason of which has been explained in Trobl. XI.
Case I . But if it’s only required to find such a Multiple Ratio , in which a given Num¬
ber of improper Fractions, and no more, can be joined to a given improper Fraction,

B decreasing ; this we can find, thus, Take q, the integral Part of the given mix ’d
Number , and seek a prime Number , M, different from any of the Primes of A ; and
such also, that it ’s n Power (» being the given Number of Terms ) be the greatest of
its Powers, which does not exceed q and
;
that Prime is the Antecedent of a Ratio,
which solves the Question : For it has been shewn , that

is the last improper

Fraction ; and that it is not an Integer , also that none of the added Terms are so is
plain 3 because M is a Prime different from any of these in A.
PROBLEM
XIII.
To find a Fraction with which may be joined in the fame Series, increasing, a given
Number , and no more fractional Terms , in a given Ratio.
Solution.

I . Suppose a Ratio Multiple, 1 : M, and the given Number of Terms, n.
Resolve M into all its Primes 5 and sor the DenominaAM AM1 ,2^ tor |
sought, take any Number , B, composed of some or

Cafe

A
g * '

g~ b ' ~

'

*

j

all

of

the

fame

Primes

,

and

no

other

than

are

in

M

:

But let some one of them , at least, be oftner involved in
B than in M j so much , that taking all of these , whose Indexes in B and M have the
fame Difference , and that too, the greatest of any other of them ; and chusing any one
of these , whose Index is the greatest ; the Product of its Index in M, multiplied by
n, shall be less than its Index in B 5 but multiplied by n- f—
r, it shall not be less.
Then for a Numerator , take A, any Number whatever Prime to B ; and you have
the Fraction fought ; which is proper or improper , as A is less or greater than B.
Exam. M — 72, and » — 4. Trie Primes of M are 2X2X2X3X3: The Index of
3 in 72 is 2 ; which multiplied by 4 gives 8 ; and multiplied by 4+ 1, or 5, gives
10 : Therefore I take a Number , for B, which has 3 involved in it to the 9th Power;
because 9 is greater than 8, but not greater than 10 : Such a Number is the 9th Power
of 3 it self, vies. 19683 ; which we may also multiply by any other of the Primes of
M, as a, or any such Power of any of these Primes , whose Index is either not less
than its Index in M, or which does not want of it the Difference betwixt the Indexes
of the first assumed Primes in B and M. The rest of the Work is obvious.
Cafe
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Cafe II. Suppose the Ratio mt Multiple, as N : M.
Find the Denominator * B, the fame Way as before, from the Primes of M : Then
for a Numerator , take A, any Number composed of all the Primes of N (and any
other you please, provided they are none of those of B) but let them be so much oftner involved , that taking all of these whose Indexes in N and A have the fame Dif¬
ference , and that , the least of any other of them ; and chusing that one of them whose
shall not exceed its Index
Index is greatest , the Product : of its Index in N by
*
in A .
The Invention of the Numbers sought, in these Cases, has no Difficulty ; and the
Reason is contained in what has been explained in the preceding Problems, especially
iProbl. XI . And ’tis to be observed too, that this Problem is always possible, i. e.
with any Ratio , and any Number of Terms.
Scholiums.
ist. Suppose

the Number

required

ought

to be such , that the very first Term

after

it is a whole Number ; then for a Multiple Ratio , i : M, take for B any aliquot
Part of M, or M it self ; and for A, any Number prime to B. Again , for a Ratio
not Multiple , as N : M, take B, as before j and for A take N , or any Multiple of it,
so that — be not a whole Number.
B
If the Number of Terms to be added is infinite , take .B, such, that it have some
Prime , which is not in M.
id. If no particular Ratio is given, i. e. If it’s required to find such a Fraction,
that a given Number is the greatest Number of Fractional Terms that can possibly
be joined with it in the fame Series increasing, in any Ratio whatever ; then the Pro¬
blem is impossible : For no such Fraction can be found 3 because with every Multiple
Ratio , an infinite Number of Fractional Terms can be join ’d in the fame Series with
any Fraction 3 and it may be so too, with many Ratios not Multiple : But if we sup¬
pose the Series limited to this Condition , that it shall not continue for ever in Fracti¬
ons ; then,
(i ° .) Suppose a Multiple Ratio r Take for B, any Number whereof that Prime
which is oftnest involved shall have #-j - i for its Index ; and for A, take any Number
Prime to B : And to find an Example of the Series , take for M, (the Consequent of the
Ratio ) the Product of the Roots of all the Primes in B, or that Product multiplied by
any other Prime.
(2 0.) Suppose a Ratio not Multiple ; take B, as before ; and for A, let it be a
Number prime to B, and such that all its Primes be involved to the «-j- i Power : Then
the Invention of a Ratio , answering the Problem , is this 3 Take the Consequent M,
as before 3 and for the Antecedent N , take any of the Primes of A, or the Product
of any two or more of them , provided it be less than the Consequent.
3d. What has been said in Schol. ad of the last Problem , may be repeated here,
for the Reason why this Problem is jlimited to an increasing Series : Yet concern¬
ing decreasing Series, we have, to add these Particulars , viz.
(i ° .) Suppose the given Ratio is Multiple ; then for a.decreasing Series the Problem
Is impossible : For the Number of Fractional Terms will be infinite after any Fraction.
(2, .) Suppose we ought to find a mix ’d Number , with which may be ,join ’d a givpn
Number , », of mix ’d Terms , and no more, decreasing in a given Multiple Ratio,
M : I 3 it may be found, thus 3 Take the n Power of M, and then any Number,
not exceeding M".

Lastly, Take any mix’d Number, B
Ceca

whose integral Part is q j
but
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but take Care also that A be such that there be some Prime in M, which is not in A
or the same Prime oftner involved.
(3 0.) If the mix ’d Number in the last Article is required to be invented in its least
Terms 5 take for B any Number at Pleasure , which is not a Multiple of 2 (i . e. any odd
Number ) and for A, multiply B by the » Power of 2 ; to the Product add r [ or more
generally add any Number , whereby the Sum may be Prime to B 3 and at the fame
Time a Number lesser than the Product of B by the 0+ 1 Power of 2] and make
this Sum the Numerator : And if 2 is made the Ratio , ’tis evident there will be n
mix ’d Terms and no more. Again , with a greater Ratio than 2, its certain there
will be fewer mix ’d Terms3 for the Denominator will sooner exceed the Numerator :
Hence ’tis plain that B
_ is such a mix ’d Number as was required . Or fee the Reason of -it , thus 3 The Number sound, according to this Rule , is thus expressed,
S^ -+ l3 to which n Number of Terms being joined in the Ratio , 2 : r, the last of
BX2rn“4“I

them is —_ _ C_ , which is an improper Fraction ; and the very next Term would
be a proper one, viz. 5

where i a+I is manifestly greater than 2n+r.

(j. IV. Of

Numbers

Theorems

odd

and

even.

I , II , III , IV.

T N Ædition of Numbers these Things are true5
■*-

ijf. The Sum of two or more even Numbers , is an even Number 3 for 2 measures
each of the Parts , therefore it measures the Whole {Ax. 1 .) Exam. 4.—
{—(J—
(—8 — 18.
2d. The Sum of two odd Numbers is an even Number 3 for 1 taken from each of
them , leaves an even Number , but x—
{—x= 2 : So that the Sum is, the Sum of two even
Numbers and a added . Exam. 5 —
{—7 = 12= 4+ 6+ 2.

3d. The Sum of an even and an odd Number , is an odd Number 5 for 2 cannot
measure both the Parts , since it cannot measure an odd Number 3(Cor. 1. Ax. 3.) there¬
fore it cannot measure the Whole {Ax. 1 .) Or thus, 1 taken from the odd Number,
leaves an even 3 so that the Sum is the Sum of 2 even Numbers , (which is an even)
and 1, which makes an odd Number ( by Cor. 4 . {Defin. 8 .)
/Sfth. If
more than 2 Numbers are added, which are all odd Numbers, or partly
even partly odd 5 the Sum is even or odd , according as the Number of odd Parts is
even or odd ; which follows easily from the former Articles.
jExam. 3 + 5+ 7— 15, and 3+ 5+ 13 + 19 = 40. Also,
3+ 4+ 6 — 13, and 3 + 5+ 4 - 12Theorems

V , VI , VII.

In SubftraEUon these Truths are evident , being the Reverse of the former, viz.
$th. The Difference of 2 even Numbers, is an even Number : So 8—4—4.
6 th. The
1th.

Difference of 2 odd Numbers , is an even Number

: So 9— 5— 4.

The Difference of an even and an odd Number, is an odd Number: So

14— 5—9, and 19—8= 11.
Theorems

VIII , IX.

In Multiplication these Truths are evident from the first 'Their em because
;
tiplication is only a repeated Addition.

Mul¬
8th.
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8th. The Product of two even Numbers , or of one odd and even Number , is an
even Number 3 for it’s only the Repetition of an even Number , or a Sum of even
Numbers : So 4X8= 32, ana 6X7= 42.
yth. Two odd Numbers produce an odd Number 3 for it ’s the Sum of an odd Num¬
ber of odd Parts : So 3X7= 21.
Coroee

. The Powers of an even Number are all even ; and of an odd Number

are

all odd . Also the Product of more than 2 odd or even Numbers , is odd or even 5
and the Product of several Factors partly odd , partly even, is even.
Theorems

X , XI , XII.

In Division ., these Truths follow from the last ; because this is the Reverse of that.
xo th. An even Number measures an even Number by an even , or an odd , in diffe¬
rent Cases : So 12-4-4= 3, and 12—6= 2 ; the Reverse of which is, that the Mea¬
sure of an even Number may be odd or even.
11 th. An odd Number measures an even, only by an even : So 24-4-3= 8.
12 th. An
odd Number measures an odd , only by an odd : So 35-4—7= 5,
COROLLARIES.
i/f . The Roots of odd or even Numbers are all odd or even.
zd. The
Number which an odd Number measures, may be either odd or even ;
which is plain from the second and third Articles : But the Number which an even
Number measures, must be even 3 else the Product of two even Numbers , or of an
even and odd (via. the Quote and Divisor): Would be odd , contrary to Eheor. 8 3
which last Part we may also express thus , viz. An even Number cannot measure
an odd : Or also thus , There is no even Number in the Composition of an odd 3 and
so, lastly, An odd Number only can measure an odd.
Theorem
XIII.
There is no Number whatever (excluding 1) that will measure all odd Numbers,,
because an infinite Number of those are prime Numbers 3 but all even Numbers have
a common Measure, viz. 2 , from the Definition.
T h e o R e m XIV.
Two odd Numbers , that differ by.2 (r. e. every two adjacent Terms in the Series
of odd Numbers ) are Incommensurable 3. for, dividing them by the Rule for finding
their greatest common Measure, the first Remainder is a 5 and the next will be 1.3
which is the greatest common Measure,
T h e o r e m XV.
Is an odd Number measures an even , it will also measure the Half of the even
Number . Exam. 3 measures both 12 and 6.
Demon , If A , an odd Number , measures B, an even, , let the
A) B (C I Quote be C, it is an even Number (Eheor. XI .) which will back again

3 12 4 I measure B by A 5 but B and C, being both even, . are measurable by
measures
since G
measures >DB' vy
by stA,) - IstCiCIorc
2>*XillU
therefore — IHcaiuTCS
Vj » 1} «'
iNow
.xOyv - linCC
v> mCalUrCS
Z' L'

.

••

L

B
.
C
B
G
•
_ by A 3 and back again, A measures — by . — : Otherwise thus , any even Nutnber may be expressed 2N 3 and if A measures 2N by C 5 then is AC= aN, and
A : N : : 2 : c. But
2 measures C, which is an even Number 3 therefore A mea¬
sures N , the Half of aNs
. T he 0
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Is an odd Number , A, be Incommensurable with any Number , B $ it will be Ib

also with the Double of B,j or 2B.

Demon . If A and 2B are Commensurable , suppose m their common
Measure 5 it must be an odd Number , because it measures an odd
m A .&
Number (for no even can measure an odd , Cor. z . I ’keor. XII .) let
zB
the Quote be d, it is also an odd Number ^fheor. XII .) Again , 28
is an even Number ; and because m, an odd Number , measures it,
therefore it measures its Half, B (7"tar . ?XV .) consequently , A, B, are not Incom¬
mensurable , contrary to Supposition.

B

Coroll

. For the same Reason , A will be Incommensurable

with any Product of B,

multiplied into some odd Number.
T H £ 0>R e m XVII.
All even Numbers are either some Pojver 'of r , or some of those multiplied into
some odd Number.
Demon . All the Powers of 2 are even Numbers

(Cor. after *fheor. IX .)

but an even Number , which is not any Power of 2, is the Product of such
a Power by some odd Number : Suppose any even Number , A, divide it
_
by 2, and let the Quote
^
be B ; divide this again
_
by 2, and let the Quote
succeeding
the
measures
2
as
long
As
:
Margin
the
be C ; and so on, as in
Quotes , the last Quote will be either 1, or some odd Number ; for as long
as any of those Quotes is an even Number , it ’s again measurable by 2 ; and
so that is not the last Quote . If it ’s r, then A is some Power of 2 5 for it ’s the Pro¬
duct of all these Divisors ; and if it’s not 1, it must therefore be some odd.Number $
consequently A is composed of those Factors, viz. that odd Number which is the
last Quote , and 2 as oft involved as the Number of Divisions, i . e. such a Power of 2,
whoselndex is the Number of Divisions : Thus , if B is an odd Number , then is
A= 2B ; if C is an odd Number , A—2X2XC, and so on.
Or , the whole Demonstration may be made thus ; No even Number is a Prime
but 2 ; and all other Primes are odd , by Definitions $ therefore , let any even Num¬
ber , A, be reduced to its component Primes , someone , or more of those, must be
2 j else it cannot be an even Number : Then either there is no other Prime amongst
these but the Number 2 ; so that A is a Power of 2 ; or if there are also other Primes,
they must be odd Numbers ; and if there are more than one such, their Product is
an odd Number (I 'heor. IX ) Consequently A is the Product of some Power of a,
, ,
by some odd Number .
2) A
2) B
2) C
2) D
E

' M XVIII.
TheorE
All even Numbers , above 2, have. some one of these Qualities , viz. they are either,
1st. Evenly evert only, i . e. They are not also oddly even ; and such are all the
superior Powers of 2^iand none other.
zd. Oddly even only, i : ei They are not also evenly (even ; and such are all the
Doubles of every odd Number , or, the .Products by 2,,/Und hone other.
3d. Both evenly even, and oddly even ; and such are rthe Products of any odd
Number , by any Power of 2 (above 2) .and none other.
Demon . It ’s evident that all even Numbers , above 2, 'must have some one of the

three Qualities mentioned ; cand that . the fame Number can have but one of them.
WhatTs -to be demonstrated , is-therefore this ; ,Hbat the several Classes of Numbers
describ ’d, have the Qualities assigned to them 5 and that yyne other have- these Qua¬
1 • The
lities .
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i ° . The superior Powers of r are evenly even ; this is manifest : Then again,
they are not oddly even3 for z being a Prime , no Number can measure any of its
Powers , but some other os its Powers (Cor. 6. 'Theor. X . Ch. i .) which are all even
Numbers ; therefore no odd Number can measure them , i . e. they are not oddly even.
z9. The Multiple of any odd Number A by z, or r A, is odly even by the Defi¬
nition ; but it ’s not evenly even ; for if we suppose it is, let iA = BC (two even
Numbers ) then z : B : : C : A, but z measures the even Number , B ; and there¬
fore so must the even Number , C, measure the odd Number , A ; which is impossi¬
ble (T 'heor. XII . Cor. 2 .)
30. Any superior Power os 2, multiplied into an odd Number , produces a Num¬
ber which is both evenly even and oddly even : It is oddly even by the Definition 3
but it ’s also evenly even 3 for let the odd Number concerned in it, be called s, and
the supposed Power os z be m 3 then is tn equal to the next Power below , multiplied
by 2 : Call that mix ’d Power, p, so is zp= m, consequently oXm— ixpXo 3 but po is .
an even Number (viz. the Multiple of an even Number , p) therefore zxpo (~ mo)
is evenly even.
4° . There can be no even Number of any of the Qualities mentioned , but these
described3 for it ’s shewn, that none of the several Classes can be of any other of
these Qualities , but that assigned to it ; and these three Classes comprehend all even
Numbers , by (T ’heor. XVII .) Since they are either Powers of 2, or some of those
multiplied by some odd Number ; the first Class comprehends all the superior Pow¬
ers of 2 j the second comprehends 2 and its Products by all odd Numbers 3 the third
comprehends the Product of all the superior Powers of 2 by all odd Numbers.
From the Nature and Manner of producing the Species of even Numbers , here ex^
plained , the following Consequences will easily appear.
COROLLARIES.
ist. Every Number , which is evenly even , has an even Half , or is measurable by
4 ; for it’s either some superior Power of 2, as 4 . 8 . 16 . &c. each os which is mea¬
surable by 4 3 or it ’s the Multiple of such a Power by some odd Number.
zd. The
Product os two Numbers , evenly even only, is evenly even only 3 being
the Product of two Powers of 2 3 which is also some Power of 2 from the Nature ot
Powers.
3d. A Number evenly even only, multiplied by any Number oddly even only, or both
oddly and evenly even , produces a Number which is both oddly and evenly even 3
because there is in the Composition of the Product some odd Number , and also some
higher Power of 2.
4 th. A Number oddly even only, multiplied by any even Number whatever , produces a Number both oddly and evenly even 5 but multiplied by an odd Number,
produces a Number oddly e ven only 3 the Reason of both which is manifest.
5th. A Number both oddly and evenly even, multiplied by any Number whatever, „
produces a Number both oddly and evenly even.
6th. An evenly even only, can be measured by none but another such, or the Root
2 3 because it is the Power of a Prime Number ( 2) which can be measured by none
but some of the inferior Powers of that Prime 3 wherefore an evenly even only, be¬
ing measured by another such, quotes another such, or 2.
7th. A Number both oddly and evenly even , may be . measured by any Kind of.
Number whatever.
8th. A Number oddly even only, can be measured by no Number , but 2 or some
odd Number : Whence again,
9th. The
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The Number which is measured by an evenly even only, is either evenly even
only, or both oddly and evenly even ; and the Number which one both oddly and
evenly even, or one oddly even only, measures, is also both oddly and evenly even.
ro th. Is you take the Series of even Numbers , 2. 4. 6. 8 . 10. 12. 14
and begin¬
ning at 6, take every other Term , i. e. pasting one take the next , viz,. 6. xo . 14 ££+
you have the Series of Numbers oddly even only, because the Series of even Numbers
are the Doubles of the several Terms of the natural Progreflion 1,2 , 3 £f?c. whereof
every other Term , beginning at 3, make the Series of odd Numbers , and the Doubles
of those is the Series of Numbers oddly even only j so that 6 being 2X3, every other
Term after this makes the Series oddly even only.
yth.

Theorem

XIX.

Take the Series of odd Numbers from 1, then
I 3* 5*
79- it, £S?c.
the Series of their Doubles , then the Doubles of
2 6. 10.
18.
14.
22,
this Series, and so on ; as the first Line is the
Progression of odd.Numbers , so the second Line
4 12. 20. 28. 3<5. 44 , £5?c.
is the Series of Numbers oddly even only, and
8 24. 40.
5<5. 72- 88. L?c.
the first Column on the left Hand (excluding 1.2)
1(5 48. 80. 112. 144 - 176, e ?c.
is the Series of Numbers evenly even only : The
other Columns below the second Line containing
the Numbers that are both oddly and evenly even.
The Truth of all this is evident from the Definitions of these Kind of Numbers , and
the Construction of this Table j upon which this also is remarkable , viz. That each
Line (taken from left to right ) is an Arithmetical Progression, whose common Diffe¬
rence is double the first Term ; the Reason of which will be plain from these Consi¬
derations , viz. 1 ° . Because it is so in the first Line or Series of odd Numbers . 2° . By
the Construction of the Table the first Term of every Line is double the first Term of
the preceding . 30. The Product of any Arithmetical Progression is an Arithmetical
Progression, whose Difference is the Product of the former Difference by the common
Multiplier . Again, each Column from top to bottom is a Geometrical Progression in
the Ratio of 1 : 2, as is plain from the Construction . So that the whole System of Num¬
bers that are both oddly and evenly even, proceed either from the several Numbers
which (excluding 2) are oddly even only, by multiplying each of these continually by
a , making se many Geometrical Progressions ; or from the Numbers evenly even only,
by adding to these continually their Doubles , making se many Arithmetical Progres¬
sions.

T heokem

XX

The Sum of Numbers that are all oddly even only, may be oddly even only, or
evenly even only, or both ; T ’hus, if the Number of Terms added is odd , the Sum is oddly
even only ; but if it’s even , the Sum is evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even.
Exam. 4 <>- - 10+ 14= 30, oddly even only,
<5+io
— 16, evenly even only,
6+ 10+ 14+ 18—48, both oddly and evenly even.
Demon . Let s , b, c, i, Ac. be any odd Numbers, then are 2a, zb, ac, 2d, & c.
Numbers oddly even only ; and their Sum 2a, +2H + 2C, + 2i c& .= 2X, Æ+ i+ c+ d
Ac . is oddly even only, if the Number of Terms added is odd ; for an odd Number of
odd Numbers makes together an odd Number , and an odd Number doubled makes
a Number oddly even only. Again , if the Number of Terms added is even, then
their Sum is even , and may be represented by 2 A, and therefore its double is 4A, or
4X2A, which, it’s plain , cannot be a Number oddly even only ; and therefore must be
either
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either evenly even only, or both oddly even and evenly even . That in some Cases it
will be the one way, in some the other , the preceding Examples Ihew 3 and you’ll
learn afterwards how to invent Examples of each Kind.

Theorem

XXI.

The Sum of any Number of Numbers that are all evenly even only, is both oddly
and evenly even. Exam. 4 -^-8- s- r6-j- Z2—6o^ - 2Xzo— 6X12.
Demon . The given Numbers

may be represented

thus , 2", 2n+r, a"+* 2."+* $ and

in the first Place , because 2n+r=2 nX2r, therefore 2n-f- anh>'= 2n-f- 2nX2r=2 nXj r-J- i . But
is odd , therefore 2nX2r-f *i is oddly and evenly even. This Sum we may now
represent by 2nXo (0 being the odd Number =2 r—
f—x) then is 2r,Xo-f-2n+!= 2nX2':- |- 3 ;
which for the same Reason as before is both oddly and evenly even . Call this Sum
again 2nXo, and the next Sum is 2nxp~{~2n+t=2 nX2t-4-o, which is both oddly and even¬
ly even ; and so on.

Theorem

XXII.

The Sum of any Number of Terms , all both oddly and evenly even, is either even¬
ly even only, or both oddly and evenly even 3 and particularly , if the Number of
Terms is 2, the Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Demon . The

Sum cannot be oddly even only , because each of the Terms has an

even half, or is measurable by 4 5 whence the Sum is also measurable by 4, and con¬
sequently it is either evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even ( of which you’ll
find Examples and Rules how to invent them afterwards ). Again , if there are but
2 Terms , the Sum is both oddly and evenly even : For every Number , both oddly and
evenly even, is the Product of an odd Number , by some superior Power of 2 3 Where¬
fore let a , 0 represent two odd Numbers , and 2", 2n+l-, two Powers of 2, then will 2"xp,
2 n+ r xa , represent

any

2 ”Xo - j- 2 n+ r XÆ= 2 nXo +

two
^

Numbers
f ;

and

both
z r being

oddly

and

even ,

evenly

2 rX # is

even
even

3 but
also , and

their

Sum

is

o-j - z rXa is

odd 3 consequently zaXo-}-zrxa or
( 2nXc-j- 2n+rx^) is both oddly and evenly even , be¬
ing the Product of an odd Number by a superior Power of 2.

Theorem

XXIII.

The Sum of any Number of Terms all evenly even only, and any Number all
both oddly and evenly even is either evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even 3
and particularly , one Number evenly even only, being added to another both oddly
and evenly even, the Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Demon . The Sum cannot be oddly even only , because each Part

is measurable

by

4, therefore it is either evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even. Again , if
there is but one of each, the Sum is both oddly and evenly even 3 for the 2 supposed
Numbers may be expressed thus , 2", and 2n+rXo, whose Sum is =2 n-j- 2n+rXo= 2n><i-]- 2rxp;
but 2r is even, and 0 is odd, therefore 2'Xo is even , and therefore i + 2rX<? is odd , and
hence 2nXi-|- 2rXo is both oddly and evenly even ; or the 2 Numbers may be represen¬
ted thus , 2n+r 3 2nXo, whose Sum is 2n+1'-J- i "xo— i ”Xir- }-o 3 but a'-j- o is odd , and
2 ® even , hence

2 nX 2 r- |- o is both

oddly

and

Theorem

evenly

, even.

XXIV.

Any Number of Terms oddly even only, , with any Number evenly even only, or
both oddly and evenly even , make a Sum either oddly even only, or both oddly and
evenly even 3 particularly . i “. Any odd Number (among which reckon i) (of Terms,

Ddd

all
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all of them oddly even only, added to one or 'any Number , all evenly even only, or
both oddly and evenly even , makes the Sum oddly even only.
z °. Any even Number of Terms all oddly even only, added to one or any Number
of Terms all evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even, make a Sum both odd¬
ly and evenly even.
Demon

. For Article

first , which

must be subdivided

thus,

(i ° .) Suppose one Number , oddly even only, added to one either evenly even only,
or both oddly and evenly even, their Sum is oddly even only ; for let o be any odd
Number , and e even, then 2X5 represents any Number oddly even only ; and if e is a
Power of 2, then zX.e represents any Number evenly even only ; else 2Xs is a Number
both oddly and evenly even ; but it ’s plain , that 2Xo-f -2Xe= 2Xs-f-s, and c-f -g is odd,
hence zX-o-^- iXe is oddly even only.
(2 0.) Suppose more generally any odd Number (including 1) os Terms all oddly
even only, added to any Number , evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even,
the total Sum is oddly even only ; for the Sum of the Numbers oddly even only is odd¬
ly even only (T'keor. XX .) and the Sum of these that are evenly even only is both
oddly and evenly even (:I ’heor. XXI .) which two Sums make the total Sum oddly
even only ( by what’s last demonstrated .) But if the other Part consists of Numbers,
both oddly and evenly even, then their Sum is either evenly even only, or both oddly
and evenly even (Theor. XXII .) either of which added to the former, which is odd¬
ly even only, the Total is oddly even only (Case I.)
For Article second, the Sum of an even Number of Terms all oddly evert, is ’either
evenly even only, or both oddly and evenly even (T 'heor. XX .) then the Sum of any
Number of Terms , all evenly even only, is both oddly and evenly even (T ’beor.XX.l .)
Also the Sum of any Number os Terms both oddly and evenly even, is either evenly
even only, or both oddly and evenly even (T ’keor. XXII .) wherefore it ’s plain,
that what we have to consider in this Article is this, viz. What kind of a Sum is that
of 2 Numbers , both of them evenly even only, or both of them oddly and also evenly
even ; or the one evenly even only, and the other both oddly and evenly even (for of
these Kinds are the Sums of the two Classes of Numbers added ) in all which three Ca¬
ses the Sum is both oddly and evenly even , by 'Tkeor. XXI , XXII , and XXIII , the
last part of which shews the Truth of the last Cafe.
Theorem
XXV.
If there are three Numbers in Arithmetical Progression, whereof the middle Term
is evenly even only, and one of the Extremes oddly even only , the other Extreme is
also oddly even only.
Demon

. Let

the

three

Terms

be

2X0 , c n, N , the

first

being

oddly

even

only

(for 0 is an odd Number ) and the second being evenly even only, or some Power of 2,
then is 2XC“j- N= 2X2n=2 n+' ; but .since 2n+‘ is even , so must aXc-f-N ; and because
also 2X0 is even, so is the Remainder N . Let it be supposed that N= a«, then is
2n+t—1xo-j- za= zXo-j- a, but a is an odd Number , for else c-f-a will be odd (viz.
the Sum of an odd Number , and even Number ) and then 2Xo-j-a is oddly even on¬
ly , i . e. 2 n+l (= 2xo^fa) is oddly even only, which is impossible , for 2"+' is a Power
of 2, or evenly even only 3 wherefore a must be odd , and consequently N (= 2a) is
oddly even only.
PROBLEM
I.
To find a proposed even Number ojs Numbers , which are all oddly even only, and
whose Sum is evenly even only.

Rule,
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Rule 1 . If the proposed Number is 2, take any Number oddly evenonly (as A in
Exam. 1 st.,) Also any Number evenly even only and which is great-

Exam. r .
A, B, C ,
14, 16, 18 ,

er than the former Number (as B) then take a third in Arithmetical
Progeffion to A, B, as, C 3 and A, C, are the Numbers sought.
Demon . By E 'heor. XXV , G is oddly even only ; then A+ C=
sB, which is a Number evenly even only, viz. some Power of 2,

because B is such.
20. If the Number is 4, take 2 Numbers oddly even only, as A , B, Example second ;
also any Power of 2, as C, which is a greater Number
than B ; then take D : E , as much greater than C , as B
Exam. 2 .
A B: C : D : E
A are lefler 3 and A, B, D , E , are the Numbers sought.
6 iq
Demon . D , E , are oddly even only , by Eheor. XXV.
16 : 22 : z6
and B-j- D— 2C, also A-j- E —2G, therefore A-(- B-(- D- (E—4G, which is a Power of 2, because both 4 and C are so.
5^. Let the proposed Number be any even Number , above 4 3 find first four of the
Numbers sought, as in the last Cafe 5 then take the next Power of 2 above C, as G j
and below it take a Number , as F , oddly even only, and which is different from any
of the preceding , and another as far above it as H 3 then take in the next Power of 2,
as K, and take below it a Number oddly even only, and another as far above ; and so
on, till you have as many Numbers as are required.
A : B
:
6 10

C :D
:
16

22

E : F G
26 : zo

r
Z2

K L

H

I

34

6 2 : 66

H

Demon . For the first 4 we have the Demonstration already : Then for the next 2 ;
F - f-H—2 G ; But 2G—G , therefore 4 C (—A-s-B-j-D- j-E ) is — 2G , consequently
A-^-B-j- D- s-E -s-F-j-H—4G , which is a Power of 2. The Reason goes on the fame
Way to the next Two , and so for ever.
Schol . If the proposed Number is it self some Power of 2, we may work thus ;
take any Number of Terms all oddly even only, which is equal to the Half of the
Number proposed , then take a Power of 2 greater than the greatest of them , and as
many Terms above it , at the fame Distance as the former half are below it 3 thus,
to find 8 Terms , I first take 4, as A, B, C, D, then a Power of 2, as E , greater than
A, B, C, D, E , F , G , H , I
• 14 * 18 • 32 • 46 • 50 * 54 ' 58J
•
6 10
D 5 and lastly, F , G , H , I, as much greater than E , as D, C, B, A , are lefler . The
Reason is plain , for here E multiplied by the Number proposed is the Sum of the other
Numbers found 3 but E , and the Number proposed, being both Powers of 2, so is the
Product or Sum.

II.
Terms oddly even only, whose Sum
PROBLEM

is both oddly and
To find an even Number of
evenly even. s
Rule i ° . If the given even Number is greater then 2, then take as many Terms as
half the Number proposed out of the Series of Powers of 2, beginning at any Power
above 4 5 then take a Number oddly even only below each of theie , and another as far
above it 3 and you have the Numbers sought.

Ddd 2

JE'xamJ

z88
Exam.
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To find6 such Numbers3 they ate A, C, D, F, G , J.
A

. C . D

6 10.

8
B

. 14

.

.

F

. G

18

. 50

16 32
£

.

I
.

,34

H

Demon . A+ C= 2B._ Again , D + F= 2E , and ’G + I= ; H , therefore -A+ C+ D+
F- j- G -s-I— LXB+ E+ H 3 but B. E . H . being evenly even only, their Sum B-f -E
+H is both oddly and evenly even ( by Ebeor. XXI .) and so also is axB+ E+ H
{Cor. 5. Tfow .XVTIl .) and how many Terms soever you thus find, the Reason is plain¬
ly the same ; also the Reason why you must begin above 4 is, because there is not a
Number oddly even only below 4.
2". If the given Number is 2, take any Number oddly even only, as A ; then a
Number greater , as B, which is evenly even orily 5 and a Number oddly even only, C,
as far above B as A is below it 5 then lastly, take D, the Number oddly even only,
which is the next above C 3 and A, D , are the Numbers sought.
Demon . A+ L= aB, also C- f-4—D, therefore A- j-D— A
Example.
+ (^+ 4= 2B+ 4 j suppose next , that B— zx, and then aB+ 4=
A . B C D
4*+ 4= 4Xx+ i3 but x is an even Number (since B is at least 4)
10 14
therefore
x+ i is odd, and therefore 4XX+ 1 is both oddly and
8
evenly even.
PROBLEM
III.
To find a proposed Number of Terms which are both oddly and evenly even., and
whose Sum is evenly even only.
Rule i ° . If the proposed Number is even , take as many Numbers oddly even only,,
and whose Sum is evenly even only, by Erobl. II . multiply each of them by some
Number evenly even only, and you have the Numbers sought.
Exam. To find 4 such Numbers 3 they are E,F , G , H.
A
Oddly even only 10+
Multiplier
40+
E

B C
14+ 18+
4
56+ 72+
F G

D
22= : 64, the 6th Power of a.
88= 256, the 8th Power of 2.
H

Demon . Numbers oddly even only, as A, B, C, D , being multiplied by some
Power of 2, produce Numbers both oddly and evenly even 3 but A+ B+ C+ D= some
Power of 2 5therefore 4XA+ B+ C+ D is also some Power of 2. Also 4XA+ B+ C+ D
=E + F+ G + H , which is therefore some Power of 2, or a Number evenly even
only.
20. If the proposed Number is odd , take the next lesser Number which is even , and
find as many Terms both oddly and evenly .even , and whose Sum is evenly even only
(by Cafe I .) to this Sum add the Number evenly even only, which is the next greater,
and this last Sum is the remaining Term sought.
Exam. To find 3 Numbers 3 find 12 and 20, Numbers both oddly and evenly even,
whose Sum is 32, evenly even only 3 to this I add 64, the next greater evenly even,
the Sum 96 is the remaining Number sought 3for 12+ 20+ 96= 1-28= the 7th Power
of 2.
Demon.
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Demon . Let A, B, C, D ,
be any Numbers both oddly and evenly even , and
whose Sum S is evenly even only, then the next greater Number evenly even only is
aS . Also their Sum 8+ 2 8= 38—4 8—8, to which add the preceding Numbers
found, via. A+ B+ C+ D &c. or their Sum which is 8, the total Sum is 48 —S+ S=
4S , which is evenly even only, because 4 and 8 are so.

PROBLEM

IV.

To find a Number of Terms , all of them both oddly and evenly even, and whose
Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Rule i ° . If the Number of Terms is even , take (by cPrcbl. II .) as many Terms
(as the Number proposed ) which are all oddly even only, and whose Sum is both odd¬
ly and evenly even ; multiply them by 2, or by any Number evenly even only, and
you have the Numbers sought.
Demon . The

Products

are Num¬

Exam. first , to find 4 Numbers.

bers both oddly and evenly even
(T/bsor .XVIII . Co7*.4.) and the Sum of
Oddly even only, 5+ 10+ 14+ 18= 48
the Numbers multiplied being both
Multiplier
_
2_
oddly and evenly even, its Product by
12+ 20+ 28+ 36= 96
the fame Multiplier is both oddly and
Numbers sought both oddly and evenly even.
evenly even (Cor. 5 . 'Theor. XVIII .)
and is also equal to the Sum of the Numbers formerly produced.
20. If the Number of Terms is odd , take as many oddly even only, their Sum is al¬
ways oddly even only ; multiply them by 2, or some Number evenly even only, you
have the Numbers sought.
Demon . Any odd Number

of Terms , A , B,

Example second.
A+ B+ C= S
Oddly even only 6- ■10+ 14= 30
Multiplier
Numbers sought 12+ 20+ 28= 60
All both oddly and evenly even.

C, £S"c. all oddly even only, have a Sum S
oddly even only (ifbeor. XX .) and these , or
their Sum being multiplied by 2, or any Power
of it, produce Numbers both oddly and evenly
even. (Cor. 5 .
XVIII .) Also the Sum of
these Products is the Product of the Sum of
the former, viz. A + B+ C, $3 c. by the some
Power of 2, which we have already said is both oddly and evenly even.
PROBLEM
V.
To find any Number of Terms , all both oddly and evenly even, with any Number
of Terms evenly even only, whose Sum all together is evenly even only.
Rule. Find the Number of Terms proposed both oddly and evenly even , and
whose Sum is evenly even only (by Rrobl. III .) Take that Sum as the least of the
Terms sought evenly even only ; and take the rest of them immediately adjacent to
that , and greater , in the Order of the Series of Numbers evenly even only.
Exam. To find 6 Numbers , whereof 3 are both oddly and evenly,even, and 3 of
them evenly even only 5 and whose Sum is evenly even only.
Both oddly and evenly even, 12+ 20+ 96= 128 (~ z7)
Numbers evenly even only, 128+ 256+ 512
Sum= i024 = 210
DemoiJ . By the Rule of Geometrical

Progressions , the Sum of a Progression , whose

Ratio is 2 (i . e. the Sum of.any Number of immediately adjacent Powers of 2) is equal
to the Difference betwixt double of the greatest Extreme , (which is equal to the next
greater
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greater Term in the Progressions and the lesser Extreme ( for the Sum os any Geome¬
trical Progression is thus exprefled —— but r being 2 the Sutais 2/— a) therefore if that
lefler Extreme be added to the Sum , this Sum is equal to the next greater Term in
the Progression ; for 21—a-f- a— zl. Now let any Number of Terms both oddly and
evenly even , and whose Sum is evenly even only, be
=M 5 and
let as many Terms evenly even only, be M, N , O , P ,
the Sum of these last is, rP—
M, to which if we add the Sum of the preceding Numbers, which is M, the Total is
2P, the next greater Number evenly even only.

PROBLEM

VI.

To find Numbers , as in the last, whose Sum is both oddly and evenly even.
Rule. Find the proposed Number of Terms , both oddly and evenly even, whose
Sum is both oddly ana evenly even ( by ‘Probl. IV ) then take as many Terms evenly
even only, any where out of the Series of the Powers of 2.
Exam. To find 3 Terms of each Kind.
AB
C
S
Demon . Let any Number
Both oddly and evenly even I2 - J- 20 -J - 28 — 60
of Terms both oddly and even¬
Evenly even only
<54- ]- 12 8 - j- 2 5 ^ = 448
ly even , and whose Sum is both
M

N

O

R

oddly and evenly even , bs A,
B, C, &c. and their Sum 8;
Sum both odssiy and evenly j 5o8= 2X254==4Xl27
then take the proposed Number
of Terms , all Powers of 2, any
where out of that Series, and call them M, N , O , &c. and their Sum R ; this Sum
is both oddly and evenly even (Eheor. XXI .) and the total Sum is therefore S-f-R,
both Parts of which being both oddly and evenly even , their Sum is so also (by Eheor.
XXII .)

Theorem

XXVI.

Betwixt two Numbers , both even, or both odd (whereof one of them may be 1)
there is at least one Arithmetical Mean in Integers.
Demon . The

Sum of two even , or two odd Numbers , is an even Number , and

consequently is measurable by 2, but the half Sum of the Extremes is the Arithme¬
tical Mean ; therefore
Exam. Betwixt 4 and 6, there is one Mean, 5 ; and betwixt 5 and 7 there is one
Mean, 6.
T h e o R e m XXVII.
Betwixt an even Number , and an odd (which may be 1) there are at least 2 Arith¬
metical Means in Integers , or there are none at all 3 nor can there possibly be any
odd Number of Means.
Demon . The Sum of an even and odd Number

is odd , therefore

they do not ad¬

mit of one Arithmetical Mean, because the Sum being odd is nslt measurable by 2,
consequently there must be 2 Means at least if there are any. Hence again,
there cannot be an odd Number of Means ; for then there would be one odd Mean,
contrary to what ’s last strewn.

Theorem

XXVIII.

If a Geometrical Progression is in its lowest Terms , they are either all odd Num¬
bers, or all even , except one of the Extremes , which must be odd.

Demon.
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of the Ratio of any Geometrical

Progressi¬

on 5 then will the Series be thus represented , A" : BAn_ 1:B *An~z B
: 3A°- ! 8cc.
ABn_I : Bn (Troll. VI . Schol. I . Ch. I .) Now A and B are either both odd, or
one odd and the other even ; for if they are both even they are not in the lowest
Terms : But all the Powers of odd Numbers are odd , and of even Numbers are even 3
and the Product of an odd Number by an odd , is odd , and of an even by an odd,
is even : Whence the ‘Theorem is manifest.
Theorem

XXIX.

If an even Number is a Square , it has an even Half , or is measurable by 4 ; but if
an odd .Number is a Square , then being divided by 4, it leaves a Remainder of 1 j
or 1 taken from an odd Square, leaves a Multiple of 4.
Demon . i ° . Any even Root may be expressed

2# ; and its Square

will be 4

m . a Multiple of 4 5 which shews the first Part . Again,
a° . Any odd Root may be expresied 2«-j- i , and its Square will be 4»14 ' 4»-j- i,
viz. 4X#1+^ 4 “i J which is plainly a Multiple of 4, and 1 remaining over.
COROLLARIES.
1st. The Sum of any Number of even Squares is measurable by 4 (or has an even
Half .)
ad . The Sum os 2 or 3 odd Squares, divided by 4, leaves a Remainder of
2 or 3. Universally , if the Number of odd Squares added , is a Multiple of 4 (as
4 . 8. 12 . 16 .20 c& .) the Sum is measurable by 4 5 otherwise there will always
be a Remainder 3 particularly if that Number is the Sum of a Multiple of 4, and x,
or 2, or 3 3 the Remainder will be accordingly , x, or 2, or 3.
3d. The Sum of an even and odd Square , divided by 4, leaves a Remainder of 15
and universally , if any Number of even Squares is added to any Number of odd
Squares , the Remainder will be the fame that would happen with the Sum of the
odd Squares 5 because the Sum of the even Squares leaves no Remainder.
4.th. The Sum of any two integral Squares, being divided by 4, cannot leave a Re¬
mainder of 3 3 for if they are both even, the Remainder is 0 3 since each of these
Squares is measurable by 4, by this Theorem 3 and consequently their Sum is so. If
the one is even , and the other odd , the Sum will leave a Remainder pf 1 ( Caroll 3 .)
Lastly, If both are odd, the Remainder will be 2. (Coroll. 2 .)
Theorem

XXX.

The Terms of an Arithmetical Progression are either all even or all odd ' 3 or they
are alternately even and odd 3 i . e. the ist , 3d, 5th, e5f. Terms are all even or odd 3
and the ad , 4th , 6th , &c. all odd or even. Also the Sum of the Whole is odd or
even, according as the Number of odd Terms is odd or even 3 but if all the Terms
are even the Sum is even.
Demon . This

depends all upon the lefler Extreme , and the Difference

compared

with Theorem I . Thus,
i ° . If the lesser Extreme and Difference are both even, so must-the . whole Series
be 5 because even Numbers are still added to even . So .if the Idler Extreme is 2,
and the Difference 4, the Series is 2. 6 .10 • 14, &c.
20. If the ist Term is odd , and the Difference even , all the Terms are odd 3
because they are each the Sum of an even and odd Number . So the ist Term being
3, and the Difference 4, the Series is 3 . 7 . 11 . 15, &c.
30.. If the , ist Term is even and the Difference odd , or if both are odd, the Terms
are alternately odd and even 3 because an odd and even makes the Sum odd 3 and
two odds make an even.
40. That
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4° . That the Sum of the Series will be odd or even , according as the Number of
odd Terms is odd or even , is also evident from the fame Principles ; for the Sum of
every two odd Numbers is even : So that if the Number of odd Terms is even, the
Sum of them , and consequently of the whole Series, is even ; but if it’s odd , the
Sum is odd 3 which added to the even Sum of the even Terms , makes the total Sum
odd , If all are even, the Sum is manifesty even.

Theorem

XXXI.

Take the odd Series, 1 . 3 .5 . 7 . 9. c& . The Sum of any even Number of Terms
of this Series , taken in the continued Order of the Series, and beginning at any Term,
is a N umber both oddly and evenly even (i . e. it has an even Half 5 or is measurable
by 4.) For Emm. 5+ 7= 12= 3X4, and 5+ 7+ 9+ 11= 32= 8x4.
Demon . i q. The

Sum of any two adjacent Terms is measurable

by 4 ; for it is

equal to the Double of that Term of the natural Series which lies betwixt them , and
is the Arithmetical Mean 5 but that Mean is an even Number ; and double of an
even Number is evidently measurable ' by 4 3 or is an even Number with an even Half.
Since this is true of any two adjacent Terms , it must be true of any even Num¬
ber of adjacent Terms 5 because these being distributed into z's and z' s, the Sum of
each 2 is measurable by 4 5 consequently the Sum of the Whole is measurable by 4.
Theorem
XXXII.
If out of the odd Series, 1 . 3 . 5 . 7 . 9 . &c. be taken in the continued Order of the
Series , any odd Number of Terms , beginning at any Term , the Sum of them is an odd

Number 5 whose Place , in the fame Series, has this constant and regular Connection
with the Number of Terms , and the Place of the lefler Extreme of the Terms added , vis.
that , if you take the Product of that Number of Terms , by the Place of the lefler Ex¬
treme 3 then again, Take the Half of the Square of the Number of Terms less 1 5 add
this Half Square to the former Product 3 the Sum is the Place of the Sum of the Terms
added.
Thus , if there are 3 Terms added , and the Place of the least be «, the Place
of the Sum is 3-r-j- r . If there are 5 Terms added , it is 5/j—
f—S 5 and so on, as in this
Table.
Demon . i w. That

the Sum is an odd Number

is already

3«+ 2 (= 2X1 )

proved in I ’heorem I.

5 »- j- 8

20. That
the Place of the Sum is according
to the Eheo rent, is deduced from the Rules concerning Arithmetical Progreflions 5 Thus,

( = 2X4 )

7«-j- i8 (= 2X9 )
9 « - j- 32 ( — 2X16 )
&c. Call

the Place of the lefler Extreme of the Series added,
_ n then
;
that Term it self is 2»~~i [ from the Nature of the
Series 5 for it is
—1X2— i -j- aa— 2= 2#— 1.3 Let the Number of Terms added be
a 5 the greatest Extreme added must be 2n— i -\ -zY.a— 1= zn~\~za— 3 [for 2n—1 is the
lefler Extreme , 2 the common Difference , and a the Number of Termsj then
the Sum of the Extremes is 2n—i -\ -zn-\ -za— 3— 48-3-2L- —4 5 and the total Sum is
4«-s- 24— 4X— ~zaa ~}-aa — za. Now this being a Term of the odd Series, 1 . 3. 5. c.&
suppose its Place to be N 5 then th at Term of the odd Series, whose Place is N , is it self
2N—-1 ( as above shewn for the Place » 5) so that 2N— i = zan -{-aa —2a : Add 1 to

both , and then divide by 2. and it is K~ 2an+ aa~ za+ J -~ M + —
L

s — 15==<**—'2(*-f-jr, and the Half of this is ■——
a
Jy

demonstrated
.

±ttL.

But

%

7; whence the Rule

is

evident-

Sciroi.
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Schol. The half Squares of the Number of Terms less r , are the Products of the
Series of Square Numbers , 1 . 4 . 9c& . multiplied by 2, as I have marked them in
the Table ; and that it will go on so for ever, will be plain , thus ; Let a be any odd
Number , the next greater odd Number is tf-f- i : Take 1 from each of them , the
Remainders are a—1, a- f- r ; whose Squares are al—za~f-i , ar-\- zas - i ; whose Halfs
are — —2.
m
aa ~t
; But if the first of these is the Double of any square
r
Number , the other must be double os the next greater Square ; for suppose
—

— —— 2X- ^, then is aa —za-j - i— 4X^1=2ll 1;hence

a—1= 2b. Add

2 to

each, and it is
= 2X£-f- i ; therefore a- j- i , or a*-]- za-{- 1—4Xb-\ -1%
, aa-\ - za-\ - i
,,-n— *
and — zXp-f-i a.

(j. V . Of Numbers, Perfect, Abundant,
Theorem

and

Deficient.

XXXIV.

TF the Geometrical Progression, 1 : 2 : 418, c& . is carried on till the Sum be a
-*■ prime Number ; and that Sum be multiplied by the last Term of the Series, the
Product ihall be a
Number ; thus , i -f -2— 3, a Prime , and 3X2= 5, a perfect
Number . Again , i -j- 2-f -4— 7 and 7X4—28, a perfect Number 5 for its aliquot Parts
are x-f-|2-f-++ 7+ r4= a8.
Demon . Let i -f- 2-j-4-{- 8-}-E£?t . + an—S, a prime Number ; then is 8x2" a perfect
Number : For,
i ° . If from S we raise a Series in the Ratio 1 : 2, having as many Terms as the
preceding ; the last Term of it will be 8X2", as is evident from the Method of raising
the Series.
z9. It ’s evident from the Composition of these Num1, 2, 4, 8, &c. 2"
J bers, that all the Terms of both these Series, from 1
8, 28, 48 , 88, Sic. 2nxS I and 8, are aliquot Parts of 8x2 " ; for the first Series af¬
ter 1, are all Powers of the fame Root , 2 ; which there¬
fore measure 2", and consequently a"xS ; and the second Series being only the Mul¬
tiples of the first by 8, therefore each of them also measures 2nxS.
30. By jProbl. IV . S. IV . Ch. III . The Sum of all the Terms of a Geometrical
Progression, excluding the greatest Extreme , is the Quote of the Difference of the
Extremes , divided by the Ratio less 1 ; but the Ratio here being 2, therefore

S-j-2 S-f~4 S-j- 8 S- (—
&c.= 2nxS—8, and 1—
f—
2—
f-4.—
(—
S &c.-j- 2n=S ; also 2nxS—S
-f S= 2nxS ; therefore 1—2.—
}—
4—
f—
^ &c. -)- 2n-)-S-j- 2 8-^-4 S+ 8 S &c.= 2nxS.
40. It being proved that 2nxS is the Sum of all the other Numbers in these two
Series, and that each of these are aliquot Parts of it ; it remains to shew that no other
Number can be an aliquot Part .osit . Thus , Every other Number must necessarily
have in its Composition some other Prime than 2 or 8, or some higher Power of one
or both of these than is in 2nxS ; but by Theor. X . no such Number can measure
2nxS, or can be an aliquot Part of it.
Schol

. In this ’Theorem there is a certain Way of finding as many perfect Numbers,

as the Number of Cafes in which the Sum of the Series, 1 . 2 . 4 . 8c& . can be a
prime Number ; in which observe, that there is no more to do, but from every Term
of the Series, as it goes on, to take . 1 ; the Difference is the Sum of all the preceding
Terms ; and if it ’s a Prime , then being multiplied into the preceding Term , it gives a
perfect Number . That there are some perfect Numbers found this Way, is certain j
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for such a Nu mber is 6 = i - f-i (— $) X2 ; also 28= i -f-i + 4 C—7) X4 j and 495=
(— Zl) X16 ; and 8128 —
XL4.
And ZZZZOzzSi— -4a -444 'b4 ' >^4 ' ?^'4 ^44 ' ^ ^4 '^ 5^4 "U ^'4k0244 -ro484 -4C>9L
(— 8191 ) X4096. Besides these there are but a sew more found . Dr . Harris says
there are but ten perfect Numbers betwixt r and 1,000,030,000,000 , but does not ex¬
press them . And Tacquet observes , that the Reason why more are not found , is,
That in the Progression, 1 . 2 . 4. c& . the Intervals of the Numbers , which lessened
by an Unit , become Primes , are very great ; and when the Numbers are great , the
finding whether they are Primes or not is a vast Labour . There is one Thing
more I would observe here , that it has not yet been demonstrated , as far as I know,
that .there can be no perfect Numbers but what may be found by this ‘Theorem, i . e.
that every perfect Number is the Product of two Numbers , whereof one is. a Prime,
and the Sum of a certain Number of Terms of the Series, 1 . 2 . 4 . 6rc. the other,
the last of these Terms . Again , it wants also to be demonstrated , that the Number
of perfect Numbers is infinite.
Theorem
XXXV.
Every Prime Number is a deficient Number.
Demon . A Prime has no aliquot Part but 1 $ which is less than any prime Number.

Theorem
Every Power of 2 is a deficient Number.
Demon

No Number

XXXVI.

can measure or be an aliquot Part of any Power of 2, but 1,

or the inferior Powers of 2 (Coroll. 6. Tbeor. X .) But any Power of 2, is more by r
than the Sum of all the inferior Powers and 1 f by the Rule for summing the Geometri¬
cal Progression, 1 . 2 . 4. c& .) and therefore is a deficient Number.

Theorem
XXXVII.
Every Number is abundant , which is measured by a perfect or an abundant Num¬
ber : Or thus, A perfect or abundant Number can measure no Number but an Abun¬
dant.
P
a
b
Sic.

n
r
s
Sic.
u

Demon . Let p, a

Number

perfect

or abundant , measure n ; and

let 6, b, c& . 1, be the aliquot Parts of/ >; and take r , s, Sic. in
«,
the
same Ratios to », as a, b,c& . 1 are to p ; they will all be Integers ■
for fince p : a : : n : r, then p : n : : a : r but
;
p measures n, therelore a measures .r , which consequently must be Integer ; and so of the
rest. Now because p : n : : a : r : : b : s : Sic. 1: : : u, therefore
p : ft : : d-\-b Scc.-j- t : r -}- s &c.~j- a ; but a-\ -bc& .-}- r , is either equal
to, or greater than p, as this is a perfect or abundant Number: And hence , r -j -s
&c.- f-« (which are all aliquot Parts of n, because a-j -b Sic. are so of S) is equal to, or
greater than n if;
greater , the Theorem is demonstrated ; if equal , then 1, which
is an aliquot Part of n, different from any of these , r , s, Sic. u, being added to them,
makes the Sum greater than n which
;
is therefore abundant.

COROLLARIES.
A perfect or deficient Number can be measured only by a Deficient 5 because
what is measured by a Perfect or Abundant is Abundant.
2A. An abundant Number may be measored by any Number 5 for the Multiple of
any abundant or perfect Number is an abundant Number; and what is measured by
a perfect Number is measured by all the aliquot Parts of it, which afe all deficient
-Numbers (by the ist Coroll
.) Hence again:
3d. A
lfi.

Chap. I.

Abundant
, and'Deficient.

3d. A deficient Number measures any kind
Schol . As in Theorem XXXIV

os

395

Number.

. we have a Rule for finding perfect Numbers , so

from this "Theorem we have a Rule for finding abundant Numbers ; for such are all
the Multiples of any perfect Number . And from Coroll. i . we have a Rule for find¬
ing deficient Numbers ; all the aliquot Parts (except i ) of any perfect Number be¬
ing such.
Exam. i . 6 is perfect, and 18 is its Multiple, whole aliquot Parts are i-f-a-p
Exam.

a . 28

is

Perfect, and 14 its Half, whose

aliquot Parts

arei+ i -f '7= io.

Theorem
XXXVIII.
If any Number , A, multiplying a Prime , p, produces a perfect Number , N;
the same A multiplying another Number M, which is less than / >, and which does not
measure A, produces an abundant Number , O.
Exam. 4X7= 28, a perfect Number, and 4x6—24, an abundant Number, whose
aliquot Parts are 1—
f-a—
f-3—
f—
4“f“<^— J—ra = 36.
N
A

P
r

a
b

s

&c.

&c.

Demon . Let a t b ,

O
M

Sue.

1 , be all the aliquot Parts of A ; then

because N—Axs , a , b, Sic. will measure N ; and because
p is a Prime , N has no other Measure except A, a , b,c& , r.
x and
the Products of these by pas
( you see in Er obi. IV. §. I.)

m
n But
&c.

it’s also plain, that N being divided by a, b, Sue. the
Quotes are also aliquot Parts os N , and therefore must be the
same Numbers as the Products of p by a, b,c& . though not an-

1

sweting in the same Order , i .

e.

if —= r , this is not the same as ap but
;

as they

must necessarily be the same Numbers , however the Correspondence be, let us sup¬
pose —a

Sic. Then again, since 0 =AM , therefore a ,

b

sure A, do also measure O j let —~ m, ? .= #,

Sic.

wherefore

b,

Sec. which mea¬

N :O ::p M
:

r : m : : s : », Sec. and compoundly
, N : O : :p-\ -r-\-S-, Sec. : M~fSec
A-\ -a-\ -b Sic. —j
—

Sec.N
=

::

. But

; so that A-j-a-j-b Sec.-f- i is the Remainder,

after p-j-r-j-i Sec. is taken out ofN ; let x be the Remainder after
Sec. is ta¬
ken out of O (which must be greater than that Sum, since N is greater than fy -r -\ ~s Sec.)
then is N : O : : A-j- .n-j-^, Sec. -f- r : x but
;
M being less than p, O is less than N j
and consequently x is less than A-\ -a-\ -b Sec. ~| *i 5 afio
Sec. -}-x=0 ; there¬
fore M-4-m-j- ft, Sec.
Sec. -|- r (each of which measures O) is greater than
O. And since, lastly, M does not measure A, therefore M, m, nt Sec. A, at b, Sec. 1,
are all different aliquot Parts of O, which is therefore Abundant.
Theorem
XXXIX.
If a Number , A, multiplied into another , B, produces 'either a perfect or abundant
Number ; then if A is multiplied into any Multiple of B, the Product is Abundant.

Exam. 2X3= 6, a perfect Number, 2X5= 10, and 3X10= 30, an abundant Number,
whose aliquot Parts are 1—
f-i —
}—
3—
^—5—
Demon . Let

M be a Multiple

10—
}—i 5= 42.

of B ; then is B : M : : AB : AM .

And because

B measures M, so does AB measure AM ; but AB is, by Supposition, Eerfebl or
Abundant 3 therefore( by Theor. XXXVII .) AM is Abundant.
Lee
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